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This Master’s thesis is about my work with the artist group IC-98 between the years 2008 and 2016. 
I’ve been responsible for animating all the IC-98 animations made during those eight years, and 
helping to create the style and animation genre that IC-98 is most famous for. The thesis studies our 
relationship and the technical and creative development from one animation to another, from my 
point of view as an animator and visual effects artist of these animations, as well as an employee and a 
collaborative part of the artist group. 
 
IC-98 animations are collages of various computer animation techniques placed inside collages of 
pencil drawings to create a slowly evolving view – an animated drawing.  
They are greyscale, often many minutes long seamless loops without cuts, that happen inside one 
picture. They’ve been built mainly in Adobe After Effects software, by combining multilayered 
Photoshop files, 3D simulations, little frame by frame hand drawn animations, and further animating 
these with masks and various effects. The animations have been shown as part of installations in 
various art exhibitions internationally.  
 
This thesis is a personal, reflective and critical look to the evolution of IC-98 animation. It unfolds the 
twelve IC-98 animations I’ve been involved with, revealing the building blocks and the work needed 
to make them visually successful. The results of this work have been received well in art world and 
media, but the significance of my role in IC-98 animation hasn’t been publicly recognized. The text 
questions and studies the issue with examples, but doesn’t propose a final solution to the unbalance in 
the status of our roles during and after the animation making. It’s recognized that the definition of 
artistry in evolving collaborative relationships is a complex matter that eludes universal consensus 
and thus the issue requires further research and ongoing evolution in approach. 
 
The main goal of the thesis is to give new information to the reader into this kind of animation-making 
process, and especially to clarify the obscurities in IC-98 animations, answering to the often-asked 
question of how are these animations actually made. In other words, be warned as this thesis contains 
spoilers to the mysteries in IC-98 animation. 
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http://www.socialtoolbox.com/archived-site/animations.htm 
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Tiivistelmä 
 
Tämä opinnäytetyö kertoo työstäni taiteilijaryhmä IC-98n kanssa vuosien 2008 ja 2016 välillä. Noiden 
kahdeksan vuoden aikana olen ollut vastuussa kaikkien IC-98 animaatioiden animoinnista ja auttanut 
luomaan tyylin ja animaatiogenren, josta IC-98 on tullut kuuluisaksi. Opinnäytetyö tutkii 
yhteistyösuhdettamme ja animaatioiden teknistä ja luovaa kehitystä, omasta näkökulmastani näiden 
animaatioiden animaattorina ja visuaalitehostetaiteilijana, kuten myös taideryhmän työntekijänä ja 
yhteistyöjäsenenä. 

IC-98 animaatiot ovat eri tietokoneanimaatiotekniikoiden muodostamia kollaaseja, jotka yhdistettynä 
lyijykynäpiirroskollaaseihin luovat hitaasti muuttuvan näkymän – animoidun piirroksen. 

Ne ovat harmaasävyisiä, usein monia minuutteja pitkiä saumattomia luuppeja ilman leikkauksia, jotka 
tapahtuvat yhden kuvan sisällä. Ne on rakennettu After Effects ohjelmassa yhdistäen monitasoisia 
Photoshop tiedostoja, 3D simulaatioita, pieniä kuva kuvalta piirrettyjä piirrosanimaatioita ja edelleen 
animoiden näitä maskeilla ja erilaisilla tehosteilla. Animaatiot on esitetty osina installaatioita useissa 
kansainvälisissä taidenäyttelyissä. 

Tämä opinnäytetyö on henkilökohtainen ja kriittinen katsaus IC-98 animaation kehitykseen. Se avaa 
kaksitoista IC-98 animaatiota, joita olen ollut tekemässä, esitellen rakennuspalikat ja työn, joilla ne on 
tehty visuaalisesti onnistuneiksi. Tämän työn tulokset on otettu hyvin vastaan taidemaailmassa ja 
mediassa, mutta oman roolini merkityksellisyyttä IC-98 animaatiossa ei ole julkisesti tunnustettu. 
Teksti kyseenalaistaa ja tarkastelee tätä seikkaa esimerkein, muttei ehdota lopullista ratkaisua 
epätasapainoon rooleissamme animaation tekemisen aikana ja sen jälkeen. Taiteilijuuden 
määritteleminen muuttuvissa yhteistyösuhteissa on monimutkainen aihe, joka väistää 
yleismaailmallista yhteisymmärrystä ja siksi vaatii syvempää tutkimusta ja jatkuvasti kehittyvää 
lähestymistapaa. 

Opinnäytetyön keskeinen tavoite on antaa uutta tietoa lukijalle tällaisesta animaationtekoprosessista 
ja eritoten kirkastaa epäselvyyksiä IC-98 animaatioiden suhteen, vastaten usein kysyttyyn 
kysymykseen, siitä miten nämä animaatiot on itseasiassa tehty. Toisin sanoen varoituksen sana siitä, 
että opinnäytetyö sisältää paljastuksia IC-98 animaation mysteereihin.  

 
Linkit animaatioihin:  
https://vimeo.com/ic98 
http://www.socialtoolbox.com/archived-site/animations.htm 
 

 

Avainsanat:  IC-98, animaatio, After Effects, taide 
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1. PREMISE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Vocabulary 
 
I’ll use standard abbreviations of computer animation terms and program names as follows: 
 
AE: Adobe’s After Effects  
AME: Adobe’s Media Encoder 
PSD: Photoshop Document 
VFX: visual effects 
 
I’ll use the phrase “3D side” for working in a three-dimensional computer graphics software, such as 
3DsMax or Blender.  
 
 
Definition of some concepts: 
 
alpha channel:  channel that contains transparency information 
 

compositing: “combining of visual elements from separate sources into single images, 
often to create the illusion that all those elements are parts of the same 
scene” (Wikipedia) 

 

matte: using alpha or luminance information of an image to block part of another 
image  

 

orthographic projection:  3D objects in 2D space. 3D without perspective. 
 

parallax:  When the viewpoint of an observer in relation to the objects observed 
move, distant objects appear to move slower than the objects closer to the 
observer.  
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1.2 Introduction 
 
 

This is a project based thesis. The project is my making of twelve animations in collaboration 
with artist group IC-98 between the years 2008 and 2016. The subject being personal to me, I 
felt it was necessary to write the thesis to its relatively wide framing to contemplate the 
whole story of my involvement with IC-98 animation. This thesis is a reminder of past deeds 
and a study to my years of work in evolving, what appears to be a recognizable and special 
genre of animation. It’s also a review of an artistic collaboration and to how this collaboration 
has developed and altered during the years, if it has. I try to draw out and define my situation 
and analyze it objectively. My goal is to produce an answer to these main questions: How is 
IC-98 animation made? What’s been my role in making and evolving these animations? And 
could I be perceived and credited as an artist along with IC-98 in these animations? 
 
1.3 Structure of the thesis 
 
I will first introduce myself and try to define my artistic premise. Then I’ll introduce IC-98, 
explain what the IC-98 animation is, and outline our division of labor when making the 
animations. 
 
Next, I’ll present all the twelve IC-98 animations I’ve been involved with (so far), in a 
chronological order from oldest to the newest, telling about the process of making them from 
my point of view as an animator and VFX artist.  
 
Then I’ll look the animation making phases generally but in detail explaining how the 
collaboration with Patrik and Visa works and tell about the techniques I use in different stages 
of animation making. I’ll analyze these techniques, methods, workflow and style presenting 
the most often used procedure in the order I build the animation, from the project being 
introduced to me to the rendering of the finalized artwork.  
 
In the final part, I’ll analyze our collaboration with IC-98 studying the issues of crediting and 
artistry, in relation to art scene that we operate in. I end the thesis with conclusions.  
 
As an appendix in the very end, is my interview with IC-98. 
 
1.4 About the Interview 
 
Besides my own experiences, my interview with IC-98 is the main source of information in 
this thesis. I emailed the same interview questions to both Patrik and Visa on 25th of august 
2016, asking them to respond separately. I got the answers during 2016 September. The 
questions and answers are presented in the appendix at the end of this thesis. I will cite these 
answers to support many of the claims presented throughout the progression of the thesis. I’ll 
refer to the interview with words: “Patrik interview 2016”, “Visa interview 2016”, or “Patrik 
and Visa interview 2016”, depending if one or both men are talking about the subject. Also I’ll 
provide the page numbers referring to where the paragraphs cited can be found on this 
document. 
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1.5 About the videos and images of animations 
 
All the IC-98 animations are viewable freely in high-definition from the two links provided in 
the abstract of this thesis or references (IC-98 2017b & 2016) either as full films or trailers in 
IC-98’s Vimeo account. Additionally, the key phases for most of the animations are presented 
in this thesis as filmstrip like still frame captures (figures: 2,4,6,10,14,17,20,22, and 24). These 
frames are in chronological order but aren’t evenly captured at regular time intervals. Rather 
they are a selection of most interesting keyframes representing main events on the timeline of 
the animation. They should be viewed normally by western standards from left to right with 
rows proceeding from up to down. The individual still frames of the finalized animations seen 
here are originally chosen and rendered together with IC-98 and can be seen in their portfolio 
(IC-98 2017a) also. The screenshots and photos where the photographer isn’t mentioned 
below the image have been taken by me. 
 
1.6 I 
 
I’m Markus Lepistö b.1982. I’ve graduated 2008 as a Bachelor of media from Turku University 
of Applied Sciences, Arts Academy, Digital Arts. And while writing this thesis I’m studying in 
Aalto University, School of Arts, Design and Architecture, Department of Media, New Media 
Design and Production. I consider myself a visual artist and an animator. 
 
1.7 My Artistic Premise 
 
I'm interested in nature, history, science, culture, mystique, creatures, states of consciousness 
and parallel realities. My ideas are drawn from these sources, mixed in imagination, 
subconscious and dreams.  
I valve my bent-up energy and feelings through expression of artificially created images and 
movement placed in fantasized reality and virtual space.  
Wishing I could enchant, conjure, summon and charm, but being just a common human 
chained in reality, I’ve found the best way to escape this reality and express myself is to do 
magic in a virtual world where one is able to place one’s own rules by using tools created for 
making visual art. Making art in computer environment also gives the possibility to copy and 
save the different pieces and phases of the artwork easily so you don’t really lose them, even 
though you’d ship, exhibit and sell the work as long as you have the storage space, and files 
don’t corrupt or aren’t lost or destroyed. 
 
I draw, paint and sculpt in small scale but animation is the best thing I've come across to bring 
life to visions for others to experience. I’m free to make just the kind of happenings I’d like to 
see in a world that’s just like I’ve imagined. Whatever technique used, animating is most often 
a slow and arduous process. Especially when making stop motion or other styles of frame by 
frame animation you put a crazy amount of time to one picture that’s only seen a fraction of a 
second. But this is something that people generally appreciate.  
 
There’s always an element of surprise in making the movement out of stills. It’s like opening a 
present even though you should know what’ll be inside the package. There is an idea how the 
movement should look and how you’ve made it to look, but only when the sequence is played 
is the truth revealed. If you are experienced with the animation technique used, the outcome 
will probably be pretty much as suspected and sometimes the execution of the idea surprises 
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positively. But many times, there’s something off with the movement, acceleration is too fast 
or too slow or some mistake is left somewhere. In this case, the movement needs to be 
tweaked or redone depending on the technique. In computer animation, if the dependency 
tree and the structure of settings in the project have been kept open, and there’s time for it, 
the animation can always be improved through iterative process. 
 
Many times, I work with different length loops. Loops save time, effort and space. I often try to 
build the whole animation by using as much as possible repeating structures and copies. 
Sometimes visible patterns and mechanically repeating movement is the wanted look and 
feeling in the animation but often I instead try to hide the patterns and loops and make them 
more natural by adding chaos over time and altering them so that the whole looks organic and 
always changing. I try to make all loops seamless so that the last frame of every animated 
sequence leads back to its beginning frame without visibly breaking the continuity. It’s then 
possible to repeat this sequence over and over as long as needed and use it as an asset to 
combine and further animate. The final animated composition is often made out of loops 
inside loops inside loops. This looping structure is essential for example in game animation 
and in many cases of art exhibition animation. 
 
I’ve tried all kinds of animation, puppet, wax, cartoon, cutout, rotoscope, 2D and 3D computer 
animation frame by frame and tweening between keyframes (and little bit programming 
vector animations). I have no loyalty for one technique but whatever is most efficient way to 
get the result and look I’m trying to evoke, will do. As long as the style stays consistent in the 
animated world, I like to mix techniques and create a collage out of differently produced 
assets. 
 
Mostly I go my own roads through trial and error and I haven’t ever specialized or had any 
mentor giving me advanced teaching towards some style or craft. I’ve only learned lots of 
basic skills in various fields of visual art that I combine when making artworks. I can’t call 
myself an artisan or craftsman in traditional sense as my approach to things is much more 
personal, experimental and chaotic.  
 
I do watch all the decent tutorials I’m able to find about making some detail. I usually combine 
various techniques and go beyond them. My attention span is limited and I rarely follow the 
formula and instructions closely. Once I get the hang of the basic technique I start exploring 
on my own. I look for influences where ever I go and greedily consume information and ideas 
that can be later grinded, combined and used as creative substance. 
 
I like doing sort of miniature mock ups to visualize ideas to myself and others when working 
in a group. I’ve found my problem with official sketches, storyboards and animatics etc. 
prototypes being that I tend to make them too carefully, especially when working in a new 
group because I want to demonstrate my skills to others. This is many times just sort of 
insecurity and waste of time as I could just as well do real content then. And as my projects 
tend to be wide with lot of work and content I need to produce, I’ve found these very vague 
prototypes do the trick and I can go straight to real content. 
 
I mostly operate in the field of visual art and mostly within the field of animation and in that 
mostly computer animation.  But I try to be as versatile I can, scratching the surface of various 
fields. Artists usually find their own niche, their recognizable style that they perfect. Although 
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I do have somewhat recognizable style, I am still in a state of searching my own thing. I always 
try to study, test and master new fields and techniques. But I do have also a tendency of 
coming back to my comfort zone, favourite tools and clichés too.  
 
I always draw or model something of myself into the characters I make, whether I want it or 
not. Because I’m myself the biggest source of how I experience the world and the only one I 
can easily make to do exactly what I want (with limitations of course) I tend to study myself in 
different situations and act out the action, still or moving I want to convey.  
 
I’m interested in how animals move and how organic life flows in micro and macro scale, in an 
instant, or over vast periods of time. I try to find rules, patterns and loops in them and dig out 
their essence that I can then emulate and attach into fantastic creatures in a virtual 
environment. I’m fond of simulating these things affected by different forces and then 
exaggerating and guiding the results to my liking.  
 
I strive for creating situations, drama and telling stories by bringing different worlds together. 
I create contrasts by bringing together extremities that meet, crash, collide and fuse as the 
story progresses. Often in my works abstract elements and recognizable elements meet and 
combine. I’ve been trying to shake people up with beautiful visions and landscapes, black 
humor and violent dynamic action. Many times, I work in post-apocalyptic or dreamy 
dystopia. I parodize superficial culture and try to look societies and times from a higher 
perspective showing the futility of trying to get somewhere by running around in the machine 
wheel. And while at it reflecting the fact that I too am just an insignificant part of a similar 
machine and moment in time. I touch the themes of conservation of nature, its fragility and on 
the other hand its power to renew itself, evolve and create horrors. Most sparks for creative 
expression I’ve gotten from my childhood happy days spent in imaginary worlds. 
 
I'm drawn to projects where I can cooperate with people who inspire me and are able to do 
something better or differently than I can or one way or another make me reach my best 
potential. I feel that in a small group I’m able to create something bigger than I could alone. 
Usually by working in an innovating dialogue with others the dreamer in me gets a frame of 
restrictions and deadline to work in, which concretes and refines my expression. Also, 
communicating and exchanging ideas with other people is more refreshing than just 
pondering in one’s own head.  
 
The creative work also needs moments of concentration in solitude. I tend to get in a flow at 
some point of the creative/mechanical working. This is the point when I start to believe in 
myself, have a vision, know what I’m doing and feel that I’m truly making art. I get goose 
bumps and shivers of zeal imagining a presence of a spiritual muse who’s taking over or 
affecting to my spirit so that I make decisions quickly and everything - all the details I do, 
turns to gold. This psychophysical feeling of epiphany, revelation, inspiration, and creative joy 
is universal and can happen when I paint, draw or animate, write or do sports even. It can 
take minutes or hours of unsatisfied working until this creative boost and feeling of 
succeeding hits in or it can build up in the process of contemplation and inspire to begin the 
work.  
 
The feeling can be divided to inspirational part that gets me starting the work and to a part 
when the flow of succeeding starts. Entering to this flow part needs ground work before I can 
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see that something clicks, in the overall appearance and it gives me satisfaction, belief in my 
skills and vigor. In composing the visual material it’s partly those accidental forms that appear 
from multiple layers blending together that suddenly lift recognition and meaning from the 
abstract chaos. Partly that I can see that something good is appearing from the groundwork 
I’ve imagined and worked into reality.  
 
I then take these appearances, protect the best parts and start cultivating them and spreading 
similar or contrasting look to other parts of the work. In this state of flow, I start 
experimenting and can make bold moves and creative decisions that give the overall direction 
to the art work. This flow and fire can fade quite quickly too usually when I get tired and sort 
of come out of this tunnel vision and start doubting myself again. This means looking things 
with far away objectivity and criticism comparing myself to others and regretting or not being 
sure about my choices. Maybe I’m naive. Maybe my art is no good.  
 
The flow phase can also be followed by a phase of conservative cowardice when I’m so 
pleased with the work I’ve done that I don’t have the courage to work it anymore so that I 
wouldn’t ruin it. Many times, this phase ends the process and sometimes it leaves the work 
unfinished. In digital world, I can of course save the checkpoint that I find pleasing, and 
continue working with a duplicate version of the file. Still it may be hard to choose a path and 
have the trust to venture further from this moment of greatness as it can always feel like a 
path that I’m not prepared to walk yet.  
 
My dreams can have similar effects that give me these visions and quick peaks of drive just 
when I’ve awoken and a certainty that I’ve invented or imagined something profound that I 
need to communicate to the world. This feeling can also quickly fade away in the oblivion – 
and it usually does when the reality sets in and time, doubts and forgetfulness eats this 
fantasy away. 
 
Still, everything is based on the insights given by research and experience, skills obtained by 
practice and supported by reason and planning that gives the work its proportions. But for me 
the art is in the making – the almost empty-headed deeply immersed concentration and 
making choices intuitively in the moment, animalistic physical executing and realization of the 
plans in the background with the skills I’ve learned.  
 
For me this artistic flow and fervor usually still means careful and detailed working. It doesn’t 
have to be shouting and splashing, though it could be if such was the art medium and genre. 
Digital art especially has the constraining rules that one must obey and interface one must use 
before being able to rampage in the freedom of virtual worlds.  
 
I have participated in various kinds of art projects, mostly making graphics and animations 
and collaborating with people associated with visual arts, film, theater, circus, games and 
music. By far my most important single, ongoing collaboration has been with artist duo IC-98 
whom I met in 2008, and have been making animations with them ever since. 
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1.8 IC-98 
 
IC-98 is a Turku, Finland based artist group consisting of Visa Suonpää b.1968 and Patrik 
Söderlund b.1974. The men have studied art history and cultural history in the University of 
Turku. The name “IC” is short of “Iconoclast” and the 98 stands for the year 1998 when the 
group was founded. IC-98 does conceptual contemporary post media art, interested in 
alternative history and things that didn't happen. 
 

“IC-98 was originally a nameless group that was about widening the means of 
academic writing and discussing politics.” (Visa interview 2016, p.87) 

 
“IC-98 is an artist duo comprising Patrik Söderlund and Visa Suonpää. IC-98 was 
founded as a trio with Juha Vitikainen in 1998. Modus operandi has always been 
contextual and conceptual, the medium of the work is always selected at the later 
stage of the process. Thus, IC-98’s practice could be characterized as post-media.” 
(Patrik interview 2016, p.87) 

 
 
1.9 IC-98 Animations 
 

"IC-98 are known for their animations and installations creating metaphorically 
charged realms of uncertain coordinates.  
These landscapes are shaped by interlaced forces of nature and technology, 
navigation and exploitation, climate and migration." (Frame 2015) 

 
IC-98 is nowadays best known for animation. Restrained, classically beautiful, carefully 
designed and detailed animated drawings with underlying layers of metaphorical meaning 
full of references to history and culture. Animations often contrast the elite and common 
people and deal with public and restricted access or hidden powers and forces of nature and 
time. IC-98 animations are like theatre stages where acting of events happens without actors.  
 
The next chapter is taken from Patrik's interview when I asked him of how big part is 
animation of the IC-98 repertoire. 

"In recent years, animation has been the most important medium for IC-98,  
especially in terms of artistic career and the narrative possibilities the technique 
has provided us: telling stories, which are at the same time emotionally relatable 
and intellectually challenging; stories which are political without being dogmatic; 
in short, a perfect combination of poetics and politics."  
(Patrik interview 2016, p.88) 

 
IC-98 animation has been much represented in many international and domestic exhibitions 
and occasions but perhaps the most important exhibitions and events for IC-98 animation 
have been:  
2016 Sundance Film Festival, Park City, USA 
2015 La Biennale di Venezia, Finnish Pavilion (Pavilion Alvar Aalto), Italy 
2013 Turku Art Museum solo exhibition, Finland 
2011 Forum Box solo exhibition, Helsinki, Finland 
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Many times, IC-98 animations have been audience favourites in exhibitions and competitions 
but the only animation related prizes won (as far as I know) have been Turku Biennial 2009 
victory and perhaps the State Art Prize of IC-98 the same year. 
 
IC-98 animations have traditionally been collages of different computer animation techniques 
placed inside collages of pencil drawings to create a slowly evolving view – an animated 
drawing. The animations are all black and white or rather greyscale and especially the earlier 
ones often look like motionless pencil drawings but they are in a state of constant evolution. 
One can look at the picture and turn away for a moment and when looking back the picture 
has altered. This subtle life inside the picture frame is the basis of the visual art style in IC-98 
animations. 
     
 
1.10 Division of labor 
 
IC-98 don’t usually talk about the division of the roles in their artworks but the case with the 
animations is a bit different. 
 
The division of labor in IC-98 animations is crudely put such that Patrik directs, Visa draws 
and I animate. Practically, from my starting point onwards, it would look like that I do all the 
work and Visa and Patrik just comment. However, IC-98 does lot of ground work before we 
get to the point of actual making of the film, and although I practically make the animations, 
they still supervise the whole project and arrange the presentation. 
 
Visa mentions that finding the reference material for his drawings and the whole scene takes 
a lot of time.  (Visa interview 2016, p.88) 
 
Patrik considers himself as screenwriter, director and producer and Visa as a drawer and 
director. (Patrik interview 2016, p.88) 
 
IC-98 animation is constructed as an Adobe After Effects project, often based on one 
multilayered still picture – a .PSD file that IC-98 has pieced together from Visa’s scanned 
pencil drawings. To this I import assets like 3D-animations from different 3D-softwares and 
sometimes frame by frame drawn animations as image sequences. I use all kinds of digital 
animation techniques but mostly animate with different effects and masks inside AE. 
 
The process of animating the IC-98 animations hasn’t been documented before. Nowadays 
nobody else but me – not even Visa and Patrik - could even honestly write about the actual 
hands-on making of IC-98 animations because nobody else knows about the process in such 
detail. I’ve had the responsibility of animating the animations and troubleshooting the 
projects. Also, I’ve created a great deal of the visual content seen in the animations. 
 
According to Patrik my role in IC-98 animations is the animator, very broadly defined. This 
includes scene building, masking and compositing, making 3D models etc. Everything which is 
moving and much of what is still, too such as light and shadow etc. 
(Patrik interview 2016, p.91) 
  
The responsibility of realizing the animations into certain deadline, while controlling the 
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whole structure of bloating projects and trying to conform to different factors changing, has 
been stressful and often involved slow mechanical work. But there has also been moments of 
revelation and delight in being able to wake the imaginary worlds into life through art and 
animation. I’ve learned a lot in carrying out these time-consuming projects.  
 
Ability to make creative decisions under pressure and inventing ways to automate and reduce 
the workload while not cutting on the quality of the outcome, has been improving while IC-98 
has been constantly raising the bar of the quality and believability requirements of the 
animations. We all control the quality of our own craft and territory of the work subjectively 
at first and then together by evaluating the whole and having a conversation in the group. 
Patrik often tends to have the last word because he can verbalize the best arguments to justify 
the decisions for the entirety of the artwork. 
 
By doing this work with IC-98 my outlook has expanded to the big picture of the projects in 
relation to expectations, premonitions and ambitions. I’ve learned to refine my own craft with 
more solid evaluation of the animating and rendering times and means, to available resources 
and where to focus in different scenarios as the project progresses and circumstances change. 
This all has also been an experiment in group dynamics between Patrik, Visa, me and few 
other persons along the years. 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. WORKS 
 
2.1 List of IC-98 Animations I’ve been involved with 
 
On the following chapters, the twelve IC-98 animations made between years 2008 and 2016 
are presented in chronological order from oldest to newest. Each animation has first basic 
technical details, and credits presented same way as in IC-98 website. This is followed with a 
dry description of the whole plot from the beginning of the loop, to the end. The meanings 
behind events are not analyzed in the “dry” descriptions. Just the main happenings are told as 
they can be seen in the animation. Lastly, I will tell a detailed historic of the work process 
involved, from my point of view of how the projects developed and changed along the way, 
what techniques we decided to use and reasons for these decisions, what were the outcomes 
compared to the premises and what I/we learned from the projects. 
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2.2 Theses on the Body Politic (Shadows) 2008-2009 
 

 
Figure 1:  (photo: Patrik Söderlund) 
 
digital animation, 1920x1080 pix  
45 min. stereo sound 
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Heikki Sillanpää and Markus Lepistö 
Sea of Dee composed by Harri Kerko, performed by Nicholas Söderlund (baritony voice), 
Eva Alkula (kantele) and Harri Kerko (drawbar organ) 
 

 
Figure 2: 
Viewer is set looking up to the starry skies in a dark forest as a flickering light of a bonfire illuminate the 
surrounding pine trees. Image fades to black. Morning light opens the misty view of the valley landscape 
and far horizon. Trees wave in the wind. String hangs from a pine tree branch. Cranes fly and skies are 
clear. Clouds form, a lonely kite is being flown, pollen flies and zeppelins glide through skies in the far 
horizon. More zeppelins appear closer. Skies darken. It begins rain and wind. Wind blows leaves, chaff 
and a kite to a tree branch of a pine tree in front. Flashes of lightning light up the skies behind clouds.  
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The river in the valley is flooding. Skies clear and brighten. The kite is gone from the branch. Cranes fly in 
the horizon. More kites are being flown. Wind blows chaff.  Sturdier military type kites appear. Clouds 
form again. Dark ash flies, image is covered in suffocating dark mist and eventually fades to black. Viewer 
is set looking up to skies as rays of sunlight blink through the pine tree tops and mist and remaining rain 
drops fall. Fades to black. 

 
Shadows could be thought of depicting a whole scale of Nordic European human history from 
old dark times in the forest, by the fire, looking at the stars to a morning light of 
enlightenment, followed by storms of war to another bright start and progress slowly leading 
to suffocating pollution and lack of vision. In the end is a glimpse of a wistful, bittersweet 
tomorrow as viewer is again looking to the skies from the forest like in the beginning, with 
harmonica playing in the background. 
 
Shadows was the first animation I did for IC-98. I originally got the job from a fellow Digital 
Arts graduate Heikki Sillanpää who had made three previous animations for IC-98 titled 
“Vicious Circles”. After the making the first version of the Shadows he had got enough of the 
project and the artists who constantly wanted to add more little details to the project. The 
animation had already been exhibited once but IC-98 wasn’t yet happy with the result. Heikki 
didn’t want to continue after this stage and asked me if I’d be willing to do it. I knew little bit 
beforehand about the concept as I had seen Heikki rendering previous IC-98 animations. I 
liked Visa’s pencil drawings and was interested in the possibilities of animating them. I got the 
material on a punch of dvd disks and continued working on the same After Effects project as 
Heikki and built on that version eventually finalizing the animation with new additions and 
alterations. Me and Heikki both did approximately half of the complete Shadows-animation. 
Ville Kuvaja (uncredited) did the bird flock animation seen in the far horizon with 
ActionScript code in Flash. 
 
The resolution of the animation was full HD (1920x1080 pixel) which was considered still 
quite high resolution at the time. In Shadows, I introduced to IC-98 the workflow of rendering 
the animation into image sequences instead of video files. With lossless image sequences the 
animation is stored in less space than lossless video. It’s also safer to make long renders as 
image sequences in case of some error or interruption occurs at some point of the render. In 
this case only the one frame or image currently rendered is affected and need to be 
rerendered and replaced in the sequence, instead of the whole video file potentially 
corrupting. 
 
Shadows has a prologue and an epilogue part where the perspective of the viewer is set on the 
ground level of a pine forest looking above to the sky. In the prologue part I experienced with 
animated fractal noise layer with lightness adding blending mode and opacity wiggle masked 
on the trees creating effect of a bon fire reflecting on the tree trunks. Epilogue had particle 
rain drops and a light effect of an imagined sun creating volume light behind the pine tree 
crowns. These effects that I could nowadays throw in without much thought to create the 
needed look were found only arduously through exploration back then. 
 
In the Shadows project, I wasn’t yet very efficient user of the After Effects. I had participated 
to a couple of basic courses about the program in my previous school but my knowledge of 
the workflow, creative use of the effects, compositing and clever use of different masking and 
layering options was limited. During the project through trial and error I started to learn and 
got deeper understanding of the usefulness of fractal noise, masking, blending modes, 
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precompositing, expressions etc.  
 
In the beginning, I used maybe too obviously, some effects After Effects has to offer, like CC 
Rain, snow and light rays (Advanced Lightning was used in the horizon but very subtly). I 
remember IC-98 being worried whether these effects would be recognizable. During the 
Shadows project, I started to learn to hide the obvious effects also learning the style, pace and 
sleepy rhythm IC-98 wanted to have in their works. On this knowledge, I would build all the 
future animations. 
 
 
2.3 Riket 2009 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3:  (photo: Patrik Söderlund) 

 
 
digital animation,  
1400x1050 pix 
14 min. silent 
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö 
Part 1 of the River Trilogy 
 
 

 
Figure 4: 
There’s a round view of a mansion and misty courtyard at night time. Light is switched on at the midmost 
upper floor mansion window and there a shadowy character walks towards to look at the court yard. A 
couple of great cormorants fly to the roof of the mansion. Light is switched on to the courtyard lampposts 
also. View is cut to show a closer look of the two statues, woman and a boy, by the swimming pool filled 
with black water that’s populated by floating miniature steam boats that emit smoke. Original view is cut 
in again. The shadow from the window walks away and the lights go off. The moon now illuminates the 
courtyard and mist subsides.  The shadows of the courtyard junipers grow stronger and taller in to shapes 
of men. One of the shadow men raises his hand, the statue of a woman sits down and the boy gets up. The 
closer view sets in again. The boy squats again. The woman blows wind at the ships making them move. 
The boy throws water from a bucket on the ships making them move. Original view: The smoke from the 
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ships has filled the air. The window and courtyard lights are turned on again and the shadow character 
returns to the window. Close up view: The statues are gone and the ships produce thick smoke. Window 
and lamppost lights go off again. Slowly the smoke subsides, visibility increases and the water level of the 
pool and on the courtyard, begin to rise, finally topping the walls of the pool and liberating the steam 
boats to travel, sink and disappear. Original view: The whole courtyard is now a pool or a sea of dark 
water under starry skies. Image fades to black. 

 
Riket was the next animation project. The animation presents a gothic dream view of the 
empire of Hans Von Rettig. Merchant ship steam boats at sea are shown as toy ships floating 
in the pool of the garden yard.  
 
The animation was made especially for Aboa Vetus/Ars Nova with the building, “palace of 
Rettig” serving as a real-life venue for the exhibition and also as the fantasy location of this 
animation. Patrik describes the relationship of the viewer in the exhibition space and the 
shadow figure in the animation as follows:  

 
“The figure in the animation stands in the very same place as the viewer does in the 
room. The observer is placed somewhere between the real and the imaginary”  
(Elfving & Söderlund 2015, p.52).  

 
 
The image area in the animation was round and it was projected on a large round plate in the 
exhibition space. The lens of the projector needed to be masked by a plate with a round cutout 
to prevent the scattering of light from the rectangular projection outside of the projection 
surface. 
 
I originally made a 3D model of the Rettig’s palace based on the technical drawings of the 
building so we could have used that instead of Visa’s drawing, or to use it to make 3D shadows 
for the drawing, but it didn’t fit exactly to Visa’s drawing and there wasn’t really moving light 
sources, so it didn’t add much anything to the scene and was left out. 
 
I made frame by frame hand drawn animated great cormorants that land on the roof of the 
building. In aftermath, I should have invested more care to their movement instead of their 
looks. The flight loop of looks clumsy and I left the size of the birds perhaps too big. 
I first tried to animate the 2D papercut animations of the statues of a boy and a woman and 
the shadow figure in AE but decided to switch to 3D side to rig and animate them with bones 
which was much easier eventually. Still the character animation could have been much better. 
I also 3D animated the simple weathercock on the roof. This was left with very mechanical 
rotating loop to which, if done now, I would have added Time Remap and animated a windy 
randomness to it in Graph Editor.  
 
In one of the scenes junipers in the yard transform into shapes of men (“the silent partners”) 
and later transform back again to tree form. I experienced with AE distort effect “Reshape” to 
create this effect. Back then I wasn’t aware of mask tracing options and had to do the masks 
manually. In later animations, I found the vector tools of the Mesh Warp effect gave more 
control to quickly deform images manually. 
 
The animation included plenty of different kinds of Fractal Noise effects in the clouds, fog, 
water and coming out the pipes of the boats.  
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Riket project had many types of animation I experimented with and although the result was 
bit clumsy at parts, it had most of the basic tricks tested I would use in later projects. One 
unique detail in Riket was that it had 6 cuts between different scenes. Twice the very long 
shot changes into long shot and back again. After Riket this type of film editing was never 
used again in IC-98 animation. 
 
Riket has never been shown by IC-98 outside the Aboa Vetus/Ars Nova exhibition as the work 
is designed to be experienced in this one room of the building. Then again, “The View from the 
Other Side” which is also kind of site specific is shown in other places. Other reason for Riket 
not fitting to further exhibitions is that the animation I made for this one is too obvious and 
slightly crude with character animated bits etc. which are not in line with the other IC-98 
animations.  
 
Riket animation along with the Labyrinth puzzle table as another part of IC-98 installation 
went on to win audience votes of the exhibition competition and the 2009 Turku Biennial 
competition. 
 
2.4 Colony 2010 
 

 
Figure 5:  Installation view at Purnu 2010, Finland (photo: Patrik Söderlund) 

 
digital animation, 1920x1080 pix 
10 min. 50 sec. silent 
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö, assisted by Kari Kuusela 
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Figure 6:   
A round view of a rocky island in a sea is seen far from above. Sea waves crash to the island. 
Clouds float and seagulls glide in different levels over the island. A flock of ravens appear and fly 
clockwise around the island bringing dark storm cloud cyclone behind them. The storm cyclone 
surrounds the island, closing around it and hiding it from sight. The cyclone grows from gaseous 
clouds to almost solid downwards spiraling structure with dead birds appearing on its different 
floors. After a while the rotating storm cloud cyclone subsides again revealing the island. Loops 
seamlessly. 
 
Colony was another round projection seen this time through a bird’s eye view from above. 
Seen through the circular view there’s an island of rock far beneath in ocean and seagulls and 
ravens gliding and circling the island in various depths. 3D model of the Island and some of 
the waves were generated with Vue by Kari Kuusela. Colony and Epokhe are the only IC-98 
animations where pure 3D model has been used as a background construction (both 
mountains). Visa drew the foreground elements of cloud and bird stills which I then animated.  
 
I asked Visa to draw the seagull and crow drawings from top view with their wings spread 
into T-pose. This way I could use them as textures in 3D side for 2D planes that I then rigged 
with bones and animated wing strokes and soaring. The birds and clouds look bit flat like cut 
from paper and their movement rigid at points partly understandably because of the 
restrictive nature of 2D still image. Also, I used a same animation multiplied with the birds in 
the storm crow flock and one can spot a clear pattern with their wing flaps which looks bad. 
Sometimes the far away birds gliding in the wind look quite natural however. 
 
I added 2D waves to the ocean with fractal noise and by experimenting with vector blur effect 
transformed Visa’s pencil clouds into surreal storm cloud cyclone that forms around the 
island. After Colony, I did the clouds for all IC-98 animations with computer generated 
graphics - mostly in AE with Fractal Noise. 
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2.5 A View from the Other Side, 2011 
 

 
Figure 7:  On the left: the animation premiered 2011 in the Forum Box, Helsinki (photo: Patrik Söderlund). 
Figure 8:  On the right: Installation view in Frankfurter Kunsverein, Frankfurt, Germany, 2014 (photo: 
Patrik Söderlund) 

 
Figure 9:  On August 2016 opening the TAFF festival, the animation was exhibited outside, against its 
model counterpart as a view from the other side of the Aura river. Projection seen here side by side with 
the real Pinella building. (photo: Vesa Aaltonen) 

 
digital animation, 1920x1080 pix 
70 min. stereo sound 
Animated by Markus Lepistö 
Music improvised by Markku Hietaharju on the organ of Turku Cathedral 
Part 2 of the River Trilogy 
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Figure 10:   

There’s a dark view of a forest, a wall with an opening, mist below and an organ playing in the 
background. A lamp post in the left side of the image switches on to slowly illuminate and fade out the 
trees revealing a frontal view of a low building supported by ten or so pillars and in front of it a street 
between two old trees. Below the street there’s a wall made of big rectangular stones a short stairway to 
a lower level and a misty river flowing from left to right just below it. A tree trunk on the river flows by. 
Mist starts to clear. There’s tents and dwellings on the lower level just above the river emitting smoke. 
View is clear, it’s daytime and tables and other items starts to appear between the pillars on the second 
level. A barge carrying barrels flows by. Barrels start to appear on the scene. Awnings are pulled between 
the pillars and more items appear below them. Another barge flows by. Sacks begin to appear on the 
lower level and the stairs from where the barrels vanished. Cumulus clouds flow on the clear sky and 
showcases start to appear between the pillars replacing the awnings. More barges flow by, one with boxes 
one with a sail. Posters start to appear to the windows, walls, light pole and trees. Windows are being 
covered with planks and a barge carrying planks flows by. All the windows are covered with planks, 
leaves and papers fly in the air, the statue and trees are also covered with planks. Openings are put to the 
plank wall and smoke comes out of them and pipes raised behind the building. The air is covered in thick 
smoke and gravel is building on the street and stairs. Barge carrying gravel rocks and shovels flows by. 
Dark liquid bursts out of the main opening and two smaller ones, slowly flushing the gravel to the river. 
The thick smoke slowly subsides. the tents on the second level have collapsed and the planks between 
pillars break, move and rot away. Trees have lost their leaves and the river freezes. It’s winter, everything 
is frozen and great shadow flows through the image. Stars illuminate the dark sky. Behind the building, it 
looks like burning. Statue is revealed again inside the combusted plank cover its head now bowing 
downwards. A tool shed along with some shovels and two long tents appear to the street. The roof of the 
building shows signs of partly collapsing. Sheets appear hanging on clothes lines and on the trees then 
obstructive structures. Black smoke from tents stain the sheets. A wharf is built in the river in front of the 
stairs and the lower level and behind it an iron fence with barbed wire blocking the access from lower 
platform to the higher. Iron bars appear between pillars and A pile of suitcases appear on the street. 
Barge carrying barbed wire flows by and then a tall white mast. The street is covered in sand, grass and 
the roof in moss. Various kinds of plants start to grow on the street eventually eating the human made 
structures, tents collapse. Trees have grown in front of pillars eventually replacing them. Sand covers the 
stairs, eventually reaching the river, while barbwire fence rusts away. Statue has disappeared only 
leaving the chair behind. River has mostly dried and grow reeds that bend in the wind like the long grass 
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above. Leaves, flowers and bushes grow everywhere. There’s some primitive wind chime hanging in the 
roof of the ruins. Its night time and moon travels across the sky illuminating the ruins. Darkness fades in. 

 
A View from the Other Side can be considered as the main art work of IC-98 (and mine) so far. 
It is narratively perhaps the deepest. It was the biggest most time consuming single work I’ve 
done. It must have been also a huge project for Visa to draw the detailed scene and all the 
little and big objects that appear and disappear during the 70-minute film, although he was 
able to recycle many elements from previous drawings. I feel this is IC-98 animation in its 
purest form – slow evolution inside one detailed picture and a long seamless loop. There was 
no deadline in the beginning, but we worked on this almost daily for more than a year. The 
previous animations (Shadows, Riket and Colony) I had made at my home but for this one IC-
98 had rented a work space in Logomo Turku and bought a new iMac that I could work with.  
 
Patrik imagined the rhythm of the 70 minutes long animation of overlapping durations of 
things evolving and changing into another and was able to provide quite accurate and 
plausible script for this one with almost all the details and timings carefully placed. Naturally 
things would change and live as animation developed but we could follow this script quite 
closely. Also, Hietaharju, the composer of the music, improvised 70 minutes of organ playing 
based on this same script. 
 
Originally there was an idea that human characters would form sort of slowly appearing and 
disappearing ghostly clouds as they moved in the scene. For this purpose, I filmed three 
persons walking in different ways back and forth against a green screen. I then brought this 
footage into AE scene and created darkly flowing clouds out of them with time and distort 
effects. This would have been the only time live footage was used as a part of these 
animations. Eventually we decided to leave the human clouds out however as they didn’t 
quite belong to the picture. At the same time, the idea was born that humans shouldn’t enter 
to IC-98 animations (Riket being the only one this had happened in some form) as the 
animated scenes were like stages without actors where only the actions – the acts of human 
deeds (and forces of nature) and their consequences took place. Sometimes the animals 
would symbolically take place of humans and their professions. 
 
I did all the animation for the View from the Other Side but with close inspection and 
direction by IC-98 when animating in the AE side. It had lots of mask animation for revealing 
objects, moving shadows and creating oozing and freezing liquid. I used deforming effects on 
many of the individual drawings making them sink, wave or bend over time.  
 
The animation had also lot of image sequences I had rendered from 3D side and Flash and 
brought to AE project to be used as assets. These included bursts of oily liquid, rotoscope 
cartoon animation magpies and papers and leaves flying in wind, colliding with trees and 
other obstacles. 
 
I made the falling leaves etc. using 3D physics like wind and gravity on particle simulation and 
3D modeled pillars and stairs as deflectors. I modelled the 3D model of the pillars, trees and 
stone stairs with the walls carefully matching it with Visa’s Photoshop collage in an 
orthographic viewport. This way the drawings could take the place of the invisible model in 
AE so that only the deflecting effect was seen in the falling and flying particles.  
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I wanted the river to be always flowing seamless loop without crossfades so I made the water 
into a rotating 3D animated conveyer belt rendered from a perspective angle matching the 
scene. The conveyer belt returns to its beginning position every two minutes. For making the 
waves, river has a suitable looping fractal noise evolution as a displacement map texture and 
it was using a still of the basic scene as reflection that deformed according the waves. These 
tricks worked quite well to get the realistic look of flowing water and some people have even 
asked if I had used live footage of a river. Also, the look of the river freezing succeeded quite 
well using fractal noise steam, and layers of fractal noise resembling ice and snow, combined 
with still frames of the water surface, animated in by altering keying and curves and a bit of 
time remap and vector blur effects. 
 
Too much time was spent in creating the sort of climax point in the middle of the animation 
and its aftermath. This is the moment when the building has been changed into a mine and 
cannot hold the pressure packed inside any more. The blocked doors burst open and the 
building throws up black oily goo to the smoke-filled air outside, making the piles of rocks, 
gravel and sand gathered around the building eventually wash and melt away to the river 
along with the guttering oil. The climax part of this scene is also the most failed part in the 
animation. I rendered particle animations from 3D side using metaball particles (which makes 
the particles that touch each other to fuse together like liquid) to create the gushing oil and 
rocks. They needed lot of work to make them blend in and I could never get them fit quite 
right. The effect was too fast and vanished too quickly especially when compared to the 
surrounding atmosphere. Making and rendering the events in this scene took so much time 
that I forced some of the effects in the animation against IC-98’s will.  
 
The flow of gravel was an arduous job with Visa trying to animate all the little details in the 
drawing to look that they moved realistically in the supposed perspective. The gravel pieces 
were placed in dozens of chaotically scattered individual layers which all needed individual 
attention and eventually the happening doesn’t look like much anything interesting behind all 
the smoke. Finally, in the final render just before I was supposed to bring the animation to the 
Forum Box exhibition in Helsinki, I noticed there was a visualization helper element left in the 
picture, that wasn’t supposed to render. This was a rectangle left appearing in the middle of 
the picture in the climax scene. There wasn’t time to make another huge render so I made a 
compromising healing effort on top of the picture and now that moment looks like blow of 
wind suddenly pushes smoke off from certain parts. 
 
There was a dread that the last part of the animation, the scene where nature takes over, with 
similar amount of tiny details as in the gravel scene now in the forms of different plants and 
vegetation, would take as much if not more time to make as the gravel mine part. However, 
we had learned from our mistakes and had planned ahead. Visa had organized the layers 
better in the .psd file and I was able to avoid time consuming ways to handle the work load 
and use the quickest work flow. Also, it helped that the growing plants didn’t move so much in 
depth as the gravel piles. The large scale three dimensional movements with multiple forces 
and pieces of the puzzle affecting each other are always hard to fake with two dimensional 
assets so that they don’t look rigid. Eventually the nature scene was quite easy to make and 
looked good with the plants slowly growing, bending and swinging in the wind. 
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2.6 Oikoumene, 2012 
 

 
Figure 11:  Installation view at Volta 8, Basel, 2012 (the screen seen in the top right corner of the picture) 
(photo Patrik Söderlund) 

 
The animation in the installation screen: 
real time camera augmentation  
with generative digital animation,  
1080x1920 pix 
Generative, silent 
Written and directed by IC-98 
Animated and visuals arranged by Markus Lepistö 
 
Figure 12:  The view from the screen:  
A distant city, castle or fortress  
fills the horizon behind the ocean mist.  
Viewer is floating in the middle of stormy sea  
with the waves sometimes blocking the vision.  
Dark birds fly across the cloudy skies.   
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Oikoumene was a special project. The major part of this installation was a slowly rotating 
table which had a fortress island built out of long, flat, folded iron plates in the middle. The 
animation in a small screen was supporting this artwork table and providing an alternative 
augmented fantasy vision of the fortress. In this view the spectator is put in the perspective of 
floating on the level of the stormy ocean looking at the live footage of the fortress while foggy 
clouds and flocks of birds surround it. 
 
The ocean was animated with an AE plugin by Red Giant called Psunami. I also animated and 
rendered layers of fractal noise cloud into a video file with alpha channel and two flocks of 
birds using frame by frame animated flight loops. There was a small HD web camera on the 
edge of the table looking at the fortress. I arranged in the VJ software Resolume the live 
footage from the camera and on top of it the ocean, cloud and bird flock clips. I had to be 
minimalistic with the number of animated layers because Resolume on minimac couldn’t keep 
fast frame rate with many video layers playing simultaneously. The looping animation clips 
playing at the same time were of different lengths, so overall animation augmentation on top 
of the live footage was generative – meaning the image on the screen never looked quite the 
same twice. 
 
I added some camera movement effects in Resolume to further enhance the feeling of floating. 
 
 
 
 
 
2.7 Arkhipelagos (Navigating the Tides of Time), 2013 
 

 
Figure 13:  animation frame 
 
digital animation, 5760x1080 pix 
20 min. silent   
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö   
Part 3 of the River Trilogy 
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Figure 14:   
The wide view is covered in pale light grey fog which slowly evaporates over time. Ocean waves rise, fall 
and roll through the image. The ocean waves cover the lower half of the view and cloudy sky fills the 
upper half. High waves cover the horizon, nothing is still and there’s a feeling of floating at the open sea. 
A lonely mast of possibly a ferry or a boat, with a little flag waving in the wind appears floating behind 
the waves, travelling from right side of image to the left. Bit closer another similar mast made from a pair 
of tree branches, carrying a bigger flag, floats in from the right side of image. More masts appear, all 
made of mostly long tree branches, some with ripped flags, cloths or ropes waving in the wind, some 
carrying recognizable objects like walking sticks or ripped pieces of fishing nets. One has three flags, its 
mast still having leaves on it. One has two long branches tied to form a triangle and stuff hanging from 
strings from it. They float, some farther some closer behind the waves rocked by the sea as they travel left 
and right and farther to the horizon, behind the waves and out of the image. All the masts are gone, sky is 
getting darker and stars start to fill the sky. One lonely mast with two flags floats in the picture. Then 
more masts start to appear again under the star filled sky, some with longer sturdier looking masts with 
bigger plain flags. One with crude looking ladders made into a mast, one with a shovel as a yard. The 
night is getting darker, the misty clouds have retreated to horizon and the masts gather closer into a 
cluster, like getting safety from each other. As the morning clouds appear again covering the starry skies 
the masts start to separate again to slowly float to their own directions. The pale grey clouds fill the sky 
bringing mist on the waves and the masts start to scatter vanishing farther behind the horizon until they 
are gone. The fog covers the picture again. Loop. 

 
Arkhipelagos has a wide panorama view. The animation is usually presented as a large 
projection with the image divided for three Full HD projectors placed in a row and the edges 
of the projections carefully aligned. We used the Psunami plugin also to create the ocean in 
this one. Psunami can create quite believable ocean masses with apt light and wind settings.  
Only flaw with the plugin compared to more realistic 3D tools for simulating fluid in this case 
was its inability to create foam and splashes. To fake this I replicated, keyed and blended the 
water composition on top of the original using a high contrast light in a suitable angle so when 
seen on the caps of the waves it could be thought of as foam also. I made the ocean quite 
colourful first so it was easy to see the nuances before turning it to greyscale. Eventually the 
look of the ocean was tuned somewhat crossover between graphic and realistic. 
 
For the fog, I copied and divided the ocean into three depth based layers, which I used as 
feather masked alpha mattes for the layers of mist made from low opacity Fractal Noise layers 
to create illusion of the evolving fog on top of the waves, being affected by the heave of the sea 
and thickening towards the far horizon.  
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I used wiggle expression to wave the Visa’s ferry mast drawings behind the waves and bend 
effect on the 3D layers of the attached ropes. The ferry flags I made in 3D side using Visa’s flag 
drawings as textures for planes which I then animated with cloth modifier and wind 
simulation. I forced these flag renders into seamless loops by animating the deformation of 
the flag outlines with AE mesh warp so that the beginning and the end of the image sequence 
of each flag would have a matching seam. Then I simply faded the new flag in and old flag out 
within this seam by animating the opacity. This way one can’t really spot the loop seams when 
the flags are flying in the wind. I also created thick multilayered Fractal Noise fog and starry 
skies appearing and disappearing during the 20-minute animation. 
 
The wavy ocean feeling of Arkhipelagos animation is unique compared to the static 
backgrounds in other IC-98 animations. The simple, fitting position and rotation wiggles with 
the masts managed to give the impression of boats floating behind the waves. I animated the 
movement of the boats in and out of the picture manually but the floating animation is all 
generated by carefully selected randomization expressions. There’s a sense of being lost in the 
sea and the horizon is never seen. 
 
 
2.8 Arkhipelagos (Ebb), 2013 
 

 
Figure 15:  Installation view at Turku Art Museum (photo Patrik Söderlund) 

 

digital animation, 1080x1080 pix   
10 min. silent   
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö 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Darkness subsides revealing the image. Six masts can be seen stack to ground in a desolate landscape. 
Cloudy skies fill three quarters of the scene and the flat rocky landscape like a bottom of a dried ocean 
continuing in the far horizon takes the bottom quarter. The closest mast is ruling the middle of the image 
with the last mast only barely seen in the far horizon. They are made of tree branches and have flags, 
ropes and junk like a walking stick, suitcases, possibly a car tire, tied into them. The flags and ropes wave 
in the wind. Clouds evolve and move through the sky. There’s darkness building up in the horizon. The 
dark cloud now covering the horizon travels towards swallowing the farthest mast. Darkness spreads 
traveling towards at constant speed swallowing the masts one after another. Eventually it reaches 
nearest masts filling the whole image in to near blackness. Loop. 

 
Ebb was based on the previous Arkhipelagos animation showing a desolate landscape where 
few of the ferry masts are standing in the sand and the ocean completely gone. After a while 
darkness from the far horizon creeps in travelling towards, growing and eventually covering 
the whole image in the end and revealing the landscape again in the beginning of the loop.  
 
Ebb was completed just before the Turku Art Museum exhibition with intense work and 
furious speed in just one sleepless weekend. It’s a good example of a frantic, almost venomous 
animation struggle as I’m trying to get the overall look right, convey the wanted narration 
through animation while troubleshooting problems and getting no help from anyone and 
getting only negative feedback, with the time being against me, until all of a sudden it all 
comes together and the animation is completed. During this struggle, I had become so blind to 
the overall look that I was surprised as Patrik finally declared that the animation result was 
what had been looked for and was good and ready for museum exhibition. 
 
The Ebb was given so little build time because originally IC-98 presented as a bonus project 
(bonus for them, more work for me) in the middle of the completion of the first version of 
Abendland. They thought that the Ebb would just come to be relying on the standard 
atmospheric effects and everything could be just transformed from the previous Arkhipelagos 
animation using same elements. But all it needs is little changes in the rhythm, duration, or 
direction of the movement of some building block in a chain of dependence and the loops and 
looks don’t match anymore. I nearly always need to build the atmospheric effects from scratch 
as everything is depended on and designed for one particular landscape.  
 
In the case of Ebb the hardest part was to get right kind of, speed, rhythm and feeling to the 
darkness spreading from the far horizon while affecting to the different depth levels of the 
landscape in a believable way. Faking this growing darkness that travels towards for a long 
time and a long distance with just the right kind of acceleration in the alternation of scale, 
density and position while interacting with the forms and objects of the landscape, was in this 
case surprisingly hard to achieve with 2D animation in AE. 
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2.9 Abendland 
 
Abendland (western world, land of evening) was a name for the IC-98 solo exhibition at Turku 
art museum and a combining name for animations about a tree, its roots in a cave below it, a 
wall opposite it, and an underground river below that. Abendland was planned as a 
synchronized four-channel installation with two projections opposite each other and below 
them (perhaps presented in another room below) another two underground images. Thus far 
only the scenes above the ground exist as completed animations. These animations are called 
“Place That Was Promised” and “Edge That Was Set”. Animations are squares with full HD 
height (1080 x 1080 pix). Also a mashup collage or remake animation with a new storyline 
was created that combined different elements and events from all of these four scenes. It’s 
called “Hours, Years, Aeons”. Max Savikangas composed the music for the Abendland 
animations. 
 
 
2.10 Abendland (Place That Was Promised), 2013 
 

 
Figure 16: animation frame 

digital animation, 1080x1080 pix   
16 min. stereo sound 
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98   
Animated by Markus Lepistö 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Music by Max Savikangas, double bass by Juho Martikainen   

 
Figure 17:   
There’s a wide shot of sturdy leafless tree in the middle of the frame. The tree slowly moves its branches 
like a giant sea anemone or an octopus its tentacles. At the background, a creaky double bass can be 
heard. Behind the tree is a dark thicket. The tree has its roots on a small patch of land surrounded by a 
black pond or stream. Leaves float slowly on the pond. Sometimes eel looking fishes can be seen 
swimming below the surface. The mire plants bend and move in the water and tussocks. A cavity starts to 
open to tree’s trunk and a vine grows from inside slowly tangling around the tree over time. Moths fly out 
from the open cavity flying around. Some moths fly away and some of them settle on the slowly moving 
thinner tree branches slowing down their wing flicking into halt over time. Tree has grown thicker and 
the immovable moths now resemble flowers. Tree starts to produce pollen. Pollen fills the air around the 
tree, slowly floating and stirred by tree branches. Layers of pollen float on the water. The flowers shrink 
and pollen vanishes. Dark swollen fruits slowly grow on the place of the flowers. Steam begins to rise from 
the water and at the same time black ants/ spiderlings burst from inside the rotten fruits spreading along 
the tree branches. The water of the pond is boiling. Spiderlings proceed to cover the tree into blackness 
and steam of the boiling pond gets thicker and rises to the tree top. Tree is black, its crown vanished into 
the blackness of the upper part of the image, and the steam form white against its trunk in the middle. 
Boiling has ended, the steam subsides and the black tree gradually gets lighter, its little branches now 
sparser again. Loop.  

 
The tree undergoes several phases. The three branches have a slow groping life of their own 
that I did manually with AE puppet tool. Every little twig has an animation loop. In the first 
version of the tree (that was in Turku Art Museum) I made mostly frame by frame animated 
birds (crows) flying on the tree branches and pecking the tree to get it bleed liquid that they 
can eat. The story changed for the final version and birds had to go. Also, I originally 3D 
animated a pack of bats flying out from the cavity on the tree, but their fate too was the delete 
button in the final version of the animation. 
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Figure 18:  I spent lot of time drawing and animating crows, ravens and bats for the original version of 
Place That Was Promised. Above some of the frame by frame, cutout, rotoscope and 3D animated image 
sequences. 
 
I paid a lot of attention to the dark water that moistens the tree roots dipping in water, has a 
reflection of the tree and vegetation deforming with ripples and fading underwater 
transparency that takes into account the water level. There’s leaves and pollen floating on the 
water surface and 3D animated fishes swimming below. 
 
For the pollen, I used AE plugin Trapcode Particular. We chose to have smaller than a pixel 
particle size and I proceeded to iterate growing and evolving 3D clouds out of them by testing 
and animating various x factors Trapcode has to offer, such as emitter settings, wind, 
turbulence field, gravity etc. In the end after lots of fiddling with the settings I got the cloud 
looking so that the branches of tree would dreamily stir the pollen that was coming from the 
moth flowers. It took some time to render the particle clouds but the outcome was so good 
and multifunctional that we ended up using the same image sequences as atmosphere effect 
in various roles in the following animations.  
 
For the scene where the water starts to boil, I made evolving fractal noise compositions, mask 
animated growing rings from them, which I deformed with small scale and large scale 
turbulent displace, and then set them as a 3D layer and rotated to fitting perspective. Then I 
added little bit of CC Bubbles effect in the ring compositions and by placing masses of these 
growing and pouring rings on the timeline, increasing and appearing to right spots on the 
water and adding fractal noise steam I achieved the look of the boiling waters. 
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2.11 Abendland (The Edge That Was Set), 2014 

 
Figure 19:  animation frame 

digital animation, 1080x1080 pix   

16 min. stereo sound   
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö   

Music by Max Savikangas, double bass by Juho Martikainen   

 
Figure 20:   
There’s a mire with plants, flowers, black spots of water and tree stumps in front of the scene, and a dark 
wall made of rocks and roots in the back. The stalks wave in the wind. Some moths fly from behind into 
the image and continue their flight until they reach the wall where they sit down and eventually slow 
their wing flapping into a halt one by one. Pollen emitted from behind flies in the image. Pollen floats on 
the water. Water begins to boil. An ant or spider can be spotted crawling a tree stump. Boiling has ended. 
Loop. 
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“Edge That Was Set” is the opposite picture of “Place That Was Promised” and exhibited as a 
synchronized projection with it. Edge is much more desolate picture with respect to both 
drawing and animation. It consists of dark mire like wet plains full of little grasses and flowers 
and a high distant stone wall. Edge is in the same world as the Place and most events that 
happen in the Place echo or spread to Edge bit later. Thus, the events coming from the tree 
needed to be timed and shown in Edge some time later taking into account the approximate 
distance of the two projections in space. Most of the animation work was with the timed flight 
and landing of moths, pollen, water boiling, and the little flowers to all of which I placed 
similar but milder (almost unnoticeable) bend wiggle that was in the plants of the Place. 
 
 
2.12 Abendland (Hours, Years, Aeons), 2015 
 
 

 
Figure 21:  installation view at the Venice Biennale 2015 (photo: Ugo Carmeni) 
 

digital animation, 1080x1080 pix   
43 min. stereo sound 
Written, directed and drawn by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö, assisted by Leo Liesvirta 
Music by Max Savikangas 
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Figure 22:   
The happenings of the tree are seen as they were in “The Place That Was Promised” until the spiderlings 
proceed to cover the tree into blackness and steam of the boiling pond gets thicker and rises to the tree 
top. Tree is black its crown vanished into the blackness of upper part of the image and the steam form 
white against its trunk in the middle. Boiling has ended, the steam subsides and the black tree and its 
roots vanish along with the steam and smoke. A lonely moth appears flying around the mire that’s being 
now eutrophicated to a lush swamp. The stream dries up leaving tussock and broken trees in its place.  
Over time the empty tussocks platform transforms into a small pond. Stars begin to appear into black sky 
in the upper part of the image where the moth flies into. Darkness swallows the thicket in the 
background, proceeding slowly towards and eating away the swamp, followed by the stars until only dark 
space is seen. Among the stars appears particles dancing like bubbles underwater and an entity made 
from roots appear from the darkness. It spreads its roots like spider’s legs as it descents into a cave that 
opens around it. The roots poke into holes in the cave wall and milk black liquid from the rock. The liquid 
flows down to the cave floor. First steam, then black liquid rises from the cracks in the cave floor. The 
black boiling liquid fills the cave floor. The roots stop their hole milking and wither tangling into a fist. 
From above and along the roots white spiders start to crawl down melting into slime that covers the dead 
root bunch dangling and dribbling from the root tips. the cave floor slowly turns into underground river 
and the big roots wither away. The upper small roots subside and the cave roof is covered in darkness. 
Stars appear in to the darkness. Starry skies eat away the wall of stone that was the cave and at the same 
time the river starts to dry and eutrophicate into field of plants and flowers. The stone wall slowly 
vanishes as dust into wind. In the middle of the image a shadow begins to grow. The shadow gets 
illuminated and revealed as the tree. The darkness vanishes and image returns to the beginning of “The 
Place That Was Promised”. Loop. 

 
This animation was the result of the Venice Biennale project. The IC-98’s original idea of 
having a plant installation and a storyteller was eventually prevented by the strict protection 
of Aalto pavilion in Venice so they had to create a new plan. They decided to go with an 
animation based on the existing Abendland project and asked me to do it. The new video 
installation was supposed to be the Abendland with the existing Place and Edge with the 
addition of underground animations “The Vaults of Dreams” & “The Waters of Oblivion”. The 
dark interior of Aalto pavilion was filled with charcoal. For the underground parts a special 
peeking cabinet was planned in cooperation with an architect. However, it turned out that this 
plan was also against the regulations of Aalto pavilion. Patrik retreated to yet another 
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different version of the installation and this plan was to fuse the four Abendland animations 
into one to create a longer animation with completely new story. At this stage I had already 
been animating the two missing animations (Vaults and Waters) for some time, but we were 
late from schedule and the two animations were still very incomplete.  
 
I needed to get an assistant to help me with the workload so I asked a film editor and VFX 
artist Leo Liesvirta to join the team. Me and Leo with two other Taik students had directed 
and animated a short animation (Balcony at the End of the World 2015) previously so I knew 
Leo could animate, was solid with AE and that we could work parallel with the project. This 
was the first time I had an assistant animator that I had to introduce to the IC-98 style and 
direct in the project sharing the responsibilities. Leo’s main contribution was the key 
movement of the big roots of the tree. He also helped with the project organizing and the 
mask animation of the water rising. Leo worked about two weeks in the project and during 
our cooperation we taught each other lot about the different workflows and possibilities of 
AE. It was the first time with IC-98 animation I got to work with another person who 
understood AE projects well and what were the potential workflow pitfalls involved and to be 
avoided. 
 
My feelings were mixed with the change from the original four channel Abendland to the 
Hours, Years, Aeons one. I had to break the progress with “The Vaults of Dreams” and “The 
Waters of Oblivion” and start working the elements from them into a new timeline and story. 
We had a planning session and finally I chose from two story plans Patrik presented. It was to 
be an animation of 45 minutes and a seamless loop with no cuts of course. Aesthetically and 
with regard to the story it had very Lovecraftian themes. This story had almost the entire “the 
Place That Was Promised” animation in the beginning of the film and the other Abendland 
animations were broken into pieces and rearranged into new landscapes.  
 
Hours Years Aeons was an arduous process of editing the evolution of multiple animated 
layers to slowly change the scene from one world to completely another and then another 
until the things would loop back to the Place that Was Promised. The project got so heavy and 
the schedule was so tight that I had to guess a lot with the rhythm of the parallel long term 
crossfades and mask animations without seeing. I had to work blind like this again because 
the project was too heavy to create a long preview render, there were lots of visually 
interconnected layers so there was no use of creating proxies and there just wasn’t time to 
wait for a real render. 
 
In the end a render farm was ordered from a VFX studio but they had previous experience of 
large scale renders only from 3D softwares and underestimated the scale and heaviness of the 
the Aeons AE project completely. Either they didn’t have resources for a real AE render farm 
or they just thought that one powerful computer would do the task in no time. I ended up 
having the image sequence rendered and gathered from multiple computers located around 
Helsinki before the vfx studio was done with their render effort. Because film industry usually 
works with short scenes the large scale “monster” AE projects like mine seem to be quite rare. 
 
Then came the standard fixing phase which means carefully seeing the whole film and trying 
to spot mistakes that I then fix, and render that fixed area again placing it on top of the faulty 
area like a Band-Aid in the main image sequence. After and during this ongoing fixing phase I 
further rendered alternative versions with “Detail-preserving Upscale”, “Add Grain” and 
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“Tritone” effects. As these versions were completing I brought them to Pro-Av that rendered 
the final Brightshine converted videofiles and sent them to Patrik to test and choose from 
with the monitor already brought and installed in Aalto pavilion in Venice. After the monitor 
testing, this then circulated back to me with new fixes. I made changes to the animation again 
and brought to Pro-Av until finally I brought the final version to Venice on a portable hard 
drive myself just before the exhibition opening. However, by then an earlier version was 
already accepted and playing in the installation. 
 
The Aeons animation was scouted in Venice by one of the producers of Sundance Film festival 
who invited the Aeons to be shown as part of their program of “New Frontier Shorts”. Aeons 
was presented there as a standalone animation in movie theaters without the surrounding 
installation. 
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2.13 Nekropolis, 2016 
 

 
Figure 23:  installation view at Röda Sten, Gothenburg 2016 (photo: Hendrik Zeitler) 

Digital animation, 1200x1920 pix   
16 min. stereo sound 
Written and drawn by IC-98 
Directed by IC-98 and Markus Lepistö 
Animated by Markus Lepistö, assisted by Juan Duarte Regino 
Music by SINK 
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Figure 24:  Above the main phases of Nekropolis animation as stills. 
 
There’s a giant water drop shaped dark cloud levitating in the middle of the picture. Above the cloud the 
sky is filled with a mat of clouds slowly travelling towards and reaching to the far horizon where distant 
hills can be seen. Below the cloud there’s a rocky rugged valley floor. High cliffs rise rimming the image on 
both sides of the cloud. The cloud rotates slowly sucking particles from the ground below with its heavy 
gravity. There’s flocks of birds flying around and within the cloud fusing into it. Rocks fall from the cliffs 
and there’s birds landing to and flying from the cliff walls. More and more dust particles and bird flocks 
get sucked into the cloud. Skies get darker. Giant opening appears growing in the skies above the cloud. 
The birds get sucked from the cloud up towards the opening and rain down to the valley. The air starts to 
get filled with the dust and particles until it’s hard to say where the cloud starts from. The dust cloud 
grows until it swallows the view completely. The dark dust cloud evolves around the view and birds fly 
close in the midst it. Eventually the dust subsides, skies get lighter and the evolving and rotating cloud 
entity can be seen in the middle of the picture as it was. Loop 

 
I will go into more detail explaining the Nekropolis project as this animation was originally 
supposed to be the sole subject of my thesis. I was the main animator in Nekropolis and 
directed the project with IC-98. Nekropolis was exhibited in Röda Sten, Göteborg. 
 
The animation is 90 degrees rotated Full HD (1080 pixels wide and 1920 pixels high). In the 
animation, a menacing dark cloud howers in the middle of the picture ruling the landscape 
with its presence. There’s a landscape of rugged cliffs with holes in the walls and hundreds of 
sand martins/bank swallows (riparia riparia) nest in the holes and fly in big flocks around the 
cloud. Nekropolis is the land of the dead and the sand martins are spirits of the dead who fly 
around, get pulled into and fuse to the cloud. The slowly rotating cloud sucks dust particles 
from the ground with its growing gravitational pull, opens up a hole in the skies and spreads 
dust and steam that eventually surrounds the spectator.  
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Figure 25:  Above progress of the 3D landscape I modeled with 3DsMax for Nekropolis that was eventually 
replaced by Visa’s 2D landscape. In the original idea, the landscape had remains of ancient ruins taken by 
bank swallows as their nesting grounds. Figure 26:  Below Visa’s finished 2D landscape which was used as 
the background in the Nekropolis animation.  
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Figure 27:  On the left Patrik’s photo collage sketch of the scene. Figure 28:  On the right background used 
for Nekropolis advertisement poster made by IC-98 from Visa’s landscape drawing and my still renders of 
sky, cloud pieces and birds. 
 
Originally Nekropolis was planned as an interactive animation. I asked my colleague and 
fellow Media Lab student - Juan Duarte to help me in the design of interactive system to guide 
the evolution of audiovisual events. The idea was to use infra-red and possibly other kinds of 
sensors to get information about the amount of audience in the space, of their locations and 
based on the changes of these variables to affect to the subtle changes of movement of the 
bird flocks and evolution of the storm cloud and the sounds.  
 
Juan started testing 3D cloud renders in Blender and system mechanics in Pure Data already 
in 2014 while I was busy doing the Abendland project. At this point I wanted Juan to take full 
control of Nekropolis project and start working directly with IC-98 as I was already up to my 
eyes in Abendland. But Patrik wanted me to direct Nekropolis and take the position of the 
main animator.  
 
While we were in the middle of making the interactive Nekropolis project, with Juan planning, 
rendering and testing the prototype, the Venice Biennale project came and bypassed the 
Nekropolis project in importance for IC-98 and I had to put the Nekropolis project on hold 
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and concentrate in making the Hours Years Aeons happen. After this exhausting endeavor, our 
innovative ambitions for Nekropolis had been withered and little by little we reduced 
Nekropolis to it’s current linear, non-interactive version taking the easier, more familiar and 
safer route. It was easier for everybody and wish on behalf of Röda Sten that didn’t want to 
invest for the interactive system which would have potentially needed extra management 
from the gallery staff. Will the Nekropolis develop from its current stage remains to be seen. 
 
In the current version, Juan was the assistant animator doing some of the 3D renders that I 
used as pieces in the main cloud. Juan’s Blender renders were quite realistic looking cumulus 
type clouds that made beautiful stills but he couldn’t quite get the look and evolution we were 
striving to. I needed to work on them quite a bit. Some of his softer looking clouds however 
blended well with some of my more defined and menacing looking ones creating good middle 
ground combinations. 
 
Juan’s visible part was left somewhat small in the current version as I couldn’t get him to get 
quite the right look to most of his cloud renders which was partly my flaw as an inexperienced 
director for not getting mine and IC-98’s vision through. What seems obvious to me and IC-98 
after so many years of cooperation isn’t necessarily so to others. When I interviewed Juan 
afterwards, he did complain about lack of a clear plan in the project and being overworked 
compared to the compensation. Also, he was rightfully aggrieved for the fact that his work on 
the interaction was eventually discarded. This type of scenario is typical for IC-98 project, that 
tends to stretch out and much of the work originally planned to be cut out in the end.   
 
Many Pixar directors and animators have said in interviews that they perceive animators in 
an animation like actors in a movie. This analogy is more obvious in a typical character 
animation when an animator tries to empathize and be the character to act its persona out 
through animating its movements. The abstract entity of the main cloud in Nekropolis could 
be thought as having a personality that needs to be acted out in a right way to create right 
kind of response in the audience. At the final stage of Nekropolis I felt it was easier to take this 
role of the cloud by myself than to direct another “actor” into it. In addition, I admit having a 
greedy tendency of wanting to do as much as possible by myself in an animation project.  
 
The main cloud saw many stages as I tried different animation techniques to get the right kind 
of look and feeling of a supernatural cloud entity. I tried to use Red Giant’s Trapcode 
Particular plugin for AE to generate a particle cloud that used animated composition as the 
particle. Inside the comp was a seamlessly looping cloud animation made using an evolving 
Fractal Noise with its outlines animated with feather mask and Roughen Edges effect. 
Trapcode Particular used random time values and random sizes etc. for the particle and had 
them spread in three dimensions with lighting so the overall cloud was quite good looking 
with added effects. Using an AE based effect would have given us also the possibility to link 
the waveform of the audio track (from SINK) to affect and animate the variables of the particle 
generation. This was something we tested with Juan successfully based on a Youtube tutorial. 
Unfortunately, the Trapcode Particular plugin had a bug that I wasn’t able to troubleshoot. It 
randomly and suddenly killed some of the particles in the cloud, instead of fading them out 
smoothly at the end of their life, like it was supposed to do when controlled with the “Opacity 
over Life” graph. This resulted in intolerable blinking within the cloud and made the plugin 
unusable for this purpose.   
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Figure 29:  Early concept drawing I doodled in an IC-972 train on a way between Turku and Helsinki, 
depicting the cloud entity formed out of flocks of swallows. 

 
We used Blender’s Cloud Generator to create some of the early clouds. But Blender’s problem 
was lack of controls to guide and animate the clouds generated. Eventually the best results 
came with using Cloud Rig in the SideFX Software Houdini. I rendered various image 
sequences of different cloud views with different flowing evolutions from Houdini, that I then 
continued blending into bigger combinations with added effects in After Effects. It took 
approximately three days to render 40 seconds of good-looking cloud evolution. Because of 
the slowly evolving supposedly huge and epic scale of the cloud the one 3D render needed to 
be at least 30 seconds so that it could have 10 seconds of fading in (with animated mask), 10 
seconds of evolving with full opacity and 10 seconds of fading out in the end. 
 
At times the background clouds rule almost half of the picture in Nekropolis. I made them 
with keyed overflowing and evolving fractal noise 3D layers rotated so that they are very far 
away in the horizon, from where they slowly travel towards during the animation. 
I wanted to have shadows below the clouds to create form and depth so I duplicated the cloud 
layer lowering the 3D layer slightly in perspective along y-axis, keyed it more (with the same 
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key colour), turned it black and added blur. Adding this accordingly evolving, kind of a drop 
shadow layer created a quite three-dimensional look to the whole cloud carpet. 

 
Figure 30:  Nekropolis project in AE 

 
We wanted detailed suction of dust and other material coming from the environment pulled 
up in to the cloud. For this atmospheric effect, I used copies of different layers from Visa’s cliff 
drawings with a darkening blending mode. Then I shattered the contents with animated small 
size turbulent displacement effect, stretching the forms with other deform effects according 
the imagined force of the main cloud, and created bounds for them with animated feather 
masks. This created a look of surreal dust or spirits being pulled from the stone. In this case I 
could use the detailed pencil collage as a substance in creating something completely different 
but naturally fitting to the scene environment. It looked like liquid ink turning into gas and 
oozing upwards from the shadows and cracks in the stone like the ground was bleeding and 
the cloud entity sucking this black blood into itself. It had very abstract, unsettling feeling to it, 
but still believable in the world. In aftermath, I should have perhaps used still more layers of 
the stuff as it was maybe left a bit too two dimensional at points. In most cases one must use 
multiple layers of the same substance at different depths. or scales to combat the flatness that 
AE’s 2D effects create. 
 
Sand martins, aka bank swallows build nests that look like catacomb cities. Swallows were 
also associated with the stars, and souls of the dead in ancient Egypt. Sand martins were 
fitting choice as dwellers of Nekropolis.  
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Figure 31:  Above left: I modelled, textured, and rigged a simple 3D model of a sand martin and used it in 
all of the bird animations of Nekropolis. Figure 32:  Above right: a flock of sand martins. 

 
Swallow’s flight is really quick with rapid changes of direction and their appearance is slick, 
somewhat rigid and recognizable. I decided to make the birds fully 3D this time. I modeled 
and rigged the bank swallow and drew unwrap Uwv texture for it. I got quite realistic look 
with little effort. Then I used video footage of bank swallows as reference in the background 
and animated various flights, landings and take offs basically frame by frame as the bird’s 
movement is very intense and extreme postures change rapidly. The nice part with the full 3D 
approach is that I could create as much variations as I wanted from the same bird and from 
same animations even just by changing the camera angle and altering slightly timing. I made 
various flight paths for the sand martin and a few different flight loops. I was then able to use 
these animations as particles in particle generation in 3D side and AE Trapcode Particular 
plugin, creating flocks and vast swarms of birds from this one sand martin model.  
 
I originally introduced the band SINK to IC-98 as I noticed Patrik liking drone music and saw 
that the artistic, bit nihilistic (in their older material) styles of SINK and IC-98 matched in 
many ways. I knew one of the band’s main musicians Aarno Kankaanpää (the other being 
Henrik Wetterstrand) from childhood and had followed the development of the band 
throughout years, and going to couple of their gicks. They did a gick to IC-98 opening in 
galleria Heino and in the opening of Röda Sten exhibition also. There was talk of SINK doing 
audio track for one of the previous currently silent animations but eventually it was decided 
that they would do the the music for the cloud aka Nekropolis, as they were most interested in 
this one too. I directed SINK with Patrik towards the idea and requirements of the audiovisual 
Nekropolis but based on the tips and hopes they did the music freely on their own terms and 
using their own artistic expression – like pretty much all the other musicians too have done in 
previous IC-98 animations. 
 
I got the shared director credit with IC-98 for Nekropolis as I worked as a mediator between 
Juan, Sink and IC-98 and did many independent decisions in terms of visual storytelling on my 
own. However, I don’t feel that I did much more directing than in the previous animations. 
Mostly I directed myself. I did most of the work on my own, guiding the work of others so 
everything would fit to the whole, but approved all the major decisions through IC-98. This 
has been the general progression in division of labor of the IC-98 animations anyway. With 
this I mean that the computer animation side has been winning space in the IC-98 animations 
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project after project and IC-98’s trust into me being able to create the right look has increased 
additively. 
 
 
Perhaps my biggest independent addition to the story of Nekropolis was a giant donut shape 
opening in the skies above the storm cloud that supposedly opened because of the influence 
of the mass gaining storm cloud’s gravity and continued sucking the sand martin spirits and 
dust particles to the upper layers of the atmosphere and into darkness of the space revealed. 
Adding to this detail, Patrik continued the vision with an idea of the bird masses being pulled 
up would spread in the upper layers of the atmosphere and rain back down from above 
enhancing the feeling of vertical depth. 
 
This is a good example of how we throw and visualize ideas based on observations together 
with Visa and Patrik, test them, discard the ideas that don’t work and build on top of ideas 
that do work. 
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2.14 Epokhe (Last Tenth of the Final Hour), 2016 
 

 
Figure 33:  Epokhe presented on a large-scale monitor in the opening exhibition of Makasiini 
Contemporary, Turku 2016 (photo: Santeri Holm) 
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Digital animation, 2160x3840 pix   
10 min. stereo sound 
Written and Directed by IC-98 
Animated by Markus Lepistö and Santeri Holm 
3D model of the mountain by Kari Kuusela 
Music by Marko Laine 
Compositing by Markus Lepistö 
 
There’s a steep mountain in the bottom half of the high picture. on the sides of the mountain forests are 
burning and emitting thick smoke. Water or small avalanches are flowing as river beds down the 
mountain sides. Above it in the upper half of the image there’s a similar but upside down mountain. The 
upper mountain pours down snow and rain from its tops and sides. A wide asteroid belt made of rocks, 
dust and smoke levitates in the middle orbiting the midpoint between the two mountains. The belt slowly 
spins eccentrically over time like a coin. It sucks falling rain from the upper mountain and smoke rising 
from the lower mountain to the orbit. rocks fall, from the upper mountain, and whirled from the asteroid 
belt. 

 
Epokhe is the latest IC-98 animation this far. The ten minutes long animation deals with the 
theme of climate change. Because of that and the length of the loop, the subtitle was “Last 
Tenth of the Final Hour”. 
 
The original idea was to make shorter animation. But when we tested the speed of the 
asteroid belt the length of ten minutes was decided based on what was the minimum time 
that a full 360-degree asymmetrical rotation of the orbit required while it’s speed still looking 
pleasingly slow enough. 
 
Epokhe is UHD resolution (2160 pixels wide and 3840 pixels high) and has framerate of 30 
frames per second. Epokhe is also the first fully computer created animation without any 
pencil drawings. It has a 3D model of a mountain generated with Vue by Kari Kuusela and its 
slightly altered counterpart above it. 
 
We invited Santeri Holm, who was a friend of Leo Liesvirta, to make 3D for Epokhe. I saw that 
Santeri’s skill level in using modern 3D plugins and 3D rendering was higher than mine so I 
decided early on that we would share the responsibilities so that Santeri would render most 
of the 3D assets and I could concentrate on making 2D animation and compositing this raw 3D 
material in AE. 
  
Santeri was great help for this project. Our workflow was quite fluent as I could order 3D 
content rendered as image sequences from Santeri. I then edited these short clips, making 
them as seamless micro loops that I could match and blend in with various sizes to various 
places of the image, adding additional deformations and mutations to them with 2D effects 
and using them as particles. I also did 3D content for the animation especially in the later 
stage, but was mostly able to concentrate in compositing and being sort of visual effects 
supervisor for the project. Santeri had many good ideas regarding the visual content, 
dramatization and technique. One technique we started using was to light the opposite sides 
of the objects in 3D side with red, green and blue lights so I could then edit these different 
color channels separately in 2D side turning the colours into greyscale shadowing with the 
wanted brightness and contrast. I learned much from Santeri about new 3D softwares, plugins 
and rendering, and hardware as he also helped me to assemble my computer. The workflow 
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was very similar to that of Nekropolis only more focused and better organized this time. 
Santeri also had a render farm at his disposal. 
 
In the beginning of the project, I worked with Santeri doing the base work and later I worked 
with IC-98 making the first version of the animation for the exhibition in Turku. After this, we 
worked again with Santeri making new improved content and at the final stage worked on my 
own; making changes and showing renders to IC-98 via email, and after fine tuning, rendered 
the final version with the audio track.  
 
Main problem in the workflow with Santeri was that his renders tended to be too fast paced 
and in most cases I had to use Timewarp effect to slow down the material to quarter speed to 
achieve the wanted slow speed of vast scale events. It’s always easier to make an animation 
sequence faster, than it’s to slow it down. When speeding up footage while maintaining the 
framerate, extra frames are just skipped, but when footage is slowed down, new frames need 
to be created to maintain same smooth framerate. Timewarp effect creates new approximate 
intermediate frames between existing ones to create smooth slow motion. But in this case, I 
had to use Timewarp effect so heavily that it sometimes created unwanted artifacts to the 
image at seemingly random places on the timeline which were hard to spot before the full-
scale render. 
 
It was necessary to get a new PC for this project. I spent a lot of time updating my knowledge 
about the current state of computer hardware and which parts would be best value for money 
to get for the rendering and animation work. The idea was to buy an efficient computer to cut 
down rendering times as we had moved to UHD scale for the first time and our old hardware 
couldn’t have handled the high-resolution work environment. Unfortunately, AE that I still 
used as a main tool couldn’t use all the resources of my new computer, as for example 
multiprocessing wasn’t supported in AE CC 2017, and neither was my GPU for the graphics 
card based rendering. However, the 64 Gigabytes of memory was enough for my heavy 
multitasking while rendering parts of the work in the background. All in all, the work flow 
ended up being as slow as the Full HD projects had been with previous computers.  
 
The rendering time of the whole 10-minute animation with everything on would have taken 
weeks, perhaps months, with our resources so I decided to separate everything that’s gaseous, 
vague and ethereal as a very short loop. It’s almost surprising how short crossfade loop works 
with these elements of smoke, dust, rain, flow of water and fire as those have the nature of 
seemingly vanish and appear into themselves anyway. I only made full ten-minute renders of 
the orbit rings consisting of diverse sizes of dust and rocks. The animated loops of orbiting 
rocks were the only parts in the animation that needed the full timeline length renders. This 
was because only solid objects like rocks would look unnatural when faded in or out and 
because the orbit needed to be a full 360-degree rotation to be a seamless loop.  
 
I rendered the exhibition version at the last moment and continued improving the animation 
after the first deadline. So again, the art work was produced with the traditional IC-98 
animation work method. 
 
The premiere of Epokhe was in the opening of Makasiini Contemporary – a new gallery in 
Turku. Santeri’s, Kari’s, or my name weren’t mentioned in the brochures or exhibition space 
but they were on display at gallery website and the second exhibition at Logomo eventually. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. PROCESS 
 
Now I’ve chronologically introduced all the animations I’ve done for IC-98 and told about the 
process of making them and learning from them, case by case. I’ve also revealed some of the 
problems with the animation making process and problems in cooperation with IC-98. The 
further paragraphs of the thesis will continue to elaborate into these matters, now looking at 
the whole spectrum and genre of IC-98 animation in general and trying to find justification 
and possible solutions to these problems with a more comprehensive perspective. I will 
further analyze the method, technique, workflow and development in the artistic group work 
throughout all the animations. I will try to look at my role objectively and in relation to the 
wider art scene while keeping the focus on the relationship between me and IC-98. 
As I study at the different phases in an overall process of making a generic IC-98 animation, 
the paragraphs are structured so that they follow the chronology of the animation making 
workflow from the phase the project is introduced to me, to the phase that the project is 
rendered and ready and brought to exhibition. 
 
3.1 Reference material 
 
We all have our own influences but the reference material we always go back to with IC-98 
animation is the art of William Turner, Caspar David Friedrich, René Magritte and Gustave 
Doré in painting and illustration and Yuri Norstein’s “Hedgehog in the Fog” animation. The 
atmospheres and compositions in the old works of these artists have greatly influenced IC-98 
style and ambience that we try to bring to life through computer animation.  
 
I share interest to the works of many comic book artists with Visa and many movies and 
works of science fiction and fantasy with Patrik. Generally, I feel that the influences of IC-98 
are always fascinating. Much of them have been common nominators between us and much of 
these works I’ve learned from IC-98, especially in the high culture and contemporary art 
scene. During the years, some works of art and culture and especially some wonders of nature 
I’ve also introduced to IC-98 which in turn has influenced to some of the background stories 
and visuals in the animations.  
 
I’m fascinated about science, history and nature and am constantly watching documentaries 
about animals and environments. I travel in various climates and environments in Finland and 
abroad, walking in the forests and hiking in the mountains etc. experiencing different 
phenomenon nature has to offer. I’m making and watching pictures and videos and try to 
commit to memory, for example how gravity and wind turbulence affect to particles of 
different shapes, weights and sizes.  This kind of empiric background research helps when 
trying to create authentic looking natural phenomenon without external substance by 
combined 2D and 3D animation techniques and visual effects. Some of the visions we try to 
create in IC-98 animations have to do with phenomenon that is either fictional or theoretical 
and we have to just imagine or experience these in other works of fiction for reference. Be it 
cosmic clouds of magic dust in fields of gravitational abnormalities or lifeforms of abnormal 
scale emulating the essence of other lifeforms in a world of abnormal time. 
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3.2 Working with Patrik’s script 
 
In IC-98 animations Patrik has the biggest role in writing and directing the concepts. He is 
design oriented, precise with the details and self-confident with the style issues, being the 
main spokesman, business planner and application form writer for IC-98. 
 
Patrik verbalizes the installation concepts and often cryptic and metaphorical background 
stories for the most part in IC-98 animations. Stories for animations are interconnected 
forming chronological or alternative reality continuums. For example, the migrated 
merchants from the river of the View from the Other Side are seen at open seas of 
Arkhipelagos, and the remains of these boats lay on the dried-up sea floor of Ebb. This can be 
interpreted to mean historical Finnish trading (or European in general with classical elements 
of agora etc.) to become European Union and beyond. The stories tend to have a gloomy 
overtone and one might see them quite pessimistic, depending on where one’s interests lie. I 
won’t go trying to explain the stories too deeply, as the nature of this art is to leave room for 
viewer to interpret.  
 
Patrik constantly narrates his thoughts and ideas of what is the essence and nuances of the 
story IC-98 wants to present in the animation. Patrik’s visions combined with Visa’s drawings, 
the well thought background information with all the hidden meanings and references to 
history often has great inspiring impact on me to absorb and interpret the concepts and 
express visually these metaphorical connections with the means of animation. 
 
Patrik, together with his friend Kari Kuusela, who has helped in more than couple of IC-98 
animations, also follow quite closely the technical development of different hardware and 
software – tools of the trade. Patrik has many times suggested the use of certain plugin or 
software for me (and buying these tools if they may be useful for the project). Such cases have 
been for example the Psunami plugin for the sea of Arkhipelagos, Houdini for the clouds of 
Necropolis and Trapcode Particular plugin that we have used in many projects.  
 
For most animations Patrik writes a script for me to follow. The scripts vary from a precise 
list of scheduled and timed events with their descriptions written on a timeline, to very 
approximate, vague suggestions of development. Patrik also sometimes makes a photo collage 
or sketches with arrows to point out the directions events should proceed to match his vision. 
Usually we first start with discussions through email, phone, or meetings where IC-98 tells 
about their vision for animation and I imagine techniques of how those visions could be 
realized. Then we proceed by working remotely and when I have enough animated material 
we come together and start working as a team. In the end when we have reached a consensus 
and most events are placed on the timeline I tend to work on my own and finish and render 
the animation. 
 
We rarely make storyboards or animatics. Patrik made a sketched storyboard for main events 
in Riket and I made simple animatics for the cloud of Nekropolis and the asteroid belt of 
Epokhe. But usually I rather start working suggestions for how the animated elements could 
look like on my own based on story events we have discussed via email and photos of 
reference IC-98 has sent me. At the same time, Visa is preparing the landscape collage.  
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Just as the landscape drawing, the script usually lives and changes as new ideas appear and 
the animation develops. Best example for this was the Venice Biennale project: Abendland 
(Hours Years Aeons) which kept on changing until the last moments because of the various 
variables involved. 
 
Patrik and Visa get lots of ideas during the animating sessions as I keep feeding them different 
visions by testing dramatic alterations to the picture and goofing around with effects. Many of 
these efforts are in vain but sometimes through this probing, new ideas are born that end up 
defining the whole animation. I do of course have my own inspirations, agenda and vision for 
every animation, that I try to elicit by showing these views but sometimes Patrik and Visa 
start liking views that I hadn’t even thought of and had produced by accident. Of the two, 
Patrik is more impulsive and daring to try more radical means of expression and thus 
redefining IC-98 style. 
 
My feelings are mixed towards changes to the events of animation in the middle of the 
process. On the one hand, I like that I’m able to form and alter the story in the animating 
phase, but on the other hand this many times means more work and remaking areas of the 
animation and rethinking the whole of the project for me as Patrik and Visa start to insist on 
some change.  
 
One bad scenario is that I have already rendered some part of the animation, for example the 
background or a whole scene into an image sequence to make the project lighter as I’ve 
thought this part had already been approved. I’ve then continued my work based on this 
sequence and then some detail because of some whim needs to be changed from this 
rendered state. After going back to the previous state and fixing that detail it might still take 
days to render this new fixed sequence, that I then need to replace in the project that I 
currently was working on.  
 
The most vexatious problems arise when the project has been worked to an otherwise good 
state but some detail in a complicated interconnected structure is wanted as it was before. 
This detail could be for example the timing of some event. Perhaps this detail served the story 
better as it used to be or maybe the story needs to be changed. It can also be that a different 
version of the animation is required for some reason for a different installation. 
 
If the structure of the project has been altered lot, it can be hard to bring back details that are 
formed with timed events in multiple compositions and causations working together. When 
working with a long open timeline, especially timing issues of multiple events fusing together 
can create big problems if they need to be fixed later. Although the older file with the wanted 
look would still exist, trying to bring it back to a reworked project by replacing the asset 
would often create an unwanted multiplier effect in the tree- or web-like project structure 
that would need reworking everything in the micro scale.  
 
One such example is taking the animation “Abendland: Hours Years Aeons” and changing it 
back to “Abendland: The Vaults of Dreams” (& The Waters of Oblivion). The making of this is 
still under debate. The substance is almost same between these animations but the project is 
built to a whole another time scale and rhythm, with the occurrence and timing of the various 
interconnected events being different. Clearing the project and rearranging it would require 
efforts comparable to recreating the animation from scratch. 
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In these cases, I often need to present this as "either or" ultimatum. Or just say that the change 
isn't possible to do with the available resources - which has usually been me making the 
animation alone in a tight schedule with a fixed salary. This can lead to a situation that IC-98 
feels that countermeasures are required to create a compromise that satisfies them 
artistically. And in many cases I get an ultimatum back that if we don't get this detail, then 
some other details need to be removed. That may feel as an ultimatum for me artistically as 
something that I've put lot of time and creativity into would now be cut off from the outcome. 
IC-98 animations usually start richer with details and events and end up being more reduced 
or refined. There's plenty of stuff that's left out. 
 
Making these changes isn’t always that simple as it may seem to someone who doesn't know 
how the project is built and isn't familiar with the rules of dependencies in AE. What looks like 
a simple change may present a complicated conflict for me. On the minor scale, I need to 
constantly deal with these problems as Visa decides to alter his Photoshop collage in the 
middle of the animating phase and wants the currently worked version replaced. 
 
 
3.3 Working with Visa’s Photoshop collages 
 
Visa’s calm, thoughtful, nature loving personality shows in his drawings. 
 
I’ve been drawing since early childhood myself and do really appreciate Visa’s beautiful, 
elaborate pencil drawings. Visa’s meticulous landscapes and scenes are collages he has built 
from various separate drawings. He draws from a model with a HB pencil, scans his drawings, 
removes the backgrounds creating alpha channels and arranges the little drawings layer after 
layer as a collage that forms the landscape. 
 
Visa executes technical drawing style, having often almost orthographic perspective and 
generic shadowing (soft light coming from approximately upper right corner). The drawings 
have quite static feeling to them making the form visible but not deciding the conditions of the 
environment where these drawings would be located. This homogeneous style throughout all 
the different drawings works great for building a library of reusable parts and makes it 
possible for Visa to relatively quickly alter the landscapes when needed. 
 
This also makes it possible for me to enhance and complement the drawings with more 
dramatic animated lights and shadows. In this area, my role could be perhaps compared to 
that of an inker in traditional comic book production. I draw vector masks with various levels 
of detail on the wanted shadow and light areas of the image and animate these masks 
according the changes in lighting and the progression of events in the story. I can use 
prerendered image sequences, layers of solid colour, noise or layer duplicates of Visa’s PSD-
file themselves as basis for animated, variedly feathered masks to which I add blending 
modes, opacity and further effects. We leave most of this basic image editing that could be 
done in Photoshop for me to do in AE side so that these enhancements can be also effectively 
animated. 
 
Deformation of Visa’s drawings usually work well, although for the best results in deform 
animation the different objects should be drawn in their very base, straight forms (as the base 
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poses for rigging 3D character models are done). These base forms don’t make very 
interesting drawings, but are sometimes necessary in making the animation look right. I can 
easily create the needed thickness in depth dimension to drawings depicting flat objects such 
as cloths seen from top view, which then function well in 3D deformation. But in most cases 
Visa’s drawings depict three dimensional, complicated forms to which I can’t create believable 
depth unless carefully crafting a 3D model based on the drawing that’s projected on the 
surface of this model in orthographic viewport. As the camera in IC-98 animations is 
commonly immobile, I tend to just use fake shadows, opacity and mask assisted 2D warp 
deformation, 3D layers and parallax on the drawings instead. 
 
Depending on the level of elasticity, certain objects, like twigs and branches of trees, or 
certainly rocks and rigid structures should be drawn to interesting natural forms, as objects of 
these types wouldn’t realistically deform that much without breaking. On the other hand, 
objects of supposed high elasticity, mobility and degrees of freedom, such as cloths, ropes, or 
characters should be drawn to their base form or as individual pieces to maximize the 
freedom to deform, keyframe and animate the drawings with interesting natural movement. 
For example, self-occlusion (a part of the object, covering the visibility of another part of 
itself) in the drawings of these type objects isn’t allowed as the actual 3D deformation is 
supposed to do all the bending, twisting and occlusion instead, and self-occlusion in the 
drawing will permanently cover part of the object and handicap the ability to animate it 
realistically. Sometimes I’ve had to ask Visa to draw objects again in order to make them look 
good when animated. This was the case with the drawings used for bird textures in Colony 
and the flags in Arkhipelagos. 
 
Visa’s drawings and my effects, editing and animations work quite well in combination 
producing semi realistic images with a certain artistic look. The depth of the scenes is further 
enhanced with atmospheric effects as I place layers of animated fog and dust in between of 
the layers of different depths.  
 
Visa builds the still scene in Photoshop and saves it with layers as PSD file that I then import 
to After Effects project as a composition. This changes the group folder structure of the PSD 
file into similarly arranged compositions in AE. Using After Effects as a base for building the 
animation is partially a learned method and partially because as an Adobe software it 
communicates so well with Photoshop. It has crossed my mind to make the move to another 
software like the node based Nuke, but would the workflow still succeed is yet to be tested. 
 
Lack of organization in Visa’s project tends to multiply when it becomes my project and I start 
working it further in AE. Layer order has been a constant challenge. Creating this type of 
multilayered 2D animation usually requires layers of the scene to be placed in a logical order 
with different levels of depth grouped into their own compositions for easy handling. As this 
kind of logic isn’t necessary in creating a good looking still image I’d sometimes receive a 
project with the different little parts of the scene in little pieces or merged without any depth 
based order. Thus, I’d have to separate the pictures by duplicating and masking the layers and 
rearranging them into different compositions. In later projects, our communication with Visa 
in project planning stage has improved and Visa has learned to arrange the PSD file better 
before handing it onwards. 
 
Mine and Visa’s visual art styles fit together in the animations. We both have appreciation for 
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small details and compulsory need to hone them until the last minute. Our working methods 
have some similarities too. Visa’s drawings are photorealistic and the fantasy expression is 
born in building of the Photoshop collage as an imagined unique landscape. I also strive for 
physical realism with the assets/pieces of animation first and then exaggerate or twist with 
effects, highlight or blend unnaturally in relation to the larger whole if the story so suggests. 
By default, the IC-98 stories suggest calm and restrained approach.  
 
As IC-98 animation in most cases operates inside just one picture and lacks characters, we 
need to put careful attention to the details and composition of this one image. The whole 
essence of our animation is what would be basically considered as just a background of a 
scene in a typical movie. As we want to keep the attention of the viewer concentrated to this 
one background, inside which the whole story is told, for many minutes, we need to make this 
animated picture as impressive, immersive and interesting as we can. 
 
3.4 Patterns 
 
There’s interesting side in trying to create seemingly random organic forms. Brains try to 
recognize and find meaning that isn’t there. This pattern recognition is known as apophenia 
and the facial recognition is known as pareidolia (Carroll est.1994). People often report seeing 
things in IC-98 animations that haven’t been put there on purpose. The organic animated 
blending of greyscale layers creates random forms that can be thought of representing 
recognizable objects or creatures. These vague forms in the foggy landscape also create part 
of the mystique in the animations. The phenomenon affects heavily on us too. After looking at 
the same image days in a row, we start to see faces in Visa’s terrain and my atmosphere 
effects. Many times, these details start seeming so strong to us that we feel the need to remove 
or change these faces and forms although other people wouldn’t probably notice these 
supposed attention grabbers at all.  
 
Copying and pasting along with saving and loading are the fundamental possibilities that 
makes working with computers easier compared to traditional non-digital methods. 
In computer-generated illustration and animation that tries to present an organic, naturally 
chaotic view, the things that need to be covered are the patterns as recognition of repeating 
identical patterns will break the illusion of reality. Often just a few different elements 
translated, scaled, rotated, or deformed, and with their animation loops starting at different 
phases is enough to create believable randomness. 
 
 
3.5 Resolution and frame rate 
 
Most of the IC-98 animations have Full HD resolution (1920x1080px) although the size of the 
projections and the relations of width and height in the dimensions of different animations 
vary from one installation to another. I’ve been complaining how the projects tend to get 
heavy and slow with respect to computing. As I got more powerful computer we have been 
able to make one UHD resolution animation now (Epokhe: 2160x3840px) with pure computer 
graphics. If we are going to make an UHD animation with pencil drawn elements in the future 
it would mean that Visa would have to draw into much larger scale. The scanned drawings in 
his PSD files look small in this frame scale and are only suitable to be used as small scale or 
distant elements. The upscaling of the drawings might work with Detail Preserving Upscale or 
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some other quality enhancing effect/plugin, but we have been bit skeptical towards upscaling 
as the pencil stroke should ideally look similar as in the previous animations. 
 
Epokhe had the the frame rate of 30 frames per second. Before that all the animations have 
had the frame rate of 25 fps which is the PAL standard (in those some of the frame by frame 
animated animals have been only 12 fps meaning every frame in their animation is doubled). 
The frame rate could be anything in this type of animation. But the 25-fps standard seems to 
be working well with our slow-paced films and installation projections.  
 
 
3.6 Planning the Project 
 
Arranging the AE project is big part of the implementation of the animation. Systematic 
approach to the project is advised for any complex animation. Unfortunately, project 
organizing and planning isn’t innately one of my strengths. I’m inclined to think that spending 
time on the invisible work of systematically building a well-organized groundwork is boring 
and naturally want to start creating immediately the actual visible stuff. This swashbuckling 
attitude has many times backfired eventually as I’ve suddenly noticed of being lost in a vast 
web of disorganized compositions and layers. This sort of tangled project can form especially 
when the pressure is on and I’m in a hurry to summon visual content. Afterwards trying to 
unravel project tree where everything affects to everything and nothing can be found because 
nothing is reasonably named can feel like an impossible task. To avoid this, I’ve had to force 
myself to become more sensible and planning person and thus I’ve learned some arrangement 
abilities. This also means of being able to look ahead, weighting the available resources 
against the requirements and refusing to start working on tasks that can’t be completed with 
given resources or wouldn’t be significant enough compared to the workload involved. 
 
The 3D simulations I do are usually quite short and simple, having perhaps wind, gravity and 
deflector objects affecting falling particles or to a cloth etc. I render them as image sequences 
with alpha channel. I’ve found that with the style of IC-98 animation being as it is, the 
resources I have at my disposal (time, money, render power) and the constant need for the 
ability to alter the animation elements, it’s better to create and render short 3D simulations 
with alpha channel that I can combine, alter and blend in 2D world instead of trying to make 
full scale 3D worlds with everything in place in one big simulation. The longest single 3D 
render I’ve done for IC-98 animation was the 3 minutes and 15 seconds long river loop in the 
View from the Other Side. 
 

One of my tasks in IC-98 animation productions has been estimating workloads, coming up 
with creative workflow solutions and choosing between all the non-obligatory ideas that are 
thrown, those that are implemented. Sometimes IC-98 insist on creating some detail or look 
which is harder to make than it seems and feels to me insignificant and sometimes I find time 
to work hours with details that I feel will make the animation look much better but which IC-
98 don’t much care about. Me, Patrik and Visa have all learned to become more realistic and 
better at making compromises over the years. 
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Figure 34:  Typical AE project with multiple layers of compositions within compositions. 

 
3.7 Animating 
 
In the Animation Now! book, Anima Mundi Directors; Queiroz, Coelho, Zagury & Magalhães 
say: 

“Animator’s objective and passion are to alter, extend or even destroy the images in 
order to achieve one fundamental objective, which is movement, action.”  
 (Wiedemann 2004, p.6,) 

 
According Richard Williams (2001, p.5) in The Animator's Survival Kit, one of the most 
important things Disney animator Milt Kahl said to him was:  

 
“Our animation differs from anyone else’s because it is believable. Things have 
weight and the characters have muscles and we are giving the illusion of reality.”  

 
I strive for realism with the animals and forces of nature. My argument is that especially these 
“forces” – like gravity, wind, turbulence, surface tension, heat etc. must have certain realism, 
or else they would look wrong - unbelievable. When basic believability is achieved, things can 
be exaggerated or abstracted artistically with greater impact. No matter how funky and 
exaggerated the style of the animation is, if it doesn’t take into account of basic physics it 
looks like bad animation. For example, in Pixar animations the characters and the world is 
very stylized but the respect for the physics is great. The more photorealistic the animation 
gets the more realistic its requirements to simulate forces get as people recognize the realistic 
looking world and demand realistic physics. That’s why it’s hard to make familiar stuff like a 
human face with all its microscopic texture and tiny muscles expressing emotions to look 
completely believable and alive without it falling to the “uncanny valley”.  
 
I argue that in animation and visual effects the respect for the physics can be simplified into 
the respect for the behavior of acceleration, deceleration and light. Those are the basic 
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minimum building blocks that need to be appreciated in every animation. That doesn’t mean 
that acceleration and deceleration and lighting couldn’t be exaggerated fantastically, they just 
need to be taken into account. Exaggeration of acceleration and deceleration often create 
comical impression. Speed of something moving can also be simply left constant in an 
animated world deprived of chaos in the forces, which can look cool and comical. In the real 
world, gravity, friction, air resistance, radiation etc. forces are always at play, thus movement 
is always slowing down or speeding up. Natural movement also happens in arcs so minimum 
rounding and curvature of the movement paths is always required in animation that wants to 
look believable. And even the simplest of stick figure animation, or animation stylized to most 
reduced abstraction, can be considered lighted as without light nothing would be visible. 
 
In his essay “Basic Animation Aestethics”, which takes his animation “Please Say something” 
as an example, Irish artist and film maker David OReilly (2012) stresses that the most 
important element of aesthetics and thus believability in animation is coherence. The style 
can be anything. He doesn’t try to hide the 3D computer animation look and on the contrary, 
he celebrates it and makes it a part of storytelling. Although the characters are purposely left 
very low in polygon count, making them look crude and blocky, and the events in the 
animation can be surprising, hilarious and downright chaotic, he follows a strict set of 
aesthetic rules that keeps the animated world intact and thus pleasing to the viewer. His 
ruleset is also convenient as it cuts rendering times to minimum. 
 
When compositing IC-98 animation, animated elements with added effects are combined into 
a world where rules are dreamily distorted, stylized and slowed down and sometimes sort of 
downgraded to suggestive forms. I can fade things like birds etc. in and out of the picture with 
opacity and masks without having to show the full path of movement. Sometimes I can just 
blink an object in if the spirit of the object is such, that it could be thought of suddenly 
appearing like effects of a hard impact or a little insect opening its wings and only thus 
revealing itself. Usually however sudden appearances and exaggerated movements are 
avoided and considered mistakes in IC-98 animations, as we want to avoid raw, comical look 
and strive towards natural and dreamy. Dropping a water droplet into water below, we don’t 
necessarily need to show the animated droplet falling because it’s enough to show the effect 
it’s producing – like ripple effect on the surface of water. Brain will fill in the rest based on 
previous experience of cause and effect. Many times, this saves time and is more elegant 
solution.  
 
 
3.8 The Dimensions of computer animation 
(disclaimer: The pseudoscientific claims and analogies in this chapter should be taken with a grain of 
salt). 
 
Working inside graphic animation softwares, especially 3D softwares which have the basic 
rules for enabling 3D visibility in place by default but where you need to add lights, forces, 
meshes and materials etc. and tweak their settings to get the simulation closer to resembling 
reality, is an effective way to get oneself thinking deeper of this reality that we tend to take for 
granted. According to philosopher Nick Bostrom (2003), if our civilization will ever get to the 
posthuman stage and start running “ancestor-simulations”, it's almost certain that we are now 
living in a simulation. 
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We experience our daily reality in a three-dimensional space with the time being the fourth 
dimension. We can change our position in the x, y and z coordinates, however we cannot 
affect to the progression of time (not considering velocity time dilation and gravitational time 
dilation here). We are bound by time and forced to move with it as we move in space. It can be 
thought that in the virtual reality of 2D animation software we can stop the time or move back 
and forth on the timeline with the speed of our choosing, getting the control of time 
dimension (t), which is divided into still frames according the frame rate that’s being used, but 
we lose the (z) dimension which is depth.  
 
In 3D animation software, we can control all the four dimensions (x, y, z and t). As we animate 
this virtual reality from the outside it could be thought, that we are lifted to the fifth 
dimension in relation to the 4D world that we control. Looking at the 3D scene, we have a 
God’s perspective to the virtual world like a tesseract has to a cube. If this analogy is used of a 
computer animation project or file being like a closed universe with its own rules (although in 
order to have completely different rules the files would perhaps need to be for different 
programs), then different versions of the file can be thought of as different possible universes 
in a multiverse which is a containing folder where all these different possibilities are kept. 
This level of power, control and freedom that computer animation enables towards creations 
is a big part of its lure for me.  
 
“Tweening” is a term used for computer calculated creation of in-between frames between 
manually created keyframes. IC-98 animations are stretched in time, so most of the animation 
I do in AE and 3D side is animating long-term movement by tweening between keyframes. 
These graphic in-between vectors I edit curving them fittingly to have the movement 
accelerating and decelerating to and from the keyframes. One can think of keyframes as 
stitches in the 4D fabric of space-time and the path of motion as a cord that runs through 
these stitches. The stitches are manual control points for the cord that is automatically 
created by computer between those stitches aka keyframes. The cord can be stretched tight or 
curve loosely between stitches. The curvature of the cord is controlled by twisting, pulling and 
pushing from the stiches with a pair of levers resembling knitting needles.  
 
I try to create the desired impression in animations and transitions between the states of 
image smoothly and with as small amount of keyframes as possible. Keeping the amount of 
keyframes in minimum keeps the project clear and light weight, makes alterations quick and 
easy and keeps the possibility of mistakes low. If there’s a need of accidental changes in the 
motion of something like leaf in wind, I can add randomization for example with wiggle 
expressions in AE, or with some noise controller in 3D side, or using some force with 
turbulence. Often the best result comes from using carefully selected placement in 
combination with random chance in right proportions when creating organic movement. 
 
 
 
3.9 Animals 

 
Figure 35:  Still frames of some of the 3D and frame by frame animated animals I’ve done for various IC-98 
animations.  
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IC-98 animations are about “body politic”, not about individuals. The general concept is to 
make large masses from tiny individual elements.  Societies and organisms that populate the 
animations are made from faceless units, specimens of certain species brought together to 
make the whole. Humans are invisible – only the traces of their culture and action are seen.  
Animals populate the landscape instead of humans and symbolically take their place and roles 
being at the same time projections of human nature and consequences of human actions. They 
are social animals that are naturally found in big herds, flocks or swarms, forming clouds 
even. 
 
The choice of animal species showing up in IC-98 animations are usually some lurkers 
generally frowned upon by majority of people or considered at least having some nasty side 
to them. They are creatures that steal and scavenge, ruin by defecating or consuming, look 
hideous on their own or in large packs, or at least make creepy nests. 
 
In recent animations, I’ve used particle generation effects in which I pick one individual 
animal as a particle.   The animal species is usually a small one and seen from far away in the 
animation. That’s why individual creatures often show up as tiny as few pixels. In these scales, 
the movement path of the creature and the whole lot of them matters much more than the 
animation of individual animal’s body. It isn’t smart to waste too much time on one individual 
animal as it’s seen more as part of masses. However, I tend to do very specific work with the 
animal’s appearance and with the animation of its body moving anyway. I can’t help it because 
I like to animate animals and want to discover the essence of the animal species. This leads 
many times to situation that I make the individual animals too big compared to the scene 
because I want that something is seen of the work I’ve put to the animals. Also, the whole 
point and symbolism of choosing some particular animal species in the role is lost if nobody 
can make out what creature that tiny dot is supposed to be. Usually I feel that the animals 
can’t get close enough to be recognizable and IC-98 feels that the animals are too big and 
there aren’t enough of them. 
 
The major benefits of computer environment are the affordances to save and load, undo and 
redo, copy and paste. I can make one creature and create a nation from it. The art in this is to 
make this nation of copies seem organic like they were a vast collection of living individuals, 
having their personal way of moving and being affected by chaos of local forces instead of 
being an army of machines moving in a straight line, unaffected by their environment and 
executing the same movement at the same time which would often be easier to do in 
computer graphics.  
 
Animals like birds, fishes and insects are bit more alien to humans than for example mammals 
and look like copies of each other so human viewers can’t easily tell them apart when they 
execute their movement at different paces and time intervals. These animal species are 
considered having mechanical, rapid and repeating movement and behavior patterns and 
they are usually small in scale or seen from far away. These features make their believable 
animated look easier to achieve. Trickier is to keep their appearance, scale and species-
specific movement believable in the environment while having them to do something 
noticeable and recognizable that would serve the story. This same challenge is with all 
animated elements in IC-98 animation style. 
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3.10 Similarities in style 
 
All the animations have an immovable camera (with the exception of Oikoumene where I 
added slightly bouncing float effect to the camera). The perspective of composition is often 
static, symmetrical and centered, a bit like in Wes Anderson’s movies. These constraints make 
many things much easier, but also add many challenges too. The challenges manifest in the 
creating of depth and perspective and being able to separate details from one another.  
 
The animations being greyscale comes originally from the pencil drawings. It’s easier to get 
black and white picture to look classically good and believable. But having mere greyscale to 
work with sometimes adds difficulties in getting all the important pieces of the puzzle 
recognizable. Many of these pieces would have distinctive colour, that would make them 
easily understood if colours could be used. In the recent years from my experiments with 
colouring the scenes an idea has formed that some IC-98 animation could indeed have a slight 
colour toning, usually red tone has been thought of. But so far, this idea has still been too 
daring. A coffee toned version of the animation was almost selected for the Venice biennial 
installation but at the last moment a greyscale version was chosen instead.   
 
There are no human beings in IC-98 animations and only Riket and View from the Other Side 
have had artificial structures. In Shadows and Archipelagoes there are some human made 
vessels travelling in the scene but mostly these animations are located in natural 
environment. Without any man-made objects in sight as in Colony, Abendlands, Nekropolis 
and Epokhe it is hard to pinpoint the animated world to any place or era on earth but it also 
may be harder for people to relate to the content. There aren’t any traces of culture or even 
any clear objects of purpose and thus it’s harder to grasp meaning from the story and to know 
what’s going on. There’s no order or goal, just the chaos of nature and the animations are left 
more cryptic. In these cases, only clues that are given are the natural events, such as floods, 
fires, storms, earthquakes etc. and viewers must think for themselves what might have caused 
such events. That’s why the successful execution of these events with visual effects so that 
they are understandable in the greyscale animation is extra important. 
 
Much of my atmospheric effects might look like random life in the image at first glance, chaos 
without a thought, but the truth is that I spend hours tweaking different layers of this chaos to 
get it just to our liking. I imagine how different forces work together and how the movement 
of millions of entities living or lifeless with different consistencies should operate affecting 
each other. The abstract chaos simulates reality and fuses this reality with supernatural. It’s 
artificial, completely unreal and without a substance but full of meanings and life. If it 
captures a viewer who tries to recognize it as something familiar and begins to imagine new 
meanings for it I feel that I’ve succeeded.   
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3.11 Fractal Noise 
 

 
Figure 36:  Basic Fractal Noise with spline type and level 8 complexity. 

 
Most of the atmospheric effects in IC-98 animations I’ve done in the past with an AE effect 
called Fractal Noise. Fractal Noise uses the Oscar award winning algorithm by Ken Perlin 
known as Perlin noise and adds detail to this noise by adding fractal iterations (Zwar 2006). 
In 3Ds Max’s noise these iterations are called levels and in AE they are called complexity. Each 
added iteration overlays the previous Perlin noise layer with another Perlin noise layer of the 
same pattern but with the size of the pattern and its intensity halved. 
 
Fractal noise is controllable visual chaos that one can use as a substance for creating or 
enhancing virtual reality. For these animated worlds, it’s the glue and blanket that shows and 
covers details healing wounds and generating change that’s both planned and randomized. It 
has been the best tool for easily generating random, abstract, organic, evolving and flowing 
visual substance that can be made to look like fog, dust, smoke, clouds, water, fire etc. I use 
many layers of masked fractal noise like a painter would use layers of paint. I fiddle with 
fractal noise settings to create a look I want and then animate the noise with mostly evolution 
and offset turbulence. I use displacement maps and other deform effects to create additional 
depth and form to the noise. I tend to use some keying effect for making holes to the noise 
layer based on certain shade (keying out the darkest parts for example) and then feather 
masking to create the wanted basic form and limits for the noise.  
 
In After Effects, one must precompose the (keyed) fractal noise layer and use feather mask on 
this new composition or otherwise the mask’s feathering will affect the layer before the 
effects and blur the mask border evenly without respecting the texture or keyed holes. 
Precomposing moves chosen layers inside a new composition, leaving this new composition 
as a layer in the original composition. It is something that one must keep doing in AE and this 
is one part that makes the program a bit counterintuitive to use and the layer structure 
sometimes challenging to control and remember. 
 
Once I introduced fractal noise effect and its multiple easily adjusted and controlled 
possibilities to IC-98, they’ve wanted it in pretty much every animation. This is because the 
atmospheric effects I create (mostly) with multiple layers of animated greyscale fractal noise 
work just so well in combination with pencil drawings, complimenting them by giving sense 
of depth and life to static surfaces and revealing and covering the scene in various points of 
the progression of the story. This adds to the mystical, hidden events and gothic, sedate style 
that has become IC-98 animation trademark.  
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I have explored the possible ways to use Fractal Noise in combination with other effects and 
developing and polishing these combinations from one animation to the next. It has been 
somewhat ongoing revelation to see the usefulness of this multipurpose tool. Sometimes the 
events created with this effect take almost the major role in an animation covering most of the 
image in a cavern of fog, clouds, or smoke.  
 
With IC-98 we have looked William Turners paintings as a reference and inspiration when 
trying to create similar atmospheric looks. Only in our case the whole picture and event 
forming is being animated over time. Turner painted the light scattering through clouds in 
thick layers and similarly in our animations I paint the light and shadows layer by layer, only 
that I have the luxury of being able to make changes easier with computer graphics. I let the 
chosen Fractal Noise create texture randomness like a paintbrush bristles do on a canvas. 
With opacities, feather masks, keying, curves and blending modes I can mix the paint making 
the outcome translucent or enhancing the layers below.  
 
Fractal noise is complex and detailed visual content created with relatively light algorithm 
without imported substance. It can be created very quickly in its basic form and adjusted 
quite easily to look realistic or believable for various purposes. It is simple simulation of 
natural random chaos but can be used as substance to create worlds full of meaning. This 
effect has been perhaps the most important basic tool for me in After Effects. And generally, 
(pseudo)random noise in its various forms is a fundamental tool for any digital artist. 
 
When I draw with a pencil I tend to shadow softly with caressing multiple lines that slowly 
reveal the shapes and forms of the image. Especially if I use softer pencils I can rub the image 
with my hand accidentally or on purpose softening and fusing the lines and making vague, 
naturally messy, chaotic imperfections. A similar looking effect can be seen in layers of Fractal 
Noise caressing the image. This works well on the sharper forms of the of the background 
stills. AE Fractal Noise can create detailed natural and chaotic forms that have innate 
shadowing or alternation from light to dark that makes these details in the noise look three-
dimensional. This shadowing can be determined with brightness and contrast and adding 
additional effects. The problem with AE Fractal Noise is that it’s still 2D and the forms it 
creates don’t have actual depth and thus it’s hard to fake on them light and shadow directions 
other than coming from frontal projection. This can make large bodies of Fractal Noise look 
flat. Getting light, shadows and depth right is essential when trying to make believable natural 
scenes. 
 
 
3.12 Lighting (in AE) 
 
While doing 2D animation and trying to hide the flat reality, one must fake the effects of light 
completely manually. I draw usually with vector masks, sometimes with the help of 
deformation effects, the light and shadow areas in the picture by imagining how the light 
would cast on the three-dimensional surfaces suggested in the picture. In IC-98 animations 
the camera (through which the view can be thought to be seen) is immovable and there 
usually aren’t very hard lights, which makes it easier to fake the light and shadow parts using 
animated feather masks. The harder the lights are the more detailed and defined shadow they 
cast. Shadows cast by hard lights attract more attention and need more complex and careful 
outline drawing according to perceived perspective and geomorphology. On the contrary in 
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3D animation hard shadows are faster to produce as shadow casting on surfaces is calculated 
automatically anyway and shadows produced by soft scattered lighting take more time to 
render.  
 
3D softwares can render the light as rays coming from the source and bouncing at right angles 
from the surface normals of the 3D objects in the space. Thus they simulate the behavior of 
real light to the extent that depends on the settings. After Effects is traditionally a so called 
2.5D environment. One can decide whether to work in 2D or 3D environment inside AE but 
the 3D side is quite limited. Nowadays one can bring 3D models to AE but modeling and 3D 
animation tools inside the program are very restricted if not nonexistent. Normally one works 
with 2D layers in AE but can choose to transform layer to a 3D layer with one click. 3D layers 
are basically flat planes in a 3D space that have the image of the layer as a texture. While I 
often use 3D layers to create depth with parallax, I don’t usually bring actual 3D models to AE 
but rather do the 3D work in a 3D software. Thus I rarely use AE lights to illuminate anything 
else than Trapcode Particular particles. AE lights illuminate the 3D layers like 2D planes that 
they are, respecting only the alpha information of the flat layer, no matter what other forms 
the texture on them tries to represent. 
 
One way to create a 3D looking 2D shadow in AE is by duplicating the layer that has the object 
that is supposed to cast the shadow (the layer needs to have an alpha channel, and layer order 
depends on whether the light is behind or in front of the object), turning the duplicated object 
completely black, moving its pivot point to where the object that casts the shadow touches the 
surface of where the shadow is to be cast, then making this shadow layer a 3D-layer and 
rotating it to match the perspective angle of the surface where it’s being casted on. Then 
lowering its opacity and blurring it to match the scattering of the imagined light. After this the 
shadow layer will probably need bit of masking and distorting according the perceived 
surface forms with Mesh Warp or Displacement Map. 
 
If the 2D drawing is supposedly illuminated by a hard light such as sun on a sunny day, the 
shadows are sharp and need to be deformed very accurately according the surface forms in 
the drawing. If the shadows need to be very detailed, realistic and animated, ideally one 
should create and light a camera matched 3D model which has exactly the same elements, 
proportions and perspective as in the 2D drawing. When the 3D scene matches the drawing 
exactly the light source can be moved at will and the shadows are produced automatically and 
realistically and need to be just rendered separately and composed on the drawing. The 
creating and matching of the 3D model details in the camera view to its 2D drawing 
counterpart can be tedious however.  
 
In 2D animation if the surface where the shadow is casts isn’t completely flat but has 3D 
ruggedness, the shadow layer needs to be distorted by warping it to follow the forms of the 
surface. If this surface alters over time, or the objects affecting the shadow are animated, or 
light source moves, or the supposed 3D forms that produce or receive the shadow are very 
detailed, creating the shadow can become very difficult. It’s easier if the lighting can be 
thought of casting a vague (low opacity and blurred) shadow. In a cloudy scene, it’s enough to 
have just a low opacity idea of a shadow for the most essential elements at the right place and 
perspective. This is only registered subconsciously by the viewer, hard to pinpoint and easily 
accepted. Still, adding shadows, even if their form, placement, movement and altering looks 
only remotely realistic, adds life to the image, enhancing believability, depth and drama.  
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Visa doesn’t draw strong shadowing and the behavior of lights or at least the shadows the 
lights casts need to be animated so creating the light and shadow belongs to my field in IC-98 
animations. 
 
 
3.13 Crossfading and Masking 
 
Crossfading elements into picture is a classical effect to create dreamy atmosphere where 
long periods of evolution can be smoothly shown in time span of one’s choosing. Showing the 
progression of time and telling the story by crossfading drawings into and out of the picture 
was the norm in the earlier works of IC-98 animation. Crossfading drawings and animated 
elements into the picture was how the story was mostly told even in the View from the Other 
Side, although we started to replace simple changes in the opacity of the elements with 
animated mask based crossfading which let us determine the direction and structure of how 
something was building into existence and thus better visualize the essence of the objects 
appearing. This way the many times distracting looking ghostly, partly transparent area is 
also kept much smaller than when fading the whole element into or out of the picture with 
just changing the percentage of it’s opacity. Adding carefully animated deforming effects to 
mask animation further diminishes the distractive look of the change.  Evolution of the picture 
through mask animation was the main narrative device of Hours Years Aeons animation also. 
 
Masks are very useful in a layer based image editing and animation. Inside their borders 
masks can hide or reveal the layer that they are placed on. Often masks are used to show just 
the wanted parts of the layer. Masks are closed vector paths and can be easily altered. AE has 
the option to change mask opacity and the blurring of its outlines with varying feathering.  
 
Mask animation consists of drawing vector paths, then altering the form and position of the 
points on these paths at wanted time intervals and creating keyframes on the timeline on 
these intervals. With mask animation, it’s possible to blend one layer into another hiding and 
revealing events and eventually fix mistakes in the rendered image sequences.  
 
Big part of the IC-98 animation is grinding with multilayered mask animation - unfortunately. 
This work is not always invisible but often strives to be unnoticeable. In IC-98 animations 
things evolve and change like guided by an invisible hand. I always try to fade in (or out) the 
change by animating the mask with suitable speed, acceleration and fitting feather along the 
imagined direction of the movement so that the effect proceeding is not only doing its job of 
revealing or hiding something but also giving clues about the possible cause of this change. 
This method can be seen when something artificial is being built, liquid, gas and particles 
accumulate or diminish and are moved by some force, or natural force majeure is just 
spreading entropy over time to the scene.  
 
 
3.14 Rendering 
 
The “art” of estimating the render times and ways to diminish this time as much as possible 
with the computing resources mustered, while still having the quality of the animation as high 
as possible in the sea of render settings, is a tedious responsibility of mine that ends the 
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animating phase of the IC-98 animation project. I won’t be talking about different renderers in 
3D animation, nor will I delve deep into the technical details of video formats, bitrates or 
other render settings in this thesis. Basically, it’s a fight between rendering time, size of the 
rendered files, playability of the animation files and visual quality of the film. 
 
Having to operate with slow and heavy scenes in AE and 3D side I have learned to work blind 
imagining and estimating how things look when rendered, do they fit to IC-98 style and how 
long will they take to render. When there’s only a limited time to work on a project these 
educated guesses are required to make the decisions on what to work on and what to leave 
out.  
 
IC-98 animation is a special case in a sense that the whole animation happens in one many 
minutes long scene without cuts. This means that this one scene can get extremely heavy. I try 
to finish and render effect heavy parts of animation separately as image sequences with alpha 
channel as soon as possible so I can replace these parts in the project with the rendered image 
sequences and work on a lighter project. Or if those parts are not essential when working on 
the whole scene I can keep them hidden or use a placeholder and render them later. I don’t 
render proxies as there’s no video footage used and the heaviness don’t come from the high 
resolution of the source images but the computing heaviness of the effects used that need to 
be kept on and constantly tuned. Also, the timeline is long and rendering of these effect heavy 
elements takes so long time, that there’s not much sense in rendering low quality proxy 
versions. I rather finish and render the real version instead. Rendering clusters of connected 
layers such as the background events as an image sequence is also preferable if possible. In 
these cases, I just need to be sure that the individual layers of these clusters don’t need to be 
altered anymore. In IC-98 animation this certainty rarely exists. In most cases I need to keep 
the project tree open until everything is in place and satisfactory. After that I can render the 
whole and start building more on top of this image sequence. It’s always satisfying to get the 
whole animation rendered as one flat layer and start building more animated elements on this 
new lightened project. In this second stage, one cannot get in between the different elements 
of the image anymore but can by using layers from the original project as track or traveling 
(animated) matte, achieve believable occlusion for the new animated elements if needed. 
 
Often when viewing the rendered finalized animation, we find mistakes. Most common are 
little snaps in the image which can be caused by some layer being left too short on the 
timeline, a keyframe in some effect fading missing or displaced, a 3D layer intersecting 
another, or just some effect generated glitch artifact. In these cases, the source of the mistake 
must be tracked in the original project and the flawed area cured, rerendered and placed as a 
bandage on the finalized sequence.  
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Figure 37:  Above screen capture of an AE render queue. Rendering 10 minutes of asteroid belt (with alpha 
channel) to use in Epokhe. I asked Santeri to render various image sequences of 3D rock rotation loops 
and used them as particles for an asteroid belt made with Trapcode Particular in AE. I usually render in 
AME nowadays so that I can keep working in AE. But AME could only make 8 bit png-sequence, not 16 bit, 
so in this case I rendered using AE Render Queue. 

 
There never seems to be enough rendering power for the projects. In pure 3D animation, most 
of the content is generated within the software and the outside assets that are referred to are 
usually just still photos used in textures. This makes using internet based render farms a valid 
solution in 3D. My AE projects on the other hand, often have hundreds of Gigabytes of content 
(mostly prerendered image sequences) they are referring to, so the logistics of using internet 
based render farms would be challenging in my case.  
 
Instead whenever there has been a LAN possibility, like a room full of computers with right 
version of AE and the plugins the project uses installed, I’ve set up a render farm of my own. 
 
I have an ongoing battle to plan out and use my time wisely. All our projects have gone to the 
last minute. And we tend to work honing the details until the deadline is so near that we just 
must start rendering the final product if we want it to be in the exhibition. So far, we haven’t 
failed this but every time we’ve done some last minute creative compromises.  
 
Getting the animation ready and rendered in time is in my hands so the fault of failing to ship 
would be mine although the blame would be on IC-98. Patrik makes schedules and sometimes 
he introduces a deadline before the actual deadline as he knows how I (and Visa) usually start 
the work slow and take all the time that’s given. This is bit like consciously keeping one’s clock 
ahead of actual time to not to be late. These deadlines before the real deadline are somewhat 
reliefs and insulting at the same time. However even if the deadline would be the final 
deadline, IC-98 tends to demand alterations and improving afterwards, and I too want to hone 
my work, so many times we have replaced the animation in the installation with an updated 
version after the exhibition opening. 
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3.15 Animations as Installations 
 
The IC-98 artworks take place in a space as installations. The way how animations are 
presented is a big part of the experience.  Thus, they usually aren’t just video files that can be 
shown in whatever space and on whichever screen and still have the same impact. The 
installation concepts of IC-98 many times seem to take control of the space with sound, 
projection method and framing of the visual content, creating often sacred or funereal 
atmosphere in the exhibition space. The physical space of the exhibition is used as a 
continuum of the animation that’s presented on a screen or as a projection, making the 
experience more immersive. Especially if the animation is the sole visual artwork being 
exhibited, the exhibition space is preferably as dark as possible. 
 
For example, in Abendland (Place and Edge) the space the spectators take is between two 
views of the same animation and viewers experience the story progressing from the view in 
front of them to the one behind them. For Arkhipelagos, the view is really wide and in the 
animation the big waves block the vision so that only the masts of ferries can be seen. 
Spectator feels like floating in the midst, at the level and at the mercy of the sea having the 
same perspective as the possible travelers in the ferries. Nekropolis is designed to occupy a 
huge space with a ceiling high above and the heavy ambient taking almost physical stature 
with tremors of bass echoing from the walls.  
 
I’m very interested in the installation possibilities and willing to share my ideas regarding 
them. But it’s not my area of responsibility and I’ve had very little to do with the grand 
designs, and installation concepts of IC-98 animations in exhibitions. It has been enlightening 
to see the animations and the work I’ve done taking its place as a part of whole experience in 
the installation spaces though. The installation concepts are usually planned before the 
animations are done so when making the animation these installation plans, possibilities and 
restrictions are kept in mind and served as much as the background story is. Sometimes the 
installation plans change and the animation must adapt. 
 
 
3.16 Working under the guidance of IC-98 
 
Usually the biggest or most critical parts of the animations are done at IC-98 workroom 
(located in Barker, Turku nowadays) in a group of Visa, me and Patrik. I sit in front of an iMac 
in a dark workroom with fingers on the mouse and keyboard while Visa and Patrik sit my 
both sides. We all stare at the computer screen looking severe while the cursor is showing a 
spinning beach ball (and the clock is showing 3 am). For the short term, I’m worried that AE is 
going to crash, while for the long term being worried about the rendering times for the whole 
animation. This mandatory waiting period on which computer is rendering the current frame 
or just committing some action and not responding, gets longer as the project progresses 
getting heavier with multiple layers and effects.  
 
The idea is IC-98 being able to tell me what kind of looking happenings they want to be seen 
in the scene in different phases of the storyline progression and I being able to show how I’m 
able to interpret these wanted visions through animated effects and what can I add to them. 
This requires that the computer is able to follow and execute my commands and show the 
result to us all. We all have a version of the wanted vision in our own heads but the computer 
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screen shows the final judgment. Because many times I must work blind and IC-98 don’t know 
what I’m doing with the settings, they can’t imagine how the result will look like and they 
need to see it before being able to tell me if they like it or not. This means that for them to be 
able to make further decisions and determine if they were wrong with their vision or if I was 
wrong with my interpretation or if we were all right, they need to see the complete image 
with at least half resolution with the timeline cropped to the wanted area that’s played with 
normal speed and preferably without frame skipping.  
 
On a good day, we have overnight renders that we can refer to or the project is in such light 
stage that I can render previews quickly showing variations and making suggestions of how 
the events could look like. Then IC-98 can make further suggestions and decisions based on 
what they see. Sometimes we project these renders on a large silver screen so we don’t all 
have to sit in front of the computer screen too close each other. On a bad day, we all have to 
make decisions based on a short, low resolution, frame skipping preview render that has most 
of the layers hidden or frozen which still takes tens of minutes to render.  
 
I’m very persistent when I’m on the flow of animating. It’s a point of honour for me to get the 
details, movement and overall look right. Visa and Patrik have very good eyes for pointing out 
mistakes and they look at the animation very carefully. They usually spot if I’ve made a 
mistake or something could look better. Getting the shades of grey of different parts of the 
picture to correct relations is something they really want to invest time on. Many times, I let 
Visa to set the colour adjustment curves on different pieces of the puzzle if possible. While 
Visa fiddles with this I can get a break from the work for a while and I got to admit Visa has 
better eye for these relative nuances of grey shades. I’d say IC-98 sees more than what people 
normally would bother to see in shades of grey.  
 
If I’ve taken the easy route in some part of animation IC-98 will sooner or later notice the flaw 
and ask me to do it better or often to add more of the missing sort – more layers, more 
particles and more tiny details. They push me to do better, richer work. I tend to get lazy and 
lose my motivation when I’m doing work at home so usually at some points of the project I 
want the physical presence of this support group to share the burden of making this work of 
art. Getting the animation to look good is as important to me as it is for IC-98, so I don’t do 
sloppy work, but I don’t work fast either. IC-98 has the endurance for sitting down the 
animation session as long as I do – as long as needed.  
 
There’s a whole lot of sitting and very little physical exercise during a normal animation 
session. But the constant problem solving and brainwork requires fuel. IC-98 has always 
taken care of the catering in the animation sessions from micro pizzas to gourmet. This of 
course does mean that I don’t have to take any lunch breaks from the work because the food is 
brought before me. Also, accommodation is provided by IC-98. so basically, during animation 
sessions I’m living as a guest of Visa or Patrik without having to worry about much anything 
except getting the animation done and getting back home someday.  
 
These sessions are effective as the work is constant and working hours can reach 15 hours a 
day when the deadline is drawing near. I try as much as I can to just mechanically work and 
leave the decision making to the duo during these sessions. However, they can’t either be sure 
about the decisions until seeing the whole thing rendered so I need to make these previously 
mentioned educated guesses and choose the right timing and look, hoping it will all look good 
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when it’s rendered. Knowing how to achieve the traditional IC-98 look helps, but it’s my 
responsibility to build the whole animation structure and make the technical decisions and 
evaluations so it can get very stressful. 
 
IC-98 is often busy with other overlapping projects at the same time an animation project is 
under construction. On many occasions, I work only with Visa, or only with Patrik, or on my 
own. Nowadays if there’s no serious deadline they tend to leave these animation projects on 
my hands in hope that I’ll keep improving the art works and send occasionally preview 
renders of the phases.  
 
We have an unwritten deal of a second round after the (first) deadline is met and the 
animation is viewed in the exhibition space. During this improving stage I correct the possible 
mistakes and alter the details that don’t seem to work. Ideally IC-98 and I too would find the 
animation perfect the first time and we wouldn’t need this second round but this hasn’t yet 
happened. It could be said that none of IC-98 animations are yet ready as there are always 
little mistakes and clumsy bits that could be fixed in a perfect world. But we need to choose 
which alterations are worth of the trouble in the end compared to spending that time and 
effort into making new projects. I doubt that we’ll go back fixing any of the old works although 
there’s been talk about this. Unless the second round takes place immediately after the first 
deadline and a following short mandatory relaxing break, it usually never happens but is 
replaced by a new project. The longer the unfinished project is left alone, the more the way 
the project is built will be forgotten and the harder it will be to open it again. Also, it will be 
hard to justify the reopening and altering of an animation that’s already been presented in 
various places and even sold like it was a completed art work. 
 
 
3.17 Assistants and directing 
 
Usually, the responsibility of making or breaking the animation project lies on my shoulders 
in the end. IC-98 strives to mediate their vision to me to fulfill and I tell IC-98 how things must 
be done technically or in which ways I can do them giving IC-98 options to choose from and 
make decisions on. This has been the case for all the older projects but in the last tree recent 
projects, I’ve had the luxury or burden of finding help with the animation work load. In Aeons, 
Nekropolis and Epokhe I’ve had another animator or VFX artist assisting me. In those 
animation projects, I’ve had to introduce the assistants to IC-98 animation style and direct 
them throughout the project. IC-98 has in all of the cases consulted me if I need assistance and 
if I’d know someone who I could work with, instead of just bringing an unknown person to 
share the workload with. 
 
I realize that the animation projects involve so much work that with a team of animators, 
executing their strengths in specialized roles and doing only a part of the whole, the outcome 
of the animation can become so much better. Still a part of me would like to have all the honor 
of being the sole animator instead a part in an animator team. But this is perhaps the proud, 
greedy and narrow-minded side of me. The work together with other VFX artists and 
animators has relieved my workload and taught me so much more than most of the projects 
where I’ve been on my own.  
 
IC-98 hopes that in future projects the animation team would grow from one person doing 
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everything to a team of animators. The issue here is how to maintain the consistence of style. 
IC-98 has hoped me to find and direct the animation team and being responsible of the project 
from the beginning to the end. Nekropolis is perhaps the best example of this concept as I was 
officially credited as director and acted as the mediator between all the team members in the 
project. 
 
Visa views Nekropolis as having been my chance to take the role of director first time in an IC-
98 animation and thus to be lifted concretely to the row of the makers. He continues that in 
this sense IC-98 would have expected stronger project management from me. As a director, I 
had a possibility to find out how the interactive 3D world could have been implemented and 
to what extent it was impossible. The role of IC-98 was to work as a producer but as schedules 
tightened we returned to more traditional roles. (Visa interview 2016, p.95) 
 
I think I should have earned to be on the row of the makers with all of the IC-98 animations 
with or without the director credit. Visa himself hasn’t really been directing that much in most 
of the IC-98 animations. In general mine and Visa’s role in the IC-98 animations have been 
relatively similar as mainly creating the visual content. Patrik’s role has been little bit 
different as he hasn’t really done anything visible in the twelve finished animations presented 
in this thesis, with his own hands but has had much stronger role in visioning, directing and 
screenwriting the events. If we would have executed the original plan, Visa wouldn’t have 
done anything in the Nekropolis project, but it would have still been presented as IC-98 
animation.   
 
The reason why Patrik originally suggested the director role for me in Nekropolis was 
because I had the connection with Medialab and better understanding of how an interactive 
3D animation could be created and the project could have been the subject of my Master’s 
thesis. IC-98 didn’t have the knowhow nor the motivation to organize the project from the 
idea level onwards (which would have also required them to be in Helsinki), so it was easier 
to delegate the full responsibility to me.  
 
This meant that all the responsibility of making the artwork was mine (and Juan’s) but still 
there wouldn’t have been complete artistic freedom. As for example, while we were still 
proceeding with the original plan, IC-98 decided that my 3D scene (which was a work in 
progress) wasn’t suitable for the animation scale we were going to, but looked as a miniature. 
I believe the decision was based on the lighting and displacement map settings of the 3D 
scene, which could have been changed. Still I gladly wanted Visa to put his mark on the 
animation in the form of landscape drawings as it was still going to be an IC-98 animation and 
I feel IC-98 animation should have Visa’s drawings in it (the new “Epokhe” being the first one 
without any).  
 
The main reason why Nekropolis was eventually downgraded, was because IC-98 needed me 
to stop working on it and start working on another project that was more important for them 
at the time. If we had followed the original interactive 3D plan, the artwork would have been 
technically much more complicated than what IC-98 (or I) have ever done still with very 
limited budget. All the work would have been done by me and Juan (who already felt 
overworked) and I have a strong feeling IC-98 would have just received the credit in the 
normal way. In this sense, it was more justified to have an easier project and stronger 
participation presence from IC-98 and to share the director credit and responsibility. In the 
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end of the Nekropolis project before the Röda Sten exhibition, we sat together with Visa 
tuning animation in the traditional way while sending versions to Patrik so he could test how 
they looked as large projection in the exhibition hall in Gothenburg. 
 
My director credit wasn’t noticed by Swedish media or by the Röda Sten gallery although me 
being an animator in the project was mentioned. In the opening I was actually invited to the 
stage by Röda Sten curator Aukje Lepoutre Ravn and to the panel discussion, which has been 
unheard of in the IC-98 festivities. Also, Juan was introduced on the stage. There were other 
IC-98 animations also animated by me presented in the exhibition. However, my name wasn’t 
mentioned in the brochures or exhibition space connected to those animations. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. BEYOND 
 
4.1 Crediting 
 
I’m credited at least as an animator for all the works I’ve done for IC-98. But the publication 
media, such as reporters, curators and gallerists presenting the art works usually want to 
completely leave out the mystical middleman who makes the magic happen and just talk 
about the front men who are communicating their metaphorical vision through these magical 
pieces. This leaves the general audience and future gallerists and curators in oblivion of how 
the animations actually come into existence. 
 
Modern artist many times isn’t the one who actually makes the work of art. Artist is the one 
who orders it. Jeff Koons, Damien Hirst, Ai Wei Wei, Stelarc - only to name a few – all can have 
big faceless teams working for them and realizing their visions. This isn’t a modern 
phenomenon as in the past for example Canaletto and Rembrandt had studios and didn’t 
make all their paintings on their own. Every case is of course different and should be judged 
independently. There’s a difference of using secretly a ghostwriter, or putting your signature 
to other people’s paintings than in ordering an industrially manufactured piece used in an 
artwork or hiring a specialist who’s credited for one’s work.  
 
IC-98 works hard, hands on for their art doing every part they can by themselves. There are 
never big teams of people doing the artwork. Everybody participating to the creation of the 
piece is credited at least in the filmography of IC-98 website (although in the updated IC-98 
website the credits are bit better hidden) and in IC-98 publications such as the Hours Years 
Aeons book and IC-98 portfolio. However, this rule of crediting doesn’t always reach to places 
where the animations are exhibited or to media that write about these art works. It doesn’t 
help either that the animations are seamless loops and thus don’t tend to have credits in the 
end or beginning. I doubt that film crews would be pleased if the movies wouldn’t have end 
titles or opening credits anymore. 
 
In the film world, the roles and rules of crediting are much more rigid but similarly only the 
position of director seem to matter. Directors get invited to events and collect most of the 
praise and gifts. This was the reason why when making Balcony at the End of the World (2014) 
animation, we decided early that we would share the director’s credit, power and 
responsibilities democratically between all the four members of the visual team. We 
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envisioned the story and did all the decisions together and everybody directed their own 
scene of the animation. However, in this case the sound team members that came in at the 
later stage, were left out. They did excellent work on their own and brought the animation as 
an audiovisual experience to a new level. The sounds got more praise than the animation, but 
the sound team was left uncredited in the media coverage by festivals etc. because all the 
visibility and credit go to the directors (and to already famous persons if such people were 
participating to the project).  
 
Although the hierarchical system of movie making traditionally resembles a dictatorship and 
audience is typically only interested in “the stars” like the actors and the director, people do 
understand that making a (big) movie requires a collaboration of many artists in many fields 
of specialization. And these specialists who make their own small parts of the movie give their 
own imagination and artistic expression to the project in order create substance for the 
supervisors of their fields and the director and eventually for the editor to choose from. When 
the film maker team is small, then these fields of necessary little art works fuse to fewer 
people. Smaller the team the more responsibility and bigger part of the whole art work they 
can be credited for.  
 
The fact that IC-98 is a duo instead of just one artist, lets Patrik and Visa talk using the first 
person plural pronoun “we” to assume the authorship of every area in the animation. This 
broad we as IC-98 group effort also includes all the creations made by me. When they talk 
about what they were thinking when we made some part of the animation, public thinks that 
Visa and Patrik have made this part alone. Media doesn’t want to complicate things and so I’m 
many times left out of the picture. This has been bothering me for a long time and partly 
affected to my motivation of doing projects with IC-98.  We are a good team creating art 
animations with our own special roles of expertise and it would be a pity to end a cooperation 
that has produced such good results. It just feels so unjust when the animations are presented 
and discussed and my participation is completely overlooked repeatedly. It’s depressing and 
sometimes even ridiculous. 
 
The fault of this setting lay in the elitist art scene where only the main artist, that’s presented 
as an originator of the idea of the artwork, seem to matter. It’s generally considered that 
Marcel Duchamp’s artwork Fountain 1917 started a revolution which led to the modern 
setting in art where the author of the idea is the author of the whole artwork by default. It’s 
taken for granted that the maker of the artwork can be whoever and the credit is given to the 
artist to share or keep as he/she pleases. But works of art break genres and rules. Every 
collaboration is unique; thus, the norms of crediting and authorship need to be decided case 
by case. IC-98 does sometimes conceptual art works that might be comparable to Duchamp’s 
“readymades”, but the animations don’t belong to this category. 
 
Biggest artworks are done by teams of many people but the attitude of media is to try to lift 
one artistic genius as a creator of everything. In the end, it is the job of those front men, 
people that are lifted to this position to give the honor where honor is due in the interviews, 
award ceremonies and publications etc. If someone has done more than what one’s often rigid 
credit would suggest and invested one’s time and perhaps committed to someone else’s credit 
area or otherwise just done very important part of the production that’s not necessarily 
obvious, it’s the job of those in the limelight, representing the outcome to share the honor and 
speak for the one who has helped to create this important part of the whole spectacle. For 
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these efforts happen among the work groups behind the curtains so the media and thus public 
is often oblivious to the state of affairs.  
 
For example, the artist duo Christo and Jean Claude worked since 1972 together but the duo 
decided to credit everything to Christo until the year 1994 because the media of the time 
overlooked female artists. Nowadays all their art works have been recredited to them both. 
 
Many of those who create the publicity for the artists either haven’t done their research, have 
been misinformed, or don’t care about the inconvenient, complicated truth. Correcting false 
statements can feel boring or unnecessary and can break the flow of the interview or be even 
costly if the story is out already. However, getting the story straight and their efforts 
recognized eventually means lot to those making the artworks behind the scenes. Recognition 
given to others is something that is free to give but pays back a lot. In the end, it boils down to 
motivation. Why would I try to do more than the minimum if others are going to take all the 
credit from my work. If I get recognized for and thus must also stand behind my work, I try to 
do my absolute best and do better than I have before.  
 
I like doing the visual art myself and wouldn’t want to step solely into director’s boots telling 
others how I want the work to be done and not actually doing it by myself, especially if I was 
only conducting the vision of those higher in a chain. Of course, if you cannot do something by 
yourself, or have someone you know that can do the task much better than you it’s only smart 
to use a mediator. But a mediator always affects to the quality of the outcome for better or 
worse and the art work is never exactly as you’ve imagined it to be if somebody else does it 
for you - unless the directions and tools leave no room for independent thought and different 
possibilities in implementation and the execution is very simple like assembling an Ikea table. 
What I have seen in IC-98 animation projects is that all the team members have used their 
own creativity and could be thought of as artists in their own area. 
 
IC-98 don’t see this the same way. In The Learned Pig interview of IC-98, Tom Jeffries writes 
about IC-98 drawing lines about different levels of collaboration: 

 
“They are clear about the differences between their work with Lepistö, the 
animator, (“the result is exactly what we want, with no personal touches from 
anybody else”) and collaborations like that with Max Savikangas, where the other is 
given a significant level of creative freedom.” (Jeffreys 2015) 

 
IC-98 does give lot of room to musicians such as Max, Hietaharju and SINK because music is 
still, although greatly enhancing the experience, secondary to the visual side in IC-98 
animation. Most of IC-98 animations are silent although they wouldn’t need to be. Moreover, 
Visa and Patrik don’t have any expertise in audio side and are rather more at home in the 
visual side like me. 
 
Patrik has done lot of graphic design and Visa’s been drawing all his life so it’s understandable 
that the visual aspects are the area where IC-98 puts their combined efforts to and want to 
work closely with me. But to say that I have no personal touches when it comes to animation, 
as I understood this quote, I find false and insulting. It’s like Patrik would imagine an event, 
ask Visa to draw it, and when the drawing was good enough, Patrik would say that it’s exactly 
as he wanted and Visa had no personal touches in drawing it!  
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Even if we all would want that IC-98’s vision would translate exactly to be the animation I’d 
be unable to make it. Of course, one can say afterwards that all this was planned in the 
beginning, but the truth is that the result with the animations has never been “exactly” as IC-
98 wants. First of all, the animations are full of mistakes, and secondly, they are full of little 
details that I’ve created as a bonus to the large-scale directions that I’ve received and 
interpreted. My part in making in most cases all of the special effects, later stage image 
editing, animated elements and every event on the timeline is such a big part of the whole 
process that I’m unable hide my “personal touch”. I bring this personal touch to every 
animation I play a part in. I can use tools but cannot be a mere tool myself.  
 
 I’m also reluctant of hiding my own ideas when it comes to visual style and even the 
background research and metaphors that justify the story. This open discussion and exchange 
and exploitation of ideas is the norm when we work together with IC-98.  
 
Contrasting the previous statement on Testifilmi.fi site press kit Patrik acknowledges this in 
my short bio:  

“He’s been animator for IC-98 since 2008, making important contributions to the 
development of IC-98’s visual style.” (Söderlund 2016) 

 
 
4.2 Two artists + one 
 
 
IC-98 animations are considered art by many galleries, museums etc. institutions and people 
who are supposed to know what art is about. So, as I’m making these animations, it could be 
thought that it goes without saying that I’m artist myself just as Patrik and Visa are. However, 
this area is bit vague and here I want to discuss and explore the matter. What can be 
considered art and what makes an artist are large questions and answers to where the lines 
are drawn are subjective. In my case, it’s essential how IC-98 views the matter.  
 
Patrik gives two theories to the question of artistry. The one that he believes, and which he 
tells makes him an elitist, is that person is an artist if the collective of “peers” (other artists, 
art institutions, critics, academics, curators) think so. The other theory, which is an 
automation and a shortcut that Patrik doesn’t believe in, is a person becoming an artist by 
graduating from an art school. (Patrik interview 2016, p.93).  
 
I find in this acceptance of peers also problematic as it seems that in order to get this 
supposed elite of art world deciders to be my peers I need to already be in the lot or get them 
to be aware of me. Actually, my work is already being viewed and approved by this collective 
but my person is blocked behind the wall of IC-98. If my actual peers think I’m an artist, it’s 
just not enough in this world view. But it would seem logical that peers of a common field 
should be the ones defining the artistry of someone. For example, Patrik could be peer 
reviewed by other directors and I by other animators, who would decide if either of us should 
be called an artist in regard to IC-98 animation. These peers could have better understanding 
of what kind of creative work, problem solving, innovation and stealing ideas was needed to 
realize the artwork, compared to distant institutions only able to experience the finalized 
artwork and its explanations. One reason why artists try to go their own paths where there 
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really are no peers, might be to avoid this potentially more honest and critical scrutiny of 
peers. 
 
Patrik continues with his opinion about my artistry. He believes that in academic tradition I’m 
already an applied artist but to become “a self-supporting” artist in fine arts, I need to create 
something of my own, not necessarily BY myself, but created originated and directed by me, 
which exists unto itself, stands on its own feet, and not for some ulterior function. (Patrik 
interview 2016, p.93). 
 
Perhaps I have already created something that meets all of these criteria, but mostly my time 
has been spent in making IC-98 animations in these recent years. If one doesn’t consider such 
animation making as I have described my work being in IC-98 animations as an art form, I 
don’t have a case for artistry in IC-98 animations. My opinion is that animation creating is an 
art form whether the individual animation is shown as video installation in a gallery or as a 
product commercial in television. 
 
Visa on the other hand tells still experiencing being an artist a bit like situationists did. Art as 
a part of a spectacle penetrates the relations between people, the relationship to art being 
thus contradictory. He sometimes feels downright embarrassed being an artist but recognizes 
the umbilical cord of funding for making art and art enabling things to happen. In another 
way, he feels perhaps being and old hippie enough to warm to Joseph Beuys's more 
democratic and antiauthoritarian way to think everybody as an artist. It's not so much about 
benefit or art world mechanisms, but highlights more education, creative societal 
participation. (Visa interview 2016, p.93) 
 
I get the feeling of things having changed for IC-98 along with the fame and recognition and 
now they must be conformed to the elitist ways of art world, to keep the business running. 
Still they’d like to think that their artistic integrity and ideals remain the same as when they 
started. 
 
Visa tells he isn’t sure where IC-98 is going. They were in the beginning interested of an 
anonym collective where artworks would be born by writing together in a dialogue. 
Authorship and thus ownership being divided by a whole participating collective. They have 
also seen very different ways to work in a group and admired the way some of them 
distribute authorship. Visa continues that IC-98 operates now in much different situation than 
in the beginning, as gallerists and other art world operators have come into play and IC-98 is 
in another way tied to many kinds of operators and organizations. After IC-98 became a 
company, their way to operate has become to resemble a business. They need to take care of 
their credibility as players on the field. (Visa Interview 2016, p.94) 
 
 
4.3 Gallerist 
 
Once when waiting in front of a restaurant in Basel, IC-98’s now former gallerist, Rauli Heino 
chuckled to a group that “…we are all artists” then he turned to me and said, “you are not an 
artist”. I didn’t know if it was a question or a statement. 
 
The gallerist was supposed to know my role in IC-98 animations. It was interesting that he 
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thought himself being an artist and that I wasn’t, and I thought it was other way round. We 
were representatives of polar opposites, with the official artist caste between us. He was up in 
the food chain as he had money and power to collect artists, giving them visibility and 
opportunities, but further using them as assets. While I was at the bottom of this food chain, 
hired by artists to make the artwork. I got portion of the hospitality that the gallerist gave to 
the official artists, and the gallerist got half of the money that the finished artwork (largely 
made by me) produced when sold.  
 
We agreed that being artist was a matter of definition. And definitions vary greatly. 
Dependent on the place of exhibition, sometimes I’ve been credited with IC-98 as a creator of 
animation, sometimes my name isn’t mentioned anywhere in an exhibition. 
 
Gallerist invest in the artists and their brand, promoting the artists and selling their art. 
Artists in turn engage to a contract where gallerist is allowed keep percentage of sale 
revenues for all the sales from the artists that happen during this pact. Thus, having a joker 
card type of person, like me with no contracts but theoretically an authorship and copyright 
to his part of art and participating in some of the artworks in a role of an artist, might not be 
welcomed from gallerist’s point of view.  
 
Nowadays the gallerist of IC-98 has changed from Rauli Heino to Frej Forsblom. The cut and 
the policy seems similar in this cooperation. 
 
 
4.4 Politics 
 
IC-98 often stresses the political message behind the animations as the most important thing 
in the artwork. Although we discuss the themes as we make the animation, and though I 
evolve the details, I’m never responsible for the original concepts behind IC-98 animation. For 
me they open as mostly showing hierarchies and hidden constructions of human societies and 
vast time scale scenarios of the collapse of these societies and nature taking over and the later 
ones especially showing times after humans but with the imagined results of the 
Anthropocene epoch showing. If there is political stand aside of commenting these themes it’s 
quite cryptic and hidden in the animations.  
 
I do understand the enigma of artwork as part of the lure so viewer gets interested in solving 
the mystery. I can agree to promoting the themes of being aware of long term changes in 
ecology and human element in them and the need for conservation of nature. Although these 
themes are presented in the pessimistic, almost fascist spirit of Pentti Linkola’s writings 
which have influenced many of IC-98 artworks, there is a notion of slight irony and detaching 
itself from clear political agenda and stand and rather just showing these visions for the 
spectators to make their own conclusions on. as IC-98 puts it in the Hour Years Aeons book 
(2015): “We agree with Linkola’s analysis, but not his conclusions.” (p.165). Big question for 
me is if the political agendas behind the visual artwork are so important, do I recognize them 
all if they are not all discussed with me and can I agree to them all? Do they meet my own 
ethical and moral standards, values and ideals, or could I be working on creating a beautiful 
shell for something politically sinister too?  
 
One important meta-level point with IC-98 is also, whether the politics reach from their work 
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to their own place and status in the politics of artworld in general and if they comment on that 
at all. Visa told that IC-98 was originally born to widen the ways of academic writing and to 
criticize the conventions of academic world, and that this hasn’t changed to this day and they 
still talk about the same things. (Visa interview 2016, p.87) But they have seemingly moved 
from their original interest in anonym and democratic artist cooperation and equality 
towards elitist chosen few that are conformed to the status quo in the art scene. Further 
question I’d like to present to IC-98 is if their ambition in artistic career has compromised 
their beliefs and political ideology. I started working with IC-98 in the beginning seeing just 
the visual artwork and not even thinking about the political message behind the works or the 
political context of the artist group itself, and whether I should work for this political message 
or in this political context.  
 
 
4.5 Hidden Craft 
 
IC-98 gets often asked by audience of how these animations are made. This hasn’t been much 
discussed by media or IC-98 themselves. Only the sources of inspiration and meanings behind 
the works are discussed. And here in my thesis I’ve felt obliged to answer to this question – to 
reveal the truth. Because I’m the best person to tell about my own work. 
 
In my interview, Visa admits that many reporters have asked if they could make a story about 
IC-98 animation work process (last time with Venice Biennale project). He says IC-98 has 
always refused to this free press, as they don’t want to let reporters reveal how the 
animations are born (Visa interview 2016, p.93). I do want to reveal this from my part. And 
that is the whole subject of my thesis! And I have let IC-98 know that, and they have agreed. I 
have never agreed to any contracts of secrecy. Visa continues that technique is secondary and 
subordinate to the content and the artwork should speak for itself and stay mysterious. I 
understand this point too and that’s why I have added a spoiler warning in the abstract of my 
thesis. 
 
Although the media and gallerists are not interested in complicating matters by mentioning 
my participation in creating the art works, in the end it’s in IC-98’s hands of how much they 
want to credit me or how much effort they wish to put to making sure that everybody that 
have participated in creating the artwork are mentioned everywhere. IC-98 don’t consider me 
as an equal artist in these animations and I do understand their point of view as I’ll explain in 
the end. However, first I wish to elaborate the matter with a few examples. 
 
In a radio show where Patrik was interviewed in Turku and asked about the project currently 
in the works, he told the interviewer, that at the moment Visa and “our animator Markus” are 
working the project and did mention me twice during the interview. However, the interviewer 
completely bypassed me and just confirmed that the other half of the team, Visa was making 
the art work as they spoke. (Kultakuume 2015) In reality the project was in the end stage and 
only I was making the piece while Visa was reading a book. 
 
Patrik states in a conversation with critic Martin Herbert:  

"The pencil-drawn animations came about completely naturally. We were 
already making drawings; then we added duration. This is important: we still 
don't think of the animations as animations or even films, but as moving images” 
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(Elfving & Söderlund 2015, p.163) 
 
IC-98 wants to call the animations “moving images” and keep the romantic illusion that the 
animations are ageless and techniques used are somehow the same as in early 20th century. 
This might have even been the case in their earlier animations which were done by 
crossfading drawings on top of another. They don’t really want to discuss the technique and 
work behind the scenes and when asked they quickly go showing the pencil drawn pictures as 
origins of the animation. Sometimes IC-98 animations are even referred to as “pencil drawn 
animations” (this was the case especially in Venice although “Aeons” was far from it). In my 
opinion, this conveys the wrong idea in people’s heads. I find this almost an insult to what 
would be a real pencil drawn animation where each frame would be a slightly altered 
individual pencil drawing changing at the rate of 24 drawings per second if using the standard 
“ones”. The only portions of IC-98 animation that are frame by frame drawn animations are 
the great cormorants in Riket, magpies in the View from the Other Side and the crows in the 
first version of Abendland which all of them I did with graphics tablet in Adobe Flash. More 
appropriate term for IC-98 animation could be animated pencil drawings. For me it is 
important to set the record straight. IC-98 animations are pure computer animation. And this 
doesn’t mean that they couldn’t create the feeling of timelessness. 
 
In YLE radio podcast “Viikon Taiteilija”, IC-98 interview, the reporter Riitta Vauras asks a 
question from Visa. I translated the interchange here from Finnish to English: 
 
-reporter: “...the tree branch that sways, that needs to be drawn many, many times then, to get 

it to sway?” 
-Visa “Yes of course. That’s how it is.” (YLE 2016, 32:21-32:30) 
 
But that definitely isn’t how it is. I animated the tree branches in AE, by making deformation 
keyframes with Puppet Tool. The movement of the tree branches comes from tweening 
between these states of deformations and rotating the branches as 3D layers. For each branch 
in the tree there was only one drawing by Visa. Making this slow and smooth animation by 
drawing the tree branches over and over again frame by frame would be insane. But it would 
seem that Visa doesn’t mind taking the credit for doing exactly this. When I found the 
interview and asked Visa about this, he stated that he had misunderstood the interviewer’s 
question. In the whole interview, IC-98 is sure to keep my participation hidden and at the 
same time assuring that the animation is strictly controlled by the script and doesn’t include 
any additional work that isn’t in the original script. In reality, I don’t think there has been an 
animation where a large part of the original animated material and script wouldn’t have been 
cut or altered during the animating stage. Only in the very end Patrik mentions me as their 
animator saying that I’m interested in animating birds, which are my favourite subject and 
that one can probably see that they are pretty well made (45:38-45:53). This is the kind of 
slightly redeeming statement that keeps me believing that IC-98 still has some appreciation 
for my work after all these years.  
 
In the book, Hours Years Aeons (Elfving & Söderlund 2015, p.164), Patrik downplays the part 
of the animation saying that Abendland (2013-15) is pure pencil drawing with simple digital 
effects. It’s relative what you can call a simple digital effect but Abendland is certainly not 
simple animationwice compared to previous IC-98 animations. It has lots of digital image 
editing and 3D animation elements and plenty of different visual effects played intricately 
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together in AE. It combines basically all the atmospheric and image enhancing tricks I’ve done 
to previous IC-98 animations adding more 3D animation than before and new effect usage 
methods novel to previous IC-98 animations. Patrik continues that the new thing about 
Abendland would be that it has just sharper picture quality thanks to larger drawings. 
However, Abendland is still only 1080p quality just as all the previous IC-98 animations have 
been and Visa’s scanned drawings have never been upscaled anyway. In the end of the 
paragraph Patrik says that we have perfected the animation technique with Abendland and 
cannot develop it any further. To this I must disagree also. Although we have found a 
successful cooperation routine, the workflow is still far from perfect and we are constantly 
looking to new innovations and taking every animation farther in difficulty level. Nekropolis 
was a step further from Abendland and Epokhe from Nekropolis introducing new plugins and 
methods of 3D animation. Also to every animation I bring something new that I’ve learned. 
 
Previously on the same page of Aeons book Patrik says that we have a strict policy of trying to 
use as simple effects as possible (IC-98 2015, p.164). Again, the word simple is relative but 
here the role of AE and other complex and sophisticated software used are somewhat 
downplayed rather than the role of animation itself. I wouldn’t say that there’s been any 
policy of this kind and on the contrary, we’ve always been inclined to use the latest tools and 
looked the special effects in the latest Hollywood movies as reference material for IC-98 
animations. Actually IC-98 has always been more open than me towards using Vue and other 
more “turnkey” type of 3D asset and effect generating softwares and plugins which might be 
simple to use but the softwares, effects and the algorithms behind them certainly not being 
simple.  
 
Sometimes it might be smart to save time by using bought readymade assets and specialized 
software for easy content generating, but I’ve always taken pride of trying to make everything 
as much as possible by myself using the basic building blocks to create the complicated end 
result. I’ve found that this culture of digital craftsmanship and appreciation for one’s own 
making is shared among many digital artists. This set of basic AE and 3D side tools that I tend 
to use in combination to create the wanted look is what Patrik means when he’s talking about 
the simplicity of the effects. And the reason for choosing to use the basic AE tools, along with 
the above-mentioned pride for using as little as possible readymade assets, is the budget for 
the additional software and plugins and rendering power we can afford. The tool set has been 
widening as more of the plugins and software has been taken to the arsenal. Naturally I’ll try 
to get the wanted look and result as simply and lightly as possible but there are no policies to 
this as long as I can fittingly fuse or blend the effects into the pencil drawn look of the scene.  
 
I find that in general the tone of IC-98 interview is such that IC-98 takes the credit for my 
work area in the animation and at the same time belittles the importance of this area. 
However, this area of actual animation work and the techniques and process of visual creation 
is something that many interviewers are very much interested in and always asking about, 
much to IC-98’s annoyance.  
 
It is a subjective view what is the most important thing in IC-98 animation. Probably each 
participator in the project value their own field higher. I think it’s the look and atmosphere – 
the (audio)visual art that interests the audience and stops the public to observe and meditate 
at these “windows to another world”. Certainly, working on the visual aspects is where the 
most of our combined time is put. After this comes the point of the work – the idea behind that 
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the viewer will try to get. The nature of the work is such that if the viewer doesn’t get the 
point of the artwork he/she can still appreciate it. The same can’t be said for most modern art. 
Thus IC-98 animations are easy to approach and appreciate for a viewer who can’t necessarily 
see deeper than the surface. This is because of the effort put to the visual side. This means lot 
to me and although in the interviews they always emphasize and explain the idea behind the 
work, it’s very important to IC-98 too that both story and the surface, or visual level, are well 
made. In the end of Viikon Taiteilija interview (YLE 2016, 50:08-50:36) Patrik confirms this. 
 
 
4.6 Idea generation 
 
Animations have often been well thought, from the story to the composition, already in the 
planning and research stage by IC-98. But many ideas are also born on the go as we are 
making the animation. Following the events forming on screen as I’m busy creating them, 
gives Patrik and Visa good time to contemplate and rethink the story and visual aspects. I’m 
also evolving the story with inventing and adding visual details and expression in movement. 
Many of the later verbalized explanations and meanings for the animation are created in the 
later stage, looking at the animation and thinking of what it could mean. 
 
When IC-98 is doing animation I’m part of the group and we work as a team with our own 
strengths and weaknesses exchanging ideas and discussing about best means to tell the story 
through animation. My strength being that I’m the one who knows how to actually animate 
the ideas into reality. I constantly challenge the ideas of IC-98 and demand justification and 
explanation for their decisions and bring on the table ideas of my own. If my ideas are better, 
they will stay and be realized. I make alternative and additive visual suggestions to the image 
and animation, but I always respect the grand vision of IC-98 and if they agree on the 
direction of something I comply although I would disagree. If they disagree among 
themselves, I tip the scale and make the decision. I think it is the combination of this 
discussion around the same table and working together as a group, days in a row in animating 
sessions, along with each of us meditating the artworks in solitude too, that make IC-98 
animations as good as they are.  
 
IC-98 tends also to consume my ideas and fuse them as part of their own art apparently 
without even noticing. In my interview Patrik lists as one of my strengths:  
 

“ability to channel our ideas without imposing your own – but still bringing your 
personal skill into play.” (Patrik interview 2016, p.92).  

 
I don’t fully agree with this as I cannot work creatively in the group without trying out, 
suggesting and defending my own ideas. I’m not sure if Patrik really believes in his sentence, 
or if it’s just an official statement to keep me out of the artist territory, or misunderstanding of 
the nature of my work, or my misunderstanding of the content of the statement. Also, this is 
more philosophical question of whose ideas are whose and is there even such thing as one’s 
own ideas as one’s own ideas are heavily influenced by and built on the ideas of the past of 
collective human culture. It could be argued that the more one has red and learned from the 
ideas of the past the less one has ideas of truly one’s own. That aside, certainly I’m trying to 
channel the ideas of IC-98 to the best of my ability and follow the original script. I don’t 
wantonly and without consulting make my own alterations, additions or subtractions to the 
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final outcome. However, as the work I do is iterative, I constantly impose ideas of my own to 
intermediate renderings. And as said previously, this iteration, random and intentional 
mutation, evolve the animation from its original idea. The best work we do is when I am 
motivated by the script, can adopt it and make my creative interpretation based on it while 
constantly getting constructive feedback from IC-98. My work is creative to the smallest of 
details. I refuse to be demeaned into a tool. My ideas many times get ruminated by IC-98 and 
manifest in the next projects. It’s hard to muster evidence to this as it all happens in a flow 
dialogue and experimentation and over long periods of cooperation. But when asked why IC-
98 have wanted me to make all the animations, Patrik acknowledges that we have made the 
animations together for so long that the particular style is the product of our collective input. 
(Patrik interview 2016, p.92) 
 
I think our styles have matched since the day one and our skills and strengths complement 
each other in creating the work. Before we had made any animation together I showed IC-98 
in a sort of job interview a black and white, animated short film “Nevermore” (2008) I had 
animated in a group as a school project during my studies in Turku Polytechnics, Digital Arts. 
One can see in this animation many similarities to the later development of IC-98 animation, 
like flocks of ravens, lonely tree, and cloudy skies. It could be that I brought some of these 
visions and atmosphere to IC-98 animation and planted some of the seeds to later works. At 
least making Nevermore, which was a long arduous project, gave me the base of skills and 
style that I further used and developed in IC-98 animation.  
 
In IC-98 animation my area of responsibility is still the actual animation making craft and 
getting the film ready and rendered, rather than rewriting the story or inflating the narrative. 
Thus, many times I need to take a role in restricting ideas and trying to dig out their essence 
rather than to produce more additive elements. Otherwise the workload could become 
unbearable to me and computer. After all, it’s a whole lot easier to envision events, than it is to 
actually create them. 
 
 
4.7 Art group 
 
When it comes to IC-98 animation we are a group of three artists (+ sometimes more) until 
the animation is ready. But after that it’s just IC-98. I won’t lie that it wouldn’t hurt my feelings 
when I see Visa and Patrik climb on the stage in the limelight to take the praise and applause 
while I’m left in the dark to clap my hands with the audience. This taking place in front of the 
animation I’ve just completed with hundreds of work hours, and then rendered, reviewed, 
fixed, rendered again and brought to the exhibition at the last minute before the opening. 
 
Kasperi Mäkireinikka talks in his thesis “Brains on Art collective in-between art and science” 
about their art collective consisting of people coming from different fields.  

 
“The method of Brains on Art is democratic and discussing. Each member of the 
group can influence the artwork throughout the whole process. The method is 
characterized by continual discussion, argumentation and artistic reflection. The 
members bring new ideas to the group also from outside the art world. In Brains on 
Art one cannot create art self-sufficiently only from the point of view of the artist. 
The whole group contributes to the development of artworks.” (Mäkireinikka 2015, 
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thesis abstract).  
 
One interesting thing that he mentions in his thesis (p. 34) was that he first exhibited the art 
works of the group under his own name which is the norm in the art scene as he was the only 
one with an official artist background. Later through discussion in the group he understood 
that the creative and artistic input of other members in the group was as important, 
dependent on the artwork sometimes even more so, and the need to credit everybody 
involved as creators was justified. 
 
In IC-98 we have a different starting point as Patrik and Visa form the original art collective of 
peers since 1998 and I have joined in much later originally as a specialist hired by them and 
collaborating only with animations. Although being most famous for the animations, IC-98 
does many other forms of art too and I’m in no way part of that and cannot belong to the 
group in that sense.  Also, I’m never responsible for the original concept of an IC-98 
animation, but begin my creative work based on the original idea. Sharing the honor with the 
IC-98 is a complicated matter because IC-98 is a brand heavily personified to Patrik and Visa. 
IC-98 brand is used even if either of the guys does a project solely on their own. 
 
The one superficial but very real handicap with the potential equal presentation of our 
collaboration is this usage of the group name “IC-98” that packs both Visa Suonpää and Patrik 
Söderlund inside those five characters. Having for example the title “IC-98 and Markus 
Lepistö” would place too much emphasis on me and wouldn’t feel right. It’d also present a 
design problem to publications that IC-98 want to keep clean and minimalistic. It would be 
much easier to justify our equal line up if we were all using our mundane names but it’s 
understandable Visa and Patrik want to use their smart little brand name everywhere. 
 
I was surprised to find that there had been talk about taking me as part of the IC-98 at some 
point. In the interview Patrik tells that they have thought of me becoming officially part of IC-
98, but continues that one reason, this can’t be, is that he has to do lots of boring everyday 
tasks like writing applications and taking care of correspondence for IC-98 and he doesn’t see 
me doing these responsibilities in organized and timely fashion. (Patrik interview 2016, p.93) 
I think I’d be able to do many of the mentioned responsibilities on my own and help with the 
rest, but that is beside the point.  My work is boring too. I don’t see Patrik making much 
animation or drawing either. At the animating stage, IC-98 can just sit back while I have to 
build the whole animation structure which includes lots of organizing and problem solving 
that IC-98 don’t seem to understand. It’s only natural that people in a working group find their 
areas of strength and roles, instead of everybody doing everything. 
 
 
4.8 Money 
 
The more realistic factor that both men mention is money. (Patrik and Visa interview 2016, 
pp.93-94) The main point Patrik gives is that if I get paid for my work, I cannot be part of IC-
98 or an artist basically. I think this argument is flimsy also. Many producers and business 
owners pay wages for themselves. I don’t know how Visa and Patrik have decided to do this in 
IC-98 company. However, they do get the grants as well as the profit from the sales of 
animations (usually there’s four or so editions on sale from one animation). And even if the 
animations wouldn’t sell, they have been the most important and visible works, that have got 
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IC-98 known and thus greatly catalyzed the steady supply of grants and awards IC-98 has 
received over the years. This compared to my compensation is no contest.  
 
IC-98 stresses that I’m somehow in better position as I get paid for the project and they have 
to carry the risk of the entrepreneur. (Patrik interview 2016, p.93) But I have never been an 
employee of IC-98 in a sense that I have never been paid by the hour. Our deal for me is a 
lump sum reward of varying size for completing the art work plus nowadays a ten percent 
commission from the sale of the animation, after the production costs and the gallery 
commission (half) have been subtracted. Thus, I have also carried the risk of the project 
stretching and not selling. And my reward if counted by my work hours has traditionally been 
ridiculously low by industry standards. I have somewhat foolishly been taking very small 
rewards as IC-98 has always stressed that we are making art. There has been change to better 
here in recent years though. 
 
I’m glad that I’ve been able to help IC-98 with their career. Some of this fame and fortune has 
trickled down to me also. I have never asked to be part of IC-98 and sharing the credit of 
artistry would be justified only with the animations. The justification for me being mentioned 
everywhere when talked about IC-98 animation however is strong after these eight years of 
collaboration. 
 
Naturally money is one big factor in how the project is done and whether it is done at all. Film 
production companies want to make commercial profit and can’t risk funding films that are 
too artistic and could possibly repel audiences. Therefore, art world is safer place to make 
different, more experimental, unconventional and groundbreaking films than the film world, 
as art is funded (at least in Finland) from sources that don’t necessarily need their money be 
made back and thus can risk the audience not flocking to the product. So, the freedom is in the 
art world, but the bigger publicity and money is in the movie world. Then again, bigger budget 
also frees to have more choices in the means of expression. IC-98 operates of course in the art 
film world but has tried luck in film festivals also, not being accepted to Tampere Film Festival 
with View from the Other Side, but being accepted or rather invited to Sun Dance Festival 
with Hours, Years, Aeons. According Patrik, the animations are widely accepted as pieces of 
contemporary art, whereas they are extremely difficult to understand for film people. (Patrik 
Interview 2016, p.91) 
 
There’s a couple of interesting documentaries I could refer here. One being Jodorowsky’s Dune 
(2013) which is about a promising, potential cult scifi/fantasy film that ended up never being 
made because all the producing companies got scared of the film’s artistic and wild ideas, cast, 
crew and especially the director. 
 
Another very relevant documentary being Life After Pi (2014) which is about the Visual effects 
house Rhythm and Hues Studios that won an Oscar for the animation and effects for the movie 
“Life of Pi” but got bankrupted because of the job. They had a lump sum reward deal with the 
producer studios, which is typical for the industry. The motion picture studios wanted lots of 
changes in the VFX, for the same amount of money, and this was allowed in the contract. 
Making the changes took a lot of time and work to make and render. The Rhythm and Hues 
didn’t want to cut the pay of their employees; so they went bankrupt instead.  
 
I can relate to the subject of Life After Pi documentary as I myself don’t get payed by the hour 
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but get rewarded a lump sum for completed work. I work like the visual effect house, and not 
like an employee of the visual effects house in this sense, although I don’t have, or could afford 
to have employees myself. I mentioned earlier the changes required by IC-98 that can take 
place during the project and after the project is supposedly done.  
 
The main flaw in my cooperation with IC-98 professionally and juridically has been that we 
have never written any binding contracts. Our cooperation has always been based on verbal 
agreements and presupposition that we are all honest gentlemen and men of our words. What 
has been promised to deliver, will be kept. The problem with this is that over time 
circumstances change and what has been spoken or promised can pass out of mind. This is 
not a very professional way operate. Without a clear set of rules and a contract that defines 
task, compensation and crediting, both parties must operate in a state of constant worry of 
what will be the outcome of the cooperation. If the contract is in place one doesn’t have to 
worry about these background issues and can concentrate fully to the actual work. Working 
with IC-98, many times the compensation has been more than what was bargained for but so 
has been the workload.  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. RESULT 
 
I feel many times insecure to call the animations as mine because I’m not considered as one of 
the artists by the art world nor do I own the animations. But I’ve at least animated all of the 
IC-98 animations between the years 2008 and 2016 so I should have the right to call these at 
least our animations placing myself beside Visa and Patrik as the makers of the artworks. 
 
I want to participate to art projects, do my part of the art as well as I can and get the credit 
and compensation I deserve for my work automatically, whether belonging to the official and 
original artist group or not. I feel it’s (unfortunately) important to get that credit, recognition 
and name if I want to get grants and exhibition spaces and publicity for my own art projects or 
get invited to interesting projects by new people, in the future. That is my, I believe ethically 
justified, motivation in demanding recognition for my work which in the artworld personifies 
into the role of an artist. 
 
Like Moebius (2007, 5:01) said, “You don't become an artist to stay obscure”. 
 
IC-98 animations are shown around the world in various exhibitions nowadays. The slowly 
looping, living painting like structure fits well to a concept of a video installation in a gallery. 
Because everything is in a one image and there isn’t necessarily end, beginning or strong 
chronology, people can start watching the film at any point in time. For people who stay only a 
while looking at one particular area of progression in the animation and spot only some of the 
details, the experience can be different, compared to some other people who see the 
animation at some other phase. But IC-98 animation is built as a one living painting, rich in 
constant detail, so most of the experience is still served in this one view, every frame, all the 
time. 
 
One would think the slow pace animations are too boring for today’s short attention spans, 
but it appears that people – even children are glued to the screens many times looking 
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through the whole animation loop.  In the slower pace pieces, they are hypnotized by the 
details and slow, sly evolution happening before their eyes and are left wanting to see what 
happens next challenging themselves to spot the changes. In the faster paced animation style 
these subtle changes would be too obvious and resemble time lapse footage. 
 
I’ve always tried to push the IC-98 animations towards faster pace and indeed this has been 
the development. Partly this is because the fast-paced action is much more convenient to 
animate as you can render and check the results faster. Also, slow motion means longer 
animated layers and rendering them as high-resolution image sequences require lot of 
storage space and are inconvenient to move around. Partly I’ve just wanted people to see all 
the work I’ve put to the animations, as I’ve been worried that people wouldn’t have the 
patience to watch the entire length of the films nor would they spot anything actually moving 
in the slow evolution. In after math I have realized that I’ve been bit selfish in this too and that 
the slow pace is IC-98 style and serves the bigger picture better. The slow dreamy pace 
pleases people and they find the atmosphere it creates beautiful and very rare if not unique.  
 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
 
Objectively looking, IC-98 animations are the most important works of art that I’ve done. I’ve 
worked and developed my skills making internationally acclaimed artworks and getting paid 
for it. But although being highly valued and perhaps having got my name known in some 
circles and looking good on my CV, IC-98 animations could be also a form of resistance that 
I’ve set on my own artistic path. Steven Pressfield (2002) describes self-created resistance as 
the worst enemy of professionalism in his book The War of Art. IC-98 animation projects have 
been substituting completely independent animation etc. art projects I could have spent my 
time and energy on. IC-98 animations are a form of shelter work for me. There are no big 
rewards but also no big risks. I don’t have to apply for the grants or mingle with sponsors or 
take responsibility of the fate of the work in the end. But I also don’t get to make the big 
decisions or get much public recognition. I work for others and not to myself. One description 
of an artist, that Patrik once said to me, was that an artist is someone who works for oneself. 
Whether I believe that is of no relevance if I work with an artist group that believes this, and 
has the power of presenting me as an equal in the lineup of creators of the art work or 
keeping me behind the curtains. 
 
Making IC-98 animation can become a routine. There are moments that I’ve been so bored 
with it, that I have done it completely mechanically - like a robot. Just accepting this role of an 
employee that follows orders literally. But this attitude has only prolonged the process as 
somehow the results haven’t been what IC-98 has really wanted after all. Sometimes just 
doing the craft and following IC-98’s orders, without discussing the themes and meaning of 
the artwork or demanding justification to the content requests, or producing ideas of my own, 
has produced results that work without much creative input from me. But mostly I must 
really think creatively about what is the concept and overall artwork we are trying to create 
and how can I improve the ideas presented to me and hone the artwork into better by 
transforming, adding to and subtracting from the original plan. In other words, what are the 
pieces of the puzzle that I need in effect to actually create, that will in the end make the whole 
that works with all the other variables that are not presented to me but which I have to 
predict. Through dialogue and iteration, I’m able to exalt and improve IC-98’s original idea or 
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undermine it technically by following orders that lead to bricked projects. This need for me to 
have creative room that lets me to make the project better is noticed in the group. Although 
IC-98 wouldn’t respect my artistry, they do respect my creativity and craft. 
 
That being said, IC-98 and IC-98 animations are bigger than any of us three. We all bring our 
pieces to the puzzle and form these artworks through cooperation. The stages of the input of 
our work varies, with IC-98 doing the preliminary spadework, I making the finished product 
and IC-98 then showing it to the world and trying to sell it to get the resources, that are then 
put to start another similar process. In this way, the whole concept of IC-98 animation project 
is a series of big loops containing smaller loops just like the animations are.   
 
I’ve been trying to be honest in my writing. I’ve felt that IC-98 has been at the same time a 
benefactor and an abuser towards me. But same can be said of me towards IC-98 too. I have 
been selling my time. These works (or the rewards of these works) have taken me to places 
and taking part to occasions I probably wouldn’t have ever visited otherwise. By working 
during the years on long projects that basically build on the experience and knowledge of the 
previous ones, I have developed a particular workflow, style, knowledge and skills. The 
pressure of delivering to certain level of quality has forced me to be diligent and my 
animations (if not my name) have gotten visibility that I wouldn’t have received if I hadn’t 
been working with a group of (now) famous artists. 
 
One learns by doing and although the work of art I do for IC-98 isn’t mine to own, the 
experience gathered from doing it is something that nobody can take away from me. Sam 
Adams says this well in the interviews of Art of Not Making when asked about his feelings for 
making work for other artists:  

 
“As a student, I thought it was a negative thing to do – you want to make your own 
work – and after you leave college you tend to work on your own and that can be 
hard. Oddly, when you are working with another artist there is a benefit to your 
own practice. When I am solving problems for others, it often teaches me things I 
use in my own work and it is a real positive.” (Petry, 2011 p.183). 
 

Making IC-98 animation with its constrained rules and serious attitude towards beautiful 
compositions has been good practice of artistic craft and having to solve problems on my own 
and learning through trial and error while being responsible of the project outcomes has 
taught me routine and professionalism. 
 
It’s also important in the field of computer animation to update one’s skills and be aware of 
the latest technical innovations. Although IC-98 animations always strive to find new means 
and techniques of expression, they still mostly tend to operate with the same “good” old basic 
2D AE routine just because that’s something I’ve learned well and kept as my tool of choice 
and modus operandi. Keeping up with the times is something I should keep doing myself not 
just for the more efficient handling of IC-98 animation but also for the sake of my own skill set 
and credibility for whatever project or work. Being inclined to laziness especially in learning 
to use new programs and plugins on my spare time, I must be thankful for IC-98, especially 
Patrik for challenging me with these, all the time more and more ambitious animation 
projects that require me to better myself and learn new skills.  During the work, I also have 
the budget and resources of IC-98 behind me for getting the needed software and plugins 
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which I wouldn’t always afford to purchase on my own.   
 
The work with IC-98 has been taking place before and throughout my New Media studies. The 
school provided courses, advice of teachers, lecturers and fellow students along with my 
independent research, have given lots of information and sense of proportions that I’ve been 
able to put in good use at various phases of various animation projects. School has also 
provided a place to try out new things and fail safely with the outcomes, providing important 
experience that I’ve been able to use to make more successful outcomes in IC-98 projects in 
which succeeding is more stressed. On the other hand, the more flexible IC-98 budget and 
more serious work and longer projects have provided experience that I’ve been able to bring 
to group work in various school projects. The IC-98 projects have been somewhat slowing 
down my studies but the experience from the projects has been too important to pass.  
 
After almost every IC-98 animation I’ve completed, I’ve sworn that this would be the last time 
and IC-98 has always lured me back in. The next one is always supposed to be easier or more 
important project, with more visibility and better rewards. Even now we’ve had talks about 
the next animation project. 
 
The IC-98 animations form a continuum in many ways; the stories and styles are 
interconnected, they have been a process of learning as every animation project has added 
new techniques needed to learn to create the outcome. Every animation project has improved 
its development workflows compared to previous ones. Also, it has been important for me to 
be able to open up the history and process of making of the IC-98 animations and to put my 
thoughts into written format. By this I’m trying to justify the wide timespan and the quantity 
of works I’m including to this thesis. For these reasons, I have felt that this relatively wide 
framing is necessary for this thesis instead of processing for example just the latest animation 
project. I wanted to contemplate the whole story of my involvement with IC-98 animation. 
 
I hope that I haven’t been too hard towards IC-98 in my writing and especially that I haven’t 
been falsifying the information by only showing one side of the truth. This thesis was about 
my own work and artistic cooperation with an artist group. It had room only to my questions 
for IC-98, to their answers and to my analysis of these answers. It would have been justified to 
give IC-98 a chance also to respond to my analysis and thus expand the dialogue. We need to 
continue the conversation in the group and to evolve the state and rules of our cooperation. 
 
In general, there needs to be further discussion and research about the issues I’ve raised in 
this thesis about definition of artistry, authorship and crediting throughout different kinds of 
artistic collaborations. This thesis only lifts my own case under close examination but similar 
artist/maker relationships exist. Working and participating to events with IC-98, has given me 
perspective to conventions of organized art world, but even my own situation in this context 
is too complicated to be solved within the framework of this thesis. Art world (or worlds) can 
appear as elitist, pretentious, and unjust, using the hard work of many behind the scenes to 
exalt few established artistic geniuses. However, these mechanisms and institutions employ 
people and give artists the resources and dimensions needed to realize the visions. While 
these power structures enable big budget artworks, the necessity of their status quo and 
omniscience shouldn’t be taken for granted. Art world conventions and awareness should be 
improved so that there would be better protection of rights for everybody to the credit, 
authorship and compensation for their own work. In the kind of artistic group work I’m 
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involved in, we should still be able to make gentlemen’s agreements so that detailed written 
treaties, binding signatures and lawyers wouldn’t need to be necessary. With long projects 
that find their final form (and idea) only through iterative work and polishing, there needs to 
be flexibility and solidarity from all the members of the team. At least IC-98 animation is a 
living and changing process that would be hard to write in stone from the beginning. 
 
 

 
Figure 38: (from the left) Visa, Patrik and I at the premiere screening of the Hours, Years, Aeons at Sundance Film 
festival in Park City, Utah, January 2016 (photo: taken by an unknown photographer at the event). 
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6.2 Appendix: Patrik’s and Visa’s interview 
 
 
 

Below are presented the IC-98’s collected interview questions and answers. I sent the questions 
through email 25.8.2016 asking that Patrik and Visa would answer to the questions separately. I said 
that they may answer either in Finnish or English and answering to all of the questions is not required. 
Patrik sent his answers on 11.9.2016 and Visa 30.9.2016. Both men answered to nearly all of the 
questions. Last questions were borrowed from the book "The Art of not making, New Artist Artisan 
Relationship” (Petry, 2011). Both men felt that this part didn’t concern our cooperation and only 
Patrik answered to those questions and rather from the point of view of other IC-98 collaborations. I 
haven’t edited the questions or answers except arranging the answers of both men under same 
question to avoid repetition and removing one additional text part Patrik wrote in Finnish meant just 
for me.  
 
 
 
 
Questions regarding the relationship of Visa and Patrik 
 
What is IC-98? 
 
Patrik: IC-98 is an artist duo comprising Patrik Söderlund and Visa Suonpää. IC-98 was founded as a trio 

with Juha Vitikainen in 1998. Modus operandi has always been contextual and conceptual, the 
medium of the work is always selected at the later stage of the process. Thus, IC-98’s practice 
could be charaterised as post-media.  

 
Visa: Virallisen kertomuksen mukaan IC-98, alunperin nimetön ryhmä, perustettiin vuonna 1998 

akateemisen kirjoittamisen tapoja laventamaan. Ryhmä syntyi akateemisen maailman 
konventioiden kritiikistä. Kyse oli myös politiikasta, joka on kaiken pohjalla. Puhumme aivan 
samoista asioista, mutta väline on eri. Politiikkaa on vain vaikeampi hahmottaa poeettisempien 
teosten taustalla.   
 
18 vuodessa on tapahtunut paljon ja ryhmän toiminta, joka alkujaan otti position taiteen kentällä 
pelkästään strategisista syistä, on imeytynyt pikku hiljaa taidemaailman keskiöön.  

 
What are your strengths and weaknesses in your artistic cooperation? 
 
Patrik: There are no objective weaknesses in cooperation. One plus one amounts always to more than 

two. The main strength of cooperation is communication – the work is always shaped in a 
dialogue, thus eliminating excessive, subjective navel gazing. To simplify, the weakness of 
cooperation from classical (read old fashioned) artistic point of view would be the abolition of 
individual complete control. 

 
Visa:  Yksin työskennellessä on vastuussa vain itselleen. Kaikki langat ovat omissa käsissä. Ikäänkuin 

koko paletti on koko ajan näkyvillä, rajat selvillä, itsensä ulkopuolelle on vaikea kurottaa. Tässä 
tullaankin siihen, mikä on yhteistyön voima. Parhaimmillaan idea tai konsepti voi syntyä todella 
nopeasti kun sitä pallotellaan edestakaisin. Sitä tietää, ettei teos voi syntyä ilman kaikkien 
osapuolien vuorovaikutusta. Verrattuna yksin työskentelyyn, missä ikäänkuin liikutaan pitkälti 
kotimaisemissa, ryhmän tuottama näky on samanaikaisesti tuttu ja vieras. Jotta prosessi pysyy 
kiinnostavana ja innostavana, tarvitaan riittävästi uutta syötettä ajatuksille.  

 
 
How big part is animation of the IC-98 repertoire? 
 
Patrik: In recent years, animation has been the most important medium for IC-98, especially in terms of 

artistic career and the narrative possibilities the techique has provided us: telling stories, which 
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are at the same time emotionally relatable and intellectually challenging; stories which are 
political without being dogmatic; in short, a perfect combination of poetics and politics. 

 
Visa:  Se on saanut ison roolin varsinkin taideyleisön silmissä. Verrattuna IC-98:n aikaisempaan 

toimintaan ja valittuihin medioihin, ne puhuttelevat voimakkaasti tunteita. Aikaisemmin 
useimmat teokset ovat olleet malleja, ehdotuksia, käsikirjoituksia jne. Varhaisempi 
työskentelytapamme on sisältänyt paljon tutkimusta. Monet vanhoista ilmaisjakelukirjoissa 
esitellyistä teemoista on animaatioidemme pohjana. Joten vanhat ja uudet teokset liittyvät 
monesti yllättävillä tavoilla toisiinsa. Me vedämme esimerkiksi suoran linkin ensimmäisen 
projektimme ”hallintorakennus” ja Näkymä vastarannalta teoksen välisten teemojen kanssa. 
 
Teemat, joita kehiteltiin ensin julkisessa tilassa, erilaisissa ajallisissa ja  paikallisissa 
konteksteissa usein interventioiden keinoin, siirtyivät vähitellen animaatioihin, missä ne saivat 
uusia poeettisempia yhteyksiä, ”vuotavat” nyt takaisin reaalimaailmaan tehden ristiinvalotuksia 
suuntaan ja toiseen.  
 
Voidaan kuitenkin sanoa, että animaatio on yksi keskeinen ilmaisuväline. Sen taustalla on 
edelleen samankaltainen taustatyö kuin ilmaisjalkelukirjastenkin. 

 
 
 
Questions related to the IC-98 animations: 
 
 
What is your role in IC-98 animations? 
 
Patrik: We like to think of the roles as fluid, always dependent on the work and its theme in question. 

However, we both have our strenths, which are probably best highlighted in animation 
production. I consider myself screenwriter, director and producer. As I see it, Visa’s role is 
primarily drawer and director. The story is developed together. As to directing – to simplify the 
matter – we have our own responsibilities. I take care of the whole span of the work, the 
narrative coherence, Visa is in charge of the details. 

 
Visa:  Emme ole aikaisemmin ajatelleet että olisimme roolittaneet työtehtäviämme. Animaatiot ovat 

vähän erilainen tilanne. Niiden toteutus on hidasta, käsikirjoittaminen ja erityisesti piirtäminen ja 
kompositoiminen skeneksi voi kestää pitkään. Työprosessin aikana jaetaan tehtäviä. 
Animaatioiden suhteen tämä jako on tapahtunut aika luontevasti. Patrikille on ollut hyvin 
tärkeää, että kaikki elementit  on käsikirjoitettu osaksi  monikerroksista tarinaa. Minä olen aina 
käyttänyt piirtämistä osana kerrontaa ja kuvallista ilmaisua. Kaikki perustuu omiin 
henkilökohtaisiin kiinnostuksenalueisiin.  Visuaalisten elementtien nyansseihin tulee 
kiinnitetyksi paljon huomiota. Erityisen tärkeitä ovat kuvalliset referenssit. Kuvalähteiden 
etsimiseen menee todella paljon aikaan ennen kuin lopullinen muoto alkaa hahmottua. Vaikka 
korostamme sisältöä ja käsitteellisiä rakenteita, kuvien visuaalisella ilmeellä on oma kerrostunut 
viestinsä. 

 
 
Why have you chosen this style instead of another? 
 
Patrik: It is firmly based in our artistic development. The animations were born out of the need to add a 

temporal dimension, a sense of cause and effect to our (techically Visa’s, conceptually ours) 
metaphorical drawings, which we published as part of our free distribution books. As the practise 
of moving drawings/images developed into a more “cinematic style”, additional influences were 
incorporated, based on our individual preferences: 19th Century Romanticism, the Gothic, the 
combination of real and imaginary. 

 
Visa:  Animaatioiden  lähtökohta on yksinkertaisesti ilmaisjakelukirjoissa esiintyneissä syntetisoivissa 

ja kristallisoivissa lyijykynäpiirroskuvissa. Ensimmäiset animaatiot olivat ”liikkuvia kuvia”, joiden 
animointi oli jätetty minimiin, vain tavallisiin ristikuviin. Emme haluaisi muiden 
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animaatioidemme kohdalla käyttää sen paremmin sanaa animaatio, mutta vastaanottajan 
näkökulmasta on yksinkertaisempaa puhua animaatiosta.  

 
Animaatiot mahdollistivat ajallisen dimension mukaantulon. On vaikea kuvitella toista 
ilmaisutapaa, missä voisimme käyttää samalla tavalla monirytmistä ajallista kerrontaa. Voimme 
tuoda esiin ajan erilaiset tasot, voimme myös luoda hienovaraisia, lähes huomaamattomia 
siirtymiä paikasta ja maailmasta toiseen.  

 
Tekniikka on syntynyt vähitellen kokeilujen kautta. Olemme halunneet kertoa tarinaa ja sitä 
varten olemme keksineet tavan, miten se on mahdollista meille ilman hyvin kalliita ulkopuolisia 
”sisääntuonteja”. Olemme pyrkineet hallitsemaan hyvin pitkälle sitä mitä teemme. Siksi ratkaisut 
ovat usein tuotannollisesta kevyitä. Olemme pyrkineet tekemään kaiken itse. Jos se ei ole 
onnistunut niin usein olemme tehneet joko yhteistyötä tai sitten palkanneet ihmisiä työhön. 
Usein vaikka kyse on ollut yhteistyöstä olemme hankkineet rahoituksen tekijöille.  

 
How would you describe the birth process of IC-98 animation? 
 
Patrik: It starts with the idea, either born out of a context and research or more recently also from pure 

imagination, a vision. The idea develops into a narrative, which is simultaneously already 
visualised as a scene. When the story and the scene are approximately set, we start by sketching 
the scene – usually creating a digital montage. This is the basis of the pencil drawn scene (or 
scenes), which are then animated. 

 
Visa:  Esimerkiksi Näkymä vastarannalta-teos  

Näkymän vastarannalta oli ensimmäinen hyvin pitkän työprosessin vaatinut teos. Se lähti 
liikkeelle käsikirjoituksesta. Sen jälkeen tehtiin piirrokset ja lopulta animointi. Kaikki osalliset 
tietävät kuitenkin, ettei se ihan näin yksinkertainen prosessi ollut. Teimme ensimmäisen kerran 
näin suuren mittakaavan teosta. Teoksella ei ollut mitään valmistumisen takarajaa eikä 
esityspaikkaa. Nain siksi, että olimme kyllästyneet jatkuviin projekteihin reakoimiseen ja 
tiukkoihin tuotantoaikatauluihin. On yllättävää, ettei käsikirjoitus muuttunut juurikaan matkan 
varrella. Sen sijaan  kohtausten suunnittelu ja piirtäminen oli monessa suhteessa 
oppimisprosessi. Aikaisemmin oli rakennettu melko jäykkiä näyttämöiltä, joissa muutokset 
tapahtuivat ristikuvina. Näkymä toi animaatioihimme uusia elementtejä, jotka loivat 
”maailmallisuutta”, kokemuksen maailman äärellä olemisesta. Kuvassa tapahtui kaikkialla 
muutoksia ilman mitään keskitettyä draaman aihetta. Teoksessa oli monta kohtausta, joiden läpi 
juoksi pidemmän aikavälin muutoksia. Monikerroksisuus ja monirytmisyys asetti erityisiä 
haasteita Markukselle, joka joutui hallitsemaan paisuvaa projektia. Näkymä vastarannalta –
teoksen atmosfääri vaihtelee voimakkaasti. Sama rakennus kokee eri vuorokauden, 
 vuodenaikojen ja satojen vuosien synnyttämät muutokset. Meille tämä oli hieno kokemus. 
Näimme kuinka pitkälle oikeastaan voimme mennä yksinkertaisen piirroskuvan kanssa. 

 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of IC-98 animations? 
 
Patrik: The strength is the ambivalent nature of the message. They are at the same time emotionally 

relatable and intellectually challenging; stories which are political without being dogmatic; in 
short, a perfect combination of poetics and politics (see above the answer about the repertoire). 
The combination of realism and abstraction creates a special space for the viewer, who is dragged 
into a cross-image of the real and the imaginary. From the point of view of artistic career, a 
definitive strength is also the originality of our technique – it is not common at all and thus 
immediately recognisable. Until now, the only weakness has been technical: our team’s inability 
to visualise certain ideas in satisfactory fashion. This has to do with low budgets and a craft-like, 
organic, non-industrial process. Other than that, I don’t see any weaknesses – the best of our 
animations convey the conceptual, narrative and visual story just as we like it. 

 
Visa:  Suhteessa mihin? Luulenpa että vahvuudet ovat yhtä lailla heikkouksia. Animaatiot luovat oman 

maailmansa, tapahtumallisen ikkunan.  Aika/ajat virtaa omaa kulkuaan. Tuntuisi väärältä 
arvioida niitä taiteen sisäisten kriteereiden perusteella. Vaikka ei meillekään puhe kompositiosta, 
dynamiikasta ole vierasta, ne ovat pääasiassa ulkoisia perusteita, kun haluamme painottaa 
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sisällöllisiä tekijöitä. Suhde aikaan ja ihmisen osaan maailmassa, miten se tulee esiin 
animaatioissamme, on jollekin nimenomaan inspiroitumksen lähde. Toisia se taas voi loukata, 
ihminen ei olekaan luontoa hallitseva järkevä olento.  

 
What are the biggest problems with the animations? 
 
Patrik: See above: our team’s technical skill. There are good ideas, which are not impossible to realise, 

but very difficult for us to do. This has to do mainly with the production budget: with bigger 
budgets we could hire more people, get more done and produce more elaborate and polished 
products. It must be stressed, though, that the relatively low-tech approach is an important part 
of the succes of our animations: it is what makes them stand out. From production point of view, 
the biggest problems have to do with communication, tight schedules and relatively chaotic style 
of working. Things change often at late stages of the project, there are no exact storyboards, new 
ideas are implemented, team is not organized enough, etc. etc. 

 
Visa:  Ehkä jos Patrikilta kysytään, se on prosessin hitaus. Jos animaation teko ja prosessointi ja kestää 

vuosia niin se voi koetella hermoja. Minua se ei ole vaivannut. Sopii ehkä paremmin minun 
luonnetyypille.  

 
What have the animation projects thought you? 
 
Patrik:  [brought?] 
 Animations have made us known in wider cultural and international circles. Before animations 

we were mainly known by art insiders, kind of “artists’ artists” as the saying goes. Paradoxically – 
and somewhat tragically – when we started making “beautiful pictures” to be shown on the 
gallery and museum walls, we got more fame very fast. It could be said, though, that our pre-
animation practices and the experiences we accumulated from making more directly political site 
specific projects and interventions all feeded into the animations. Without this history, the 
animations wouldn’t have become what they are today. 

 
Visa:  Olen huomannut ajattelevani asiat animaatioina. Ideat animoituvat ja visualisoituvat animaation 

rytmeille, sen kuvalliselta kielelle.  
 
Why do you think these animations appeal to audience? (do they?) 
 
Patrik: The animations appeal on many levels. The main level is the realism, the relative likeness to life, 

the artistic craft involved. This level is reflected in one of the typical questions we get asked: 
“How did you do it?”. And the typical comment is: “It’s so beautiful”. The second level is the 
openness, the multilayered construction and the slow rhythm of the narrative: we leave enough 
room and produce enough layers for the viewers to fit their own situation and their own beliefs 
into the “cracks and levels” of the animation – the animation doesn’t just talk to the viewer, there 
is immediately a communication between the work and the observer. The craft, the relative 
realism, the rhythm and the otherwordliness create a sense of immersion, an enchantment, which 
certain people find very appealing. The works are very intellectual, visual texts, but you can 
always approach them and experience them emotionally. 

 
Visa:  Uskoisin että, kyse on siitä mitä kutsumme, vapaan ajattelun tilaksi. Tyypillinen IC-98 animaatio 

on eräänlainen ikkuna toiseen maailmaan. Se ei väitä, huuda  eikä kysy, vaan lähinnä tapahtuu 
omassa vähän erikoisessa ajassaan. Rytmi on hidas. Se ei vaadi reakoimista, vain olemista jonkin 
äärellä. Olen joskus ajatellut, että ihminen, joka kulkee vain kuin hevonen laput silmillään kohti 
uutta projektia, ei voi nähdä meidän animaatioitamme eikä paljoa muutakaan. Vasta kun 
tapahtuu pysähtyminen, voi alkaa tapahtua myös muita prosesseja. Kuulin äskettäin melko upean 
tarinan vanhasta miehestä, joka edelleen kynti peltonsa härkien kanssa. Naapurien kehoituksesta 
hän vaihtoi härät hevosiin. Hevoset olivatkin kuitenkin liian nopeita hänelle. Hän ei kyennyt 
ajattelemaan niiden tahdissa. Onko tämä jatkuvasti kiihtyvä rytmi hyväksi ihmiselle. Elämää on 
rytmittäneet tehtaanpilli tai muut ulkoapäin tulevat tekijät. Ennen kyse oli vuodenajoista ja niihin 
liittyvistä havainnoista. Nykyään olemme tulleet vaiheeseen, missä työ on liudentunut osaksi 
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elämää, elämäntapaa. Selkeät rajat työn ja vapaa-ajan välillä on kadonnut. Ihmiset ovat matkalla 
projektista toiseen, oli sitten kyse työstä tai vapaa-ajasta. 

 
Do you think that these animations are accepted easier because they are presented as works of art 
instead of ordinary films? 
 
Patrik: Our animations were always made as art installations, to be encountered in space by (moving) 

bodies, so the question about film is academic. The world of contemporary art is extremely 
inclusive compared to the world of film, which is quite traditional. Contemporary art is a post-
medium world, whereas the world of film is still plagued by technique, genres and assumptions 
about the audience. Simply put and based on recent experience: our animations are widely 
accepted as pieces of contemporary art, whereas they are extremely difficult to understand for 
film people. 

 
 
Visa:  Kyllä kai taide tasoittaa aina vastaanottoa. Meillä on ristiriitainen suhde taiteeseen. Toisaalta se 

vie pohjaa poliittisemmalta ajattelulta. Näihin asioihin täytyy aina uudelleen ottaa kantaa. 
Joudumme välillä tilanteeseen, jolloin olemme pyyhkineet viitaukset taiteeseen pois kaikista 
konseptipapereista ja korostaneet jotakin muuta esim. tutkimuksellista lähtökohtaa.  

 
Taide on saanut toisenlaisen strategisen aseman suhteessa vanhempaan tapaamamme ajatella. 
Taiteen kenttä  on tarjonnut meille vapaa-alueen, missä toimia. Nykyään kysymys taiteesta ja 
taiteilijuudesta ei ole keskeistä pohdinnoissa, vaan käytämme niitä välineitä parhaimmalla 
mahdollisella tavalla joita meillä on.  

 
How important is it to see an IC-98 animation as a part of an installation compared to seeing the 
animation in a movie theater or just streaming in Vimeo? 
 
Patrik: See above: Our animations were always made as art installations, to be encountered in space, in 

the close range, by (moving) bodies. The size and shape of the projection in relation to the details 
in the picture is designed as the surrounding space, not the auditorium in mind. As recent 
experience from Sundance Film Festival shows, in traditional movie theatre the biggest problem 
would be the size of the screen in relation to the repth of the auditorium. As the experience is so 
different, we don’t have a problem showing our animations in high-def on Vimeo. 

 
Visa:  Melko usein animaatiot sijoittuvat osaksi näyttelyrakennuksen historiallisia kytköksiä. Äänet ja 

jopa hajut antavat lisätasoja ja sitovat ne tiukemmin osaksi ympäristöä. Olemme hyvin tietoisia 
myös rakennuksen ulkopuolisista historiallisista kaupunkirakenteista, kerrostumista. Teokset 
eivät ole koskaan ”tyhjässä tilassa”, vaan näyttelytila on aina kenttä, jota määrittelee moninaiset 
historialliset, poliittiset ja kulttuuriset suhteet. Siksi puhumme aina installaatioista. Installaatiot 
korostavat myös animaatioiden maailman äärellä olemista. Animaatiot jakavat saman fyysinen 
tilan ihmisen kanssa. Ihminen voi liikkua installatioissa, määritellä koko ajan itse oman 
positionsa ka suhteensa niihin. Elokuvateattereissa kaikki on määritelty valmiiksi. Siinä mielessä 
se pyrkii hävittämään niitä vuorovaiktussuhteita, joista olemme kiinnostuneet.  

 
 
 
Questions regarding the relationship between IC-98 and me: 
 
What’s my role in IC-98 animations? 
 
Patrik: Animator, very broadly defined. This includes scene building, masking and compositing, making 

3D models etc. Everything which is moving and much of what is still, too (light and shadow etc.) 
 
 
What are my strengths and weaknesses? 
 
Patrik: Strengths: attention to detail, visual eye for perspective and movement, patience (until the total 
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breaking point), ability to channel our ideas without imposing your own – but still bringing your 
personal skill into play 
Weaknesses: lack of organization, limited capability of taking in and processing 
(simultaneous/contradictory) information, certain reluctance to keep on learning, to embrace 
new techniques/plug-ins/apps (there has been change to better here) 

 
Visa:  Taidan olla aika diplomaattinen sanoessani, että vahvuutesi ja heikkoutesi liittyvä samaan asiaan. 

Se liittyy myös siihen miten näet työn ja erityisesti taiteilijan työn. Koen sen niin että haluat pitää 
kiinni vapaudesta määritellä itse millä tavalla teet työtä. Työsuhteen ehtona on se, että toinen 
osapuoli hyväksyy ja antaa sinulle oikeuden tehdä työtehtävät sinulle sopivina aikoina. Kyse on 
tosiaan aikatauluista ja niiden hallinnasta. Toisaalta olet nähnyt, ettei teosta voi aina lähteä 
tekemään tuntilaskuri kädessä. Työ vaatii sen, minkä vaatii tullakseen kokonaiseksi. Saatat tehdä 
valtavan määrän yksityiskohtia, jotka koet itsellesi mielekkääksi. Näistä kohdista näkee, mitä voit 
saada aikaan, kun teet asioita, joista inspiroidut. Sitten on taas kysymys asioiden priorisoinnista, 
joka ei ole vahvin puolesi.  

 
 
Why have you asked me to make so many of the IC-98 animations? 
 
Patrik: Main thing is that we know each other, strengths, weaknesses, rhythm, style – there are no 

surprises when doing a project. It is good and efficient to work with the same team to keep the 
style consistent. On a more general level this is connected to commitment: we have been making 
it together for so long, that the particular style is the product of our collective input. It would be 
strange and to my mind unloyal to keep on “shopping” animators. This has been the case as long 
as we were developing a certain style using a relatively fixed technique. 

 
Visa:  Olemme tehneet yhdessä monta animaatiota. Animaatiot ovat olleet tyylillisesti samankaltaisia. 

Ne muodostavat yhdessä maailman, jota olemme kutsuneet Abendlandiksi. Mitähän olisi 
tapahtunut, jos joku toinen kuin sinä, olisi jostakin pakottavasta syystä tehnyt animaation meille. 
Olisimme todennäköisesti vaatineet häneltä samoja tyylillisiä ratkaisuja kuin vanhoissa 
animaatioissa. Meidän näkökulmasta sinä olet hallinnut IC-98:n tyylilajiksi muodostuneen 
mustavalkoisen animaation. Meidän ei ole edes tarvinnut sanoa kovin tarkkaan mikä on teoksen 
rytmi ja tunnelma. Sinä olet sisäistänyt sen täydellisesti. Olemme hakeneet vaikeasti 
määriteltävää todellisuusvaikutelman ja unenomaisen myyttisen maailman yhdistelmää. Olemme 
halunneet nostaa piirustuksen pintaan ja piilottaa erilaisten ohjelmien tuottamat 
efektivIkutelmat. Siinä mielessä olemme korostaneet eräänlaista alkuperäistä jälkeä. Kaiken 
tämän hallitseminen vie aikaa, jota meillä ei ole ollut. Kyse on ollut hyvin pienistä nyansseista.  

  
 
Why isn’t the animation making process and my participation discussed more in the media? 
 
Patrik: The media is still obsessed with the cult of artistic genius, be it the visual artist, novelist or 

director. The media and the critics do know that most artistic “products” are collaborative, but 
this doesn’t make for a good story. There must be the “creative source”, the person to go to – just 
as we as a society always want to find individual culprit(s) for a crime instead of dealing with the 
vague “collective guilt”. Actually the same logic is reflected in the questions IC-98 as a duo gets 
always asked: “Who does what, what is the division of labour in the collective?” 

 
Visa:  Se miten puhumme mediassa työstä liittyy enimmäkseen teoksen sisältöihin ja temaatisiin 

kokonaisuuksiin. Jonkin verran puhumme siitä, kuinka piirrosten taustalla on aina jokin 
todellinen lähtökohta. Todellinen maailma ja sen lait joutuvat antamaan tilaa tarinallisille 
rinnastuksille, paralleeleille ja poeettisuudelle. Puhumme myös animaation suhteesta vanhoihin 
tekniikoihin, joiden tavat rakentaa todellisuutta ovat kiinnostaneet meitä.  

 
Työprosessista puhumista olemme halunneet välttää. Monet toimittajat ovat halunneet tehdä 
nimenomaan meidän työskentelystä juttusarjan (viimeksi Venetsian työn yhteydessä). Olemme 
aina kieltäytyneet tästä ilmaisesta julkisuudesta ja media-ajasta, mikä voi ola joillekin ihmetyksen 
aihe. Jos olisimme kirjailijoita, olisimme jo aikoja sitten menettäneet kustannussopimuksemme. 
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Emme kuitenkaan halua päästää toimittajia paljastamaan kuinka animaatiot syntyvät. Tekniikka 
on toissijaista, alisteista sisällölle. Tärkeää on se, että katsoja uskoo siihen maailman mitä katsoo. 
Haluamme säilyttää teoksen mysteerin, antaa teoksen itse puhua.  

 
What do you think makes an artist? (Do you think that I am an artist?)  
 
Patrik: Laaaarge question!!! I usually rely on institutional art theory: a person is an artist if the collective 

of peers (other artists, art institutions, critics, academics, curators) thinks so. Thus, it is not 
enough to call yourself an artist, it is not up to you to decide. In this sense I am an elitist: I have 
never believed in the idea that “everybody’s an artist”. Everybody has the potential of being 
CREATIVE, and should have the absolute right to exercise that creativity the best way the like. But 
it is not – and nor should it be – the same thing as being an artist. In institutional framework, the 
obvious shortcut to becoming an artist is to study at an art school (and graduate). This renders 
you automatically an artist. I have always been critical of this automation, obviously because I 
didn’t go to art school, and have never taken my being an artist for granted. As to whether you are 
an artist (in the institutional sense – and my elitist sense) remains to be seen. My definition 
would be this: create something of your own (not necessarily BY yourself, but created, originated 
and directed by you), something which exists unto itself, stands on its own feet, and not for some 
ulterior function. This would make you what they call in Finland “vapaa taiteilija” (self-supporting 
artist?) as opposed to “artists” in the other creative fields (as defined before Aalto by the proper 
name of the institution: Academy of APPLIED arts – as opposed to the Academy of FINE arts). All 
in all, if you think an applied artist is an artist, you are an artist. If you don’t wan’t to apply your 
art to something, then you have to do something about it. In your specific case I’d say  
institutionally you have enough immaterial capital and art world recognition that your first work 
of art under the name Markus Lepistö would be considered art in Finland. 

 
Visa:  Itse koen edelleen taiteilija olemisen vähän niinkuin situanistit. Taide osana spektaakkelia 

tunkeutuu ihmisten välisten suhteisiin. Suhde taiteeseen on siksi ristiriitainen. Taiteilijan 
oleminen on joskus suorastaan kiusallista. Toisaalta taiteen kautta asiat tapahtuvat ja taiteen 
tekemiseen löytyy rahoitusta. Tätä napanuoraa on hankala katkaista. 

 
Toinen näkemys voisi olla Joseph Beuysin demokraattisempi ja antiautoritäärinen tapa ajatella 
kaikki ihmiset taiteilijoina. Ehkä itsekin olen vähän vanha hippi lämmetessäni edelleen Beuysin 
ajattelulle. Se ei lähde niinkään hyödyn tai taiteen (taidekentän) mekanismeista, vaan korostaa 
sivistystä, luovaa yhteiskunnallista osallistumista.  

 
Politiikassa ja yhteiskunnallisessa keskustelussa ei ole enää sijaa utooppiselle. Taiteeseen se 
sijaan kuuluu, toisenlaisten maailmojen näkeminen ja uusien tarinoiden kertominen. 

 
 
Have you ever thought of a possibility of me being a part of IC-98? 
 
Patrik: We have, but being part of the group is not just about the rights but about the shared 

responsibilities, too (writing applications, doing research, taking care of correspondence, 
answering all kinds of questions, doing book keeping, maintaining websites, updating portfolios 
and CVs). In recent years many of the boring everyday tasks have fallen to my hands for different 
reasons – I don’t see you sharing all these different responsibilities in organized and timely 
fashion, when often Visa cannot do so either. This has to do with money, too: if you are a member 
of the group, you take the financial risk – you get paid only if the work sells. As long as you get 
paid for what you do no matter what, you cannot be part of the group. This is the same as in 
business/capitalism: there are those who organize things and take the risk and those who work 
without the risk with a confirmed pay (OK, simplification, but still…). The other important – or 
let’s say even more important – thing is the scope of work we do as IC-98. We started already in 
1998, we’ve been working on many different media and keep doing so. In fact we’ve recently 
worked more on other projects than animations. Thus for us, animations are just a part – though 
an important one – of our whole practice. In this sense it unfortunately falls to you to be 
something like a long-time collaborator and/or live line-up member of a long-running rock band. 
Important but just not in the core group (think of me and Visa as James Hetfield and Lars Ulrich of 
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Metallica – if you can! LOL). However, if you were to pursue your own artistic career, we’d be 
there to support you, of course.  

 
Visa:  Tällä hetkellä on vaikea sanoa minne IC-98 on menossa. Alkujaan meitä puhutteli anonyymin 

kollektiivin ajatus. Ei ollut yhtä henkilöä, johon tekijyyden voisi sitoa. Teokset syntyisivät yhdessä 
kirjoittamalla dialogissa. Kun ei ollut tekijyyttä ei voinut olla myöskään omistusoikeutta. 
Tekijyyden ja sitä kautta omistajuuden jakoi koko osallistuva  yhteisö. Tähän liittyen julkaisimme 
pitkään kaikki kirjamme ilmaisjakelukirjoina.  

 
Myöhemmin olemme nähneet hyvin erilaisia kollektiiveja, tapoja toimia ryhmässä. Eräs 
ruotsalainen naistaiteilijaryhmä kutsui jatkuvasti uusia jäseniä tehdessään uutta projektia. 
Ydinryhmällä oli kaikesta huolimatta tiukka kontrolli kaikesta tapahtuvasta. Aikaisemmin se 
tuntui hienolta tavalta jakaa tekijyyttä. Myöhemmin olen nähnyt sen myös taloudellisen pakon 
sanelemana. Me emme ole lähteneet tälle linjalle, vaikka olisimme joskus ihailleet heidän 
toimintaansa. Olemme aina pyrkineet palkkaamaan ihmiset projekteihimme.  

 
Toimimme hyvin erilaisessa tilanteessa nyt kuin alkuvaiheessa. Kuvaan ovat tulleet galleristit ja 
muut taidekentän toimijat. Olemme toisella tavalla sidoksissa monenlaisiin toimijoihin. Sen 
jälkeen kun perustimme yrityksen, on toimintanne alkanut muistuttaa yrityksen toimintaa. 
Meidän on huolehdittava uskottavuudestamme kentän toimijana. Taiteilijan tai yrittäjän toiminta 
ei ole niin erilaista. Mitä enemmän kytkentöjä on isompien organisaatioiden kanssa, sitä 
enemmän vastuuta, projektinhallintaa ja aikatauluja.  

 
En näe kenenkään etuna olla IC-98:n jäsen. Sitä voi perustella pitkään taloudellisilla syillä. Sitä 
suurempi tekijä on pitkä jatkumo, jonka olemme tehneet Patrikin kanssa. Animaatiot ovat tässä 
kokonaisuudessa vain osa teostemme ja projektiemme kudosta.  

 
Do you see our cooperation changing in the future? (or staying the same, or ending) 
 
Patrik: It’s up to you. 
 
Visa:  Olemme yrittäneet löytää uusia työskentelytapoja. Mikään ei ole erityisen jäykkää, kunhan se 

palvelee teoksen ideaa ja siältöä.  
 
How should I develop my skills (to serve IC-98 better)? 
 
Patrik: Work on the weaknesses as listed above. 
 
Visa:  Tämän kysymyksen voisi itse asiassa linkittää taiteilijuuteen. Näkisin, että oma intohimo ja 

kiinnostus on avainasia, se mitä kannattaa tavoitella. Ulkoapäin asetettu tavoite ei pitkällä 
aikavälillä johda muuhun kuin turhautumiseen.  

 
What do you think has been the best work I’ve/we’ve done (why)? 
 
Patrik: As for animations, I see them produced in waves – the main ones and the in-betweeners. The first 

important work, and probably the one which will define our legacy if there is to be such thing, is 
of course our “magnum opus” A View from the Other Side. It’s multilayered, it combines site-
specifity with general concerns, it’s epic. I consider it my Masters Thesis in Cultural History 
(which I never actually finished). Technically it’s super simple, which shows that mastery of 
technical matters is not the only thing – but the idea, the story, the visuals, the rhyth, the mood, 
the immersion. Back then, we were all less skilled, but we had the time and the motivation to see 
it through. The reception of A View from the Other Side confirms the work’s importance, too. 
Actually, Timo Valjakka started the first published critique of the work with this sentence: “Uusi 
eepos on syntynyt.” [A New Epic is Born] (HS 15.5.2011). The second important work is 
Abendland (II: The Place That Was Promised; III: The Edge That Was Set). This two-channel 
installation – especially part II – is our mature work in the style of moving images, which we’ve 
developed since Shadows. We are all at the height of our powers there: the drawing is better than 
ever, the smallest details of animation (the reflections, the water) are as good as it gets without 
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using 3D modelling, the story is self-contained and in complete sync with the image. The work is 
one of the few stories – anywhere, film, literature – which uses a narrative actually devoid of 
human beings. It is an example of pure non-anthropocentric storytelling, which creates its own 
world and its own narrative logic based not on human assumptions, architecture and society but 
on biological processes – and still being a fiction and not a nature documentary. 

 
Visa:  Olisi mielenkiintoista kuulla mikä on oma mielipiteesi asiasta. Tämä on ehkä hivenen hankala 

kysymys, mutta luulisin että se on Hours, Years, Aeons. Muistan kun olimme vieneet 
projektitiedoston rendattavaksi Fakesiin, yksi heidän työntekijänsä silmäili epäuskoisena miten 
teos oli rakennettu. Teos näyttää melkein 3d-animaatiolta, mutta ei sitä tietysti ole. 
Yksityiskohtien runsaus on häkellyttävä. Animaatio on täynnä pieniä efektejä ja säätöjä, joita ei 
huomaa ellei niitä erikseen katso. Tämän teoksen jälkeen on selvää, että kyse on melkoisesta 
käsityöstä. Sen toteutuksessa on onnistuttu hienovaraisesti säilyttämään eri elementtien balanssi. 
Tekniikka ei tule silmille, vaan se antaa sisällön pahaenteisesti säteillä omaa myrkkyään.  

 
What’s the worst (why)? 
 
Patrik: Each work must be seen in the context of its time and our skills during that time. Thus, being 

technically primitive in retrospect is not a reason to call a work bad. As our animation production 
has been a constant learning curve – getting better and better technically – I define “bad” as an 
inability to tell the story in images in a satisfactory fashion. A good work might not be easy to 
understand, but the viewer must realise by watching that there is an internal logic there – even 
though s/he might not get it at the time. In this sense I feel Abendland (Hours, Years, Aeons) is the 
weak one. Though the overall scheme of geological and fleeting temporal rhythms works and the 
first 20 minutes are spectacular, the cave/roots segment drags the whole work down. We were 
not able to show the viewer clearly, what is happening in the image – that is: the spidery roots 
milk the bleeding holes. To my mind, it only works on the level of impressive visuals, but in the 
context of the whole work the logic (teamwork of story and image) breaks down. The failure was 
of course due to the whole emergency situation, the constant struggle with the installation etc. 
However, we keep showing this work and it was selected to the Sundance Film Festival so I 
shouldn’t complain. This is only to tell that for me outside affirmation of the work means nothing 
– the only one I need to please with the final product is myself. 

 
Visa:  Kaikki animaatiot eivät ole saman tasoisia. Aika- ja työmäärä vaihtelevat runsaasti teoksesta 

toiseen. Ainoa arvioinnin kriteeri on motivoituminen tehtävään, omaehtoinen työn hallinta ja 
vastuunkanto. Vaikka teos näyttää katsojan silmissä hyvältä, me tiedämme mitä se olisi voinut 
olla. Viimeisin teoksemme Nekropolis näyttää taatulta IC-98 animaatiolta. Siinä on kaikki tutut 
elementit ja enemmänkin. Nekropolis oli  sinun ensimmäinen oma ohjaus, missä nimesi nostettiin 
konkreettisesti tekijäriville. Siinä mielessä olisimme odottaneet vahvempaa projektinhallintaa. 
Tavoitteet saattoivat olla liian korkealle asetettuja. Hyppääminen 3D-maailmaan 
interaktiivisuuden ohella oli paljon. Ohjaajana sinulla oli mahdollisuus selvittää miten tämä 
kaikki oli toteutettavissa ja miltä osin mahdotonta.  IC-98:n rooli oli toimia tuottajana. Tämä ei 
mennyt ihan niin, vaan aikataulujen kiristyessä palattiin melko perinteiseen roolitukseen.  

 
What do you think you have learned from me? 
 
Visa:  Sitä on vaikea yksilöidä. Me käynnet yhdessä läpi monta teoksen syntyprosessia. Ne ovat olleet 

hyvin intensiivisiä vaiheita, joissa tuodaan esiin ja vaihdetaan mielipiteitä. Aina kaikki ei saa edes 
sanallista muotoa. Varmasti yksi oppimani asia on ollut seurata kuinka piirretyt kuvat alkavat 
elää. Siinä on ollut jotakin taianomaista. Vähän samanlainen yhä uudestaan vangitseva kokemus 
kuin valokuvan synty kehitysaltaassa. Olen pikkuhiljaa oppinut ymmärtämään kuinka tuo taika 
saadaan aikaiseksi. 

 
What do you think I have learned from you? 
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Questions put to artists in the book "The Art of not making, New Artist Artisan Relationship” (Petry, 
2011): 
 
Patrik: NOTE: the premise of the questions is a difficult one, as the assumption is that we are working 

with an artisan, who is more of an artist himself/herself than some company, which we use to 
fabricate the work. 

 
“When or why would you use a maker to produce work for you?” 
Patrik: 1) When we have an idea, which we cannot realise ourselves; 2) When we think that 

collaborating with someone would significantly add to the work in question. Case one is like 
bying a service. Case two is more like a collaboration. Ideally these two cases are intertwined.  

 
“When you work with makers, what production issues are raised?” 
Patrik: What is possible to realise? What is the price? What quality can we expect? 
 
“Do you speak about the issues of authorship with the makers?” 
Patrik: This is not addressed, if we buy a service or if we pay the maker (case 1). If it’s a “proper 

collaboration”, we do not pay the maker, the maker gets the credit and the possible profits are 
shared (case 2).  

 
“What happens when a maker raises concerns about realizing your wishes?” 
Patrik: If we buy the service and the service is quite straigthforward (say for example laser-cutting), we 

move on to another maker/fabricator. Alternatively if the concerns have to do with technical 
issues/limitations, which we were not aware of, we listen to the maker and then decide whether 
to stop the process (less likely) or whether to change the project to accommodate the concerns 
(more likely). This is basic communication, the “hermeneutical circle”, which is in effect always 
when you are making a site-specific work or doing a collaboration. 

 
“Have you ever had any difficulties with a maker and how were they resolved?” 
Patrik: Once a big problem. They fabricated a mechanism, which simply wasn’t strong and reliable 

enough. However, they had already done the work and it was kind of working when we tested it. 
In this case, we simply took the financial hit and accepted the time-delay, then ordered the 
mechanism from another fabricator. 

 
“Do you find that makers from different disciplines work with you in different ways and if so how?” 
Patrik: Everybody works based on their own background.  
 
Thoughts: 
 
Questions for me: 
 


